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ABSTRACT
This thesis questions conventional understandings of illegal land subdivisions as
a housing option for the poor. Illegal land subdivisions, called unauthorized colonies in
Delhi, are settlements that either contravene legal standards and zoning laws or lack
planning permission. The study of a recent illegal subdivision in Delhi, India showed
three new developments in the process of formation of illegal subdivisions established
in the post 1977 period: 1) the decreased risk of eviction by public authorities, 2) the
increased risk of fraudulent dealing and land grabbing and, 3) the formalization of
contracts between colonizers and landowners.
First, the risk of eviction has decreased due to a policy of regularization.
Regularization policies, scholars argue, will lead to an improvement of standards in
expectation of eventual regularization. However, due to the resultant increase in the
price of land, colonizers are decreasing plot sizes and tightening layouts. Additionally,
plotholders plan the physical consolidation of plots in expectation of eventual
regularization. Some plotholders have traded the secure tenure of sites and services for
larger plots in illegal subdivisions, a move which is supported by the income-earning
opportunities created by the heterogeneity of income groups living in illegal subdivisions.
Second, there is an increased risk of fraudulent dealing and land grabbing because
of the rising land prices, unclear titles to land and the illegality of transactions. The
colonizer's need to develop a good reputation, leads to territorial organization and the
prevalence of a system of commissions. This system has allowed some plotholders to get
reductions in the price of their plots by becoming brokers for the colonizer. To prevent
land grabbing, speculators are renting plots to poor families for little or no rent. It is
often argued that investment in housing follows regularization. The high risk of losing
possession however, has resulted in the need for high upfront investment in spite of
insecure tenure.
Third, the contracts between farmers and colonizers have become more rigid. In
order to profit the colonizer now has an increased stake in development of the settlement
to raise land values. He is also playing a more political role in the settlement. Some
have argued that illegal subdivisions offer the poor credit through the option of
installment payments for the land. The effect of formalization of contracts on the
plotholders has been the discontinuation of the system of installments leading to
reduced access to land for the poor.
These changed conditions have led to unauthorized colonies catering to higher
income groups than before, and bring into question some of the conventional wisdoms
about how illegal land subdivisions help meet housing needs of the poor.
Thesis Supervisor: Biswapriya Sanyal
Title: Associate Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
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PREFACE
The resident
Manjari shouts across to me in her high pitched voice. "Why have you come to
study how the poor live? Don't tell me you don't know how we manage with our
meager resources"' She is sitting on the steps of her one room house combing her
daughter's hair. She and her husband have invested all their savings and borrowed
money to buy the plot, 25 square meters of land without water, electricity or sewage.
The colonizer
Shyam Lal sits surrounded by his men in his garden, holding court. In between
discussing the affairs of the community, he answers my questions in a composed voice.
"Illegal colonies are built with tan man and dhan. Tan (bodies) of the poor, man (minds)
of the politicians and dhan (money) of the financiers."2 He implies that the process is
synergetic, to the benefit of all involved. It is the natural order of things.
The public authorities
A statement on the governments position regarding unauthorized colonies bears
the stamp of anonymous authors. "The Government are taking, within the limits of the
law, suitable action against the unscrupulous colonizers, it has, however, been noticed
that the purchasers of land accept such terms and conditions from colonizers which
render Government action difficult".3 As in all government documents, the language is
bureaucratic and impersonal making it difficult to pin responsibility for the situation on
any one person.
I was curious to find out how these different perspectives interact to shape the
process of illegal subdivision of land in Delhi. I soon discovered that people's
perceptions of the subdivision process have changed, in turn transforming the process
itself. In this thesis I therefore decided to focus on the causes of the transformations and
their impacts on the access to land for the urban poor.
This thesis, like all forms of representation, emphasizes some aspects and
dampens others. I was looking for answers to a set of questions generated by my prior
Manjari, resident, Sant Nagar, Delhi. Interview Dec, 1990.
2 Shyam Lal, colonizer, interview Jan 24, 1991.
' City Planning Wing, DDA. "Project Report on Policies and Regularization of Unauthorized
Colonies", 1984.
experience and the literature. While doing the fieldwork many different streams of
evidence, partial explanations became stronger and joined to form a river, which became
the central argument. In the process, some interesting streams led to other rivers and
were left out, other important ones arrived from places I was not exploring. As the
argument made in the thesis is presented "river first," and is a particular perspective from
which I observed the plain, I would like to present my point of view at the beginning.
In starting my thesis research I was motivated by the following question: What
role did I have as an architect and planner in the field of low income housing? My
architectural education in India had mostly prepared me to design elaborate buildings,
while the real demand for low income housing was being met by the people themselves.
Illegal land subdivisions, squatter settlements and resettlement colonies were housing
a majority of the population. To understand my own role in the process, I wanted to be
able to fill the gaps and contradictions in what I had read through an exploration of how
the process worked on the ground.
The "ground" for me, became the busy settlement of Sant Nagar, a peripheral
settlement in the north of Delhi, where the ground (literally) was being subdivided into
plots, giving me the opportunity to observe the process of formation of "unauthorized
colonies" (illegal subdivisions in Delhi). The land occupied by the colony was originally
the agricultural land of two villages; Burari and Jharoda. With the freeze on land
transfers in Delhi in 1957, land for housing became in high demand, and colonizers
bought agricultural land illegally at low prices and sold it to the urban population
making high profits, after subdividing it. In the early days of formation Sant Nagar had
been dominated by speculative plot-buyers. In 1983, the government legalized Block A
of the colony as a rural settlement area, an action which led to a spurt of additional
subdividing on the outskirts, as well as an increase in the overall resident population.
The settlement now consists of two halves, a legal part Block A, and an illegal part Block
B and C. The colony is becoming rapidly populated and has two main resident
associations. I was able to interview some of the various actors who were a part of the
creation of this settlement.
I had gone into the case study settlement fully expecting the colonizers to be
exploitative and profiteering, and the residents to be exploited by the system and the
colonizers, and I began my interviews with such a prejudice in mind. In reality as the
interviews proceeded, all the actors seemed to be acting in their own interests, and
sometimes even with social benefits occurring as a result of personal motivations. Often
actions inspired by personal, profiteering goals, had social goals met along the way. A
colonizer built a school and a clubhouse in his illegal subdivision to gain support and
raise land values of his property. Dealers paid commissions to residents who brought
customers, which enabled the poor to use their time and social contacts for getting
reductions in the price of their own plots. Speculative buyers of land, constructed
minimal shelter and rented it out at low or no rent to the poor without taking key money
to ensure future possession of land. With there being benefits to so many, was the
process of illegal subdivision to be understood as a mutually beneficial process for all the
actors involved? This question remains behind the arguments made in the thesis.
I also began research sympathizing with the community efforts to improve the
organization of the settlement. However, I found that the resident associations were
largely comprised of the better off residents of the colony. And these "socially
conscious" people were really interested in mobilizing the people to get the colonies
regularized and infrastructure installed in order to make the settlement a higher status
neighborhood. As one association's president said to me, "it is only when the proper
facilities arrive that this settlement will get dominated by people of higher class. The
poor will then have to move out further into the periphery." The community was not
only divided along class lines but also fragmented through local political struggles for
power. For example, within the same neighborhood, besides the main resident
association, there were also smaller resident associations which had the same mandate
as the larger one and each claimed to be the real representative of the people.4 These
examples question the notion of a singular community existing in the settlement that
mobilizes against the state to demand for various services.
The fieldwork also led me to question the notion of a monolithic state from
which the community of urban poor is demanding basic services. Often, I found the
officials of the public authorities sympathetic to the cause of the urban poor. The dual
roles of many people as residents as well as belonging to state agencies, creates channels
of informal linkages. These linkages open up opportunities to work within cracks in the
system which help the underprivileged gain access to resources. Such working from
within the system also prevents direct confrontation with the state which characterizes
4 This situation was in part created by the public authorities, as they would deal with colonies
only through resident associations and not through individuals.
the movements of the urban poor in squatter settlements and illegal subdivisions in Latin
America. These informal linkages between different interest groups, also underscore the
fact that the formal and informal sector are highly interconnected, and that national
circumstances have simultaneous effects on the illegal land subdivision process at the
local level. For example, the recent political upheavals in the past year have slowed the
market demand for illegal land because it is not clear which informal linkages will be
sustained and useful in the near future. This uncertainty has made speculators as well
as residents wary of investing in illegal land subdivisions. Thus, in the thesis I have
emphasized the multiplicity of roles played by people, and the informal linkages
between different interest groups.
While doing field research I was moved by the generosity of the residents of Sant
Nagar with their time, resources and information. I was unwilling to structure my
interviews just to get answers to the questions I had; I tried listen to whatever they
wanted to talk about. I would like my thesis to reflect the concerns of the residents,
along with my own academic understanding of the issues. In the thesis, therefore, I
present evidence of the changing perceptions of the people in the land subdivision
process and their implications for access to land for the urban poor.
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Chapter 1
PLOTTING TRANSFORMATIONS
INTRODUCTION
When I first became interested in illegal land markets in developing countries, I
was struck by the fact that people's perceptions regarding the law played such an
important part in determining their actions in illegal subdivisions. With the evolution
of the laws governing illegal subdivisions, the process of subdividing land would also
have evolved. What kinds of changes have these been, and how have they influenced
the access to land? The thesis I present shows that such changes have occurred which
might require us to change our perceptions of the process of illegal subdivision.
In this thesis, therefore, my main contention is that the illegal subdivision process
has changed and evolved over the past two decades. This evolution has been influenced
by the changed perceptions of the people directly involved in the process of subdivision.
While access to land for the poorer income groups has been reduced, some positive
results have also occurred. These changes require us to rethink our understandings of
illegal subdivisions and our beliefs about the appropriate role of the state.
The first part of the introduction will describe the findings briefly, with reference
to conventional literature. In the second part I will discuss the importance of the
conceptualization of the state in explaining its attitudes towards illegal subdivisions. In
the third part I will emphasize the linkages between national and local housing policies
and events, and the emergence of illegal subdivisions in Delhi. In the fourth part I will
present a brief description of the methodology and the case study. Lastly, I will provide
a brief description of the structure of the thesis.
I. CURRENT DEBATES ABOUT ILLEGAL SUBDIVISIONS
The recent focus on the success of the market is in contrast to the earlier focus on
approaches of direct state intervention in the field of housing. State projects in the form
of sites and services and upgrading have been criticized for being a drop in the bucket,
for not being able to reach the intended target groups and for being adopted largely due
to international donor pressure by governments and therefore not really replicable
(Nientied and Linden 1985).
The spotlight has been on one such market mechanism: illegal commercial land
subdivision. In its simplest form, a developer buys vacant agricultural land at the urban
fringe, subdivides it and sells it in the form of smaller plots. These plots are sold at low
prices and have minimal or no infrastructure. The reasons for their illegality vary: the
illegal sale of notified land, the development of land not residentially zoned, non-
conformity with the prevailing standards of subdivision or other infringements of the law
regarding land transactions.
Some research done on illegal settlements has viewed the process as successfully
meeting the demands of lower-income groups1 . The arguments often advanced for the
support of illegal subdivisions are:
a. Lower costs: Plots in illegal land subdivisions are said to be cheaper than legal plots
due to their lower standards of infrastructure and insecure tenure (Baross 1990). The risk
of eviction by public authorities is seen as the main cause of insecure tenure. In addition,
bypassing the legal system lowers the administrative costs of the developer as well as
saves time, leading to quicker operations.
b. Greater choice: Illegal subdivisions offer choices in terms of plot sizes, level of
infrastructure and tenure.
' Some authors also relate the prevalence of illegal subdivisions to the operation of the housing
market as a whole. For example, in the case of Bogota, Gilbert and Ward (1985) argue that strong
enforcement against squatting and the existence of a well developed rental market push the poor
into renting, or buying land in illegal subdivisions. In Turkey, Payne (1978) found that people
bought plots in illegal subdivisions despite the low levels of infrastructure as the developer
promised to provide them. Having invested their money they were forced to accept existing
conditions.
c. Flexibility in construction: Thewlot holders can phase the consolidation of the plots in
keeping with the budget priorities of the household at different times.
d. Credit: It has been found that developers often extend credit to the buyers in the form
of accepting payment in installments, and sometimes even offer loans for construction
of their house (Payne 1978). In the absence of access to formal credit markets, this is
viewed as a positive aspect.
e. Ability to sell plots easily: The lack of a stable income in the poorer population
sometimes leads to sudden shifts in the housing priorities of the poor. The perceived
ease of turnover in plots makes illegal subdivisions attractive. Moreover, the lack of laws
allows a densification of the plot akin to traditional neighborhoods.
f. Locational advantages: Another reason sometimes advanced is that due to their
prevalence throughout the city, illegal subdivisions offer the choice of location.
On a more general level, scholars also argue that insecure tenure in illegal
subdivisions leads to the articulation of demands by the poorer sections in society (de
Soto 1989). Another positive aspect of illegal settlements could be income earning
opportunities created by the minimal services, for example the provision of water or
electricity for a price.
II. MAIN FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH
I was surprised to find that, while the earlier process of formation of the illegal
subdivisions in Delhi supported the literature, settlements formed after 1977 show
different patterns and processes of formation. Therefore, I have divided the processes
into two phases, pre-1977 and post-1977, caused by the major changes in government
policy. The state of Emergency in 1976-1977 and the authoritarian role played by the
Delhi Development Authority (DDA) during that period resulted in the demolition of
large numbers of illegal settlements. The Junta government that came to power in the
general elections of 1977, to soothe the tense situation, formulated a policy for the
regularization of unauthorized colonies. Under this policy most settlements were eligible
to be regularized. The experience of demolition during the emergency, and the large
scale regularization program afterwards, along with the incessant spiralling of land
prices, have been influential in creating the differences between earlier and later colonies.
Three circumstances have changed, which form the basis of the chapters. First,
the risk of eviction by public authorities has fallen. Second, the risk of losing possession
by land grabbing and fraudulent dealing has increased. Third, increased formalization
of the contracts between the landowners and developers have resulted in the developers
playing a new role in settlement consolidation. These changes have had impacts at two
levels, the settlement and the plotholder. For the settlement as a whole, the nature of the
market, the organization of residents and the role of the colonizer, have been affected.
For the individual plotholder, there are implications for access to land and housing
consolidation.
First, at the settlement level, overall plot sizes have decreased in response to
higher land prices. Moreover, the market has become organized around the basis of
reputation and a pyramidal system of commissions. The colonizer plays an increased
role in the consolidation and growth of the settlement, to the extent that in a part of the
case study, one colonizer formed the settlement association.
Second, for the individual buyer, buying a plot involves greater expenses than
before. Additionally, the availability of credit through the colonizer has ceased. As a
result, the overall plot buyers are of a higher income level than before. However, some
rental housing has been added by speculators to avoid losing possession of their land.
Also, heterogeneity of income groups living in unauthorized colonies does create income
earning opportunities for the poorer residents. Some residents from sites and services
projects have moved into the case study settlement to improve their economic situation.
These findings contradict some of the literature discussed earlier on the virtues of illegal
land subdivisions.
III. THE ROLE OF THE STATE
The increasing numbers of people served by this mode of land supply in many
parts of the world has been in part caused by the trend of governments towards the
incorporation of illegal land subdivisions into the legal framework through regularization
(Payne 1989). What are possible explanations for the tendency towards the regularization
of illegal subdivisions? The political usefulness of illegal settlements have often been
cited as a cause of the tolerance of illegality (Mukherjee 1988; Mitra 1987). Gilbert
(1990:25), provides six possible reasons for the tolerance of illegal settlements. First, the
patron client relationships that develop are politically expedient. Second, illegality helps
ration limited services to the upper income groups. Third, it provides possibilities of
politically motivated, selective discriminatory action. Fourth, it gives public authorities
flexibility in acquiring land for public projects. Fifth, it is advantageous to some interest
groups like the landowners. Sixth, it reduces the price of urban development.
While, in this thesis, I do not attempt to elaborate on the concepts of the state, it
is important to the discussion to briefly describe how the state's actions towards
improving conditions of the urban settlements have been viewed by different scholars.
The concept of the liberal state understands the state as an entity which acts in the best
interests of the poor. The concept of the instrumental state views the state as an
instrument of elite interest groups. The concept of the structuralist state views the state
as dominated by the interests of the elite but sometimes acting against these interests in
order to retain the power structure and avoid social upheaval (Gilbert and Ward 1985,
Collier 1976). While the concept of the structuralist state explains gaps in the theories of
the liberal and instrumental state, it does not explain the conditions under which the
state can pursue the goal of poverty alleviation.
Some scholars have also questioned the underlying concept of the monolithic
state.
The public sector is not homogeneous; there is no one single strategy
throughout the public sector.... what is more there is seldom any coordination
between the strategies of the central and local bodies regarding urban land and
housing development (Durand-Lasserve 1987:325).
This questioning emphasizes the contradictory actions of the different agencies within the
state and the differences in central and local bodies without giving adequate explanations
as to why these contradicting strategies occur. Explaining this problem Peattie (1979:
1021) states:
There is not a single government interest and thus no clear-cut unambigu-
ous government policy. Rather, there are diverse and conflicting interests and
shifting alliances between them.
Thus the pluralistic nature of the state would allow the residents of illegal settlements
to use the state to gain leverage within the system. Some researchers explain the varying,
sometimes contradictory actions towards illegal settlements as a part of "carrot" and
"stick" tactics by politicians who offer services and regularization in exchange for votes.
They simultaneously provide services incrementally to some settlements and selectively
demolish other settlements to retain their control over the voters.
I will argue for an additional factor which could in India, explain the increasing
regularization phenomenon - the permeation of the state by the residents of unauthorized
colonies.2 Illegality in Delhi has reached such large proportions (an estimated 1.2 million
of the Delhi's population of 5.7 million resided in illegal subdivisions in 1981)3, that
many of the residents of illegal settlements are either a part of the state or are linked
closely to it. The DDA alone has an estimated 60,000 employees (Mukherjee 1988). The
personal connections between the residents and parts of the local state (politicians as well
as administrators) as a result of the dual role played by some residents result in a
sympathetic perspective of the problem of illegal subdivisions in Delhi.
Assuming then, that under certain conditions the state has some autonomy in
improving the conditions of the poor, what is the position that the state should adopt
towards illegal subdivisions? In the literature two basic views predominate (Varley
1989). First, opinion is divided between regularization and legalization. Regularization
implies that the state recognizes the existence of illegal subdivisions and accepts
responsibility to provide basic services in the settlements. Legalization means that the
state recognizes that this existence of illegal subdivisions has a legal basis and will
provide plot-holders with a secure title (Gilbert, 1990:29). Legalization obviously implies
2 The permeation of the state is a term increasingly used by researchers to depict a situation
where some people from the illegal subdivision, work for the state. Here, I use it to mean both,
some people working in the public authorities for however un-technical a position, and the
informal linkages between people in illegal subdivisions and the public authorities, which give
the residents advance access to information.
' The estimate presented here is from the DDA Report on Policies and Regularization of
Unauthorized Colonies. Estimations of the population in unauthorized colonies more recently
ranges from a low figure of 25% of the population (Bijlani 1988, to a high figure of 40%
(Mukherjee 1988). Mitra (1990) also indicates that unauthorized colonies have remained a
significant contributor to the housing stock since 1981. In the absence of accurate recent data
regarding population in unauthorized colonies, I have not estimated a figure.
the benefits of regularization. Proponents on the right argue for regularization on the
grounds that it will increase investment in housing (Blaesser 1981, Vernez 1973), and
increase the availability of services, reduce cost and increase private sector construction
(Linn 1983). De Soto (1989) argues for legalization as the granting of titles will enable
the plot-holders to use the title as collateral for loans to build houses or start small scale
enterprises.
Second, some authors argue that state action has not only failed to ameliorate
problems but has often compounded them (Angel 1983). One could argue from this
position that the best action that could be taken is to leave illegal subdivisions alone.
Analysts on the left have criticized regularization, legalization and self help practices as
a way for governments to avoid direct responsibility for the provision of housing. In the
face of limited financial and managerial resources it has been easier for governments to
make changes in the laws, which do not burden the state. They see regularization
policies as alienating the poorest through increasing land prices and gentrification. On
a structural level, partial regularization policies are seen as safety valves for diffusing
larger social tension (Gilbert and Ward 1985).
The evidence presented in this thesis questions the assumptions of both the points
of view presented above. On the one hand regularization breeds conditions of illegality
and poor standards that it is trying to prevent. Moreover, evidence shows that some of
the hopes of the availability of credit through installments etc. are simply no longer true.
On the other hand, those who already possess plots benefit from increased land values
that accompany regularization. In the end, the process of illegal subdivision is not
completely equitable or efficient, but it seems to function well in meeting the housing
needs of a large segment of the urban population.
IV. THE CASE STUDY: SANT NAGAR, DELHI
A. The Context of Delhi
In Delhi, the phenomenon of illegal subdivisions, called unauthorized colonies,
has grown considerably over the past thirty years. The emergence and growth of
unauthorized colonies in Delhi is linked to evolution of housing policies and the larger
Plan of Shahjahanabad (old
Delhi), laid on a plan of New
Delhi at approximately the same
scale.
Fig. 1.1 Comparison of space standards between imperial New Delhi and
Shahjahanabad.
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national context. As others have done elaborate studies of the evolution of unauthorized
colonies as a part of housing sub-markets (Mitra 1976, Bharathi 1986, Mukherjee 1988),
I will briefly touch upon these here. Of importance here will be how various national
events and influences have a bearing on the phenomenon of unauthorized colonies.
India's development after independence has been largely influenced by imported
models. The continued use of instruments, procedures and institutions created by the
British have been the basis of land development practices. The instrument to have the
most influence on the development of Delhi has been the use of the "master plan" which,
along with the concept of the socialization of land, has been instrumental in perpetuating
the dual land market.
At the time of independence, there were two forms of land and housing
ownership. The state owned and rigidly controlled the land and housing in colonial New
Delhi. In the old city of Shahjahanabad and its extensions, land was privately owned
and was commercialized. The contrasts between the two were great in terms of density,
quality of housing and levels of control over usage. Low income households depended
either on inner city rentals or subsidized government tenements which were available in
limited quantities.
After independence, the government had to respond to the increased population
in Delhi caused by two main factors. First, the influx of refugees from Pakistan was an
immediate problem. The newly formed ministry of Rehabilitation built subsidized
tenements in twenty locations, 4 to 6 kilometers away from the city center to accommo-
date about 65,000 of the 125,000 refugees. The second major source of population growth
was the urban migration caused by Delhi's predominance as the center of government
and increasing industrial and trade center. To accommodate its employees, the
government built 21,000 dwellings of which eighty seven percent accommodated lower
income groups (Mitra 1990). Despite these large scale efforts, the government was unable
to house all its employees through its own efforts.
Meanwhile, the private sector was also active. Some private companies were
catering to higher income levels. They built colonies on farmland after getting their plans
approved by the Delhi Improvement Trust, which was the first body in charge of
development in Delhi created by the British. The government had also encouraged the
formation of cooperative housing societies which were given land on lease at low rates.
Delhi, Land Supply 1981
Fig. 1.2 Comparison between master plan and reality, Delhi, 1981.
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The plot sizes in these earlier legal colonies was about 960 square meters. To fulfil the
unsatisfied demand for low income housing, some colonizers began subdividing land
without legal permission. However, some families could not afford even the low rates
in these subdivisions and they began squatting on vacant public land.
By the mid 1950's, the government realized that there was no piecemeal solution
to the urban growth crisis. In an effort to control and guide the development of Delhi,
in 1957, it initiated the Master Plan for Delhi. One of the main features of the master-
plan was the policy of the large scale acquisition of land. The stated goals of the policy
were:
- to achieve the optimal social use of land
- to insure the availability of land in adequate quantities at the right times and for
reasonable prices to both the public authorities and individuals.
- to prevent the concentration of land ownership in few private hands and
safeguard the interests of the poor and underprivileged.
- to control land values and to eliminate speculative profits (Govt. of India 1958).
There were three main results of this policy. First, it froze all land with no
possibility of development till the DDA developed the land. Second, it curbed the
operations of the private housing companies at the height of their activities, while
providing no alternative channel for private initiative in the housing process. Third, it
perpetuated a dualistic land market by excluding already developed areas from its
purview. As a result the price of vacant land within the developed areas rose
dramatically. All together had the effect of causing the emergence and growth of
unauthorized colonies.
Besides these the government also acted through two policies which had indirect
effects on the land and housing markets. Starting in 1958 it planned to replace the
squatter housing within the city by resettling the population in sites and services projects,
in Delhi called resettlement colonies. From 1963 it also proposed the regularization of
unauthorized colonies, thus implicitly accepting the process of their formation. For its
own part, the DDA had been unable to produce much housing, and what it had
produced was not targeted towards the lower income population. Between 1961 and
1971, only 22 percent of the plots went to low income families and between 1971 and
1981 the figure rose to only 42 percent (Misra 1986). We can thus see how a combination
of DDA's direct and indirect actions in the land market, caused a growth in the number
of unauthorized colonies.
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On the political level, the twenty month Internal Emergency period from 1975 to
1977, changed the complacent conditions under which illegal housing had mushroomed.
The government suspended public liberties including the freedom of the press and
normal judicial procedures. The DDA, under the pretext of restoring "order" to the city
undertook a series of demolitions of unauthorized colonies and squatter settlements and
resettled the residents in resettlement camps at the periphery. All the political networks
that the residents of illegal settlements had built up to prevent legal action against their
settlements were useless under the emergency. The politicians no longer needed
legitimacy through the support of the people since they had openly taken an authoritari-
an stand.
With the Junta Party winning elections after the emergency, (and the later return
of the Congress party to power in 1980), the situation returned to normal. In 1977, the
Junta government formed a policy for the large scale regularization of unauthorized
colonies. Since then, the growth of unauthorized colonies has increased while the forma-
tion of new squatter settlements has declined. There has been a growth of resident
associations which are registered under the "Registration of Societies Act". These
associations are formed in the early stages of the settlement development, often by the
colonizer as will be described later in the thesis.
Meanwhile, the DDA's efforts in the direct production of either land or housing
have been limited to a few prestigious schemes. In 1980, the DDA initiated Rohini, a
large scale housing project in the north western periphery to accommodate 850,000
people on 1000 hectares of land. More recently, it proposed the prestigious scheme of
Papan Kalan in the south western periphery. However, these schemes have been
overpriced, under-serviced and located at great distances from the city.
Most recently, the influx of refugees from the turmoil in Punjab and Kashmir to
the city have increased the population of the city. The refugees have been able to salvage
some of their assets from their homes and have found a good investment as well as
opportunity to build a house in unauthorized colonies. Simultaneously, the recent
political upheavals in 1990, have caused a slowness in the illegal subdivision process.
In 1989, the National Front (a coalition of various political parties led by the Junta Party)
headed by V.P. Singh came into power, followed by an internal crisis, which resulted in
Chandrashekhar becoming the prime-minister backed by the Congress party. In early
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Fig. 1.4 Location of Sant Nagar, Delhi.
1991, this precarious arrangement collapsed. The next general elections are scheduled
to be held in May 1991. Thus, within a period of two years, India saw three govern-
ments. These uncertain political conditions have resulted in slowness of the land market
in two ways. First, the recent uncertainty of the political situation, as well as the effects
of the international economic recession on the local economy, has made speculators wary
of risky investments. Second, the political connections cultivated by the colonizers are
in a state of flux, as it is uncertain who will be in power. As a result, buyers are unsure
which colonies are safe investments. Meanwhile, in spite of the uncertainty of future
conditions, unauthorized colonies continue to provide housing for a majority of Delhi's
urban population. At an estimate between 25 and 45 percent of Delhi's population lives
in unauthorized colonies in 1990.
It is evident from this rather brief historical account that the processes of growth
and development of unauthorized colonies are closely linked to the political and
economic conditions at a national level.
B. The Case Study and Methodology
The primary empirical evidence for this study consists of fieldwork conducted
over a six week period during Dec 1990 and Jan 1991. The fieldwork comprised of a case
study of a newly formed illegal settlement - the unauthorized colony of Sant Nagar.
While the validity of generalizing from a single case is questionable, this research is a
preliminary exploration of the issues. Undoubtedly, the applicability of the argument to
other settlements or contexts will need to be tested through additional empirical research.
However, as far as possible, the findings were discussed with other researchers as well
as corroborated through limited interviews with city officials and residents of other
settlements.
The settlement of Sant Nagar was initially selected for a case study largely due
to some existing contacts. As the research progressed however, some interesting
characteristics became evident:
- most of the existing research on unauthorized colonies in Delhi has tended to focus
on colonies which are by now regularized (Khurana 1966, Mitra 1976). The initial process
of formation described in these earlier case studies is different I found, from the process
of formation of the more recent colonies.
a. Approaching Sant Nagar. Note the walled b. General density of built area. Note the
off agricultural fields and a temple in the many vacant plots.
distance signifying the formation of a new
colony.
c. The bus-stop at Sant Nagar.
d. The police check post on the main road.
Fig. 1.5 Views of the approach to Sant Nagar, Delhi.
- earlier research has also tended to focus on colonies which emerged largely on
notified land zoned for urban uses. Thus the colonies, when regularized, were
regularized as part of the urban area. Block A of Sant Nagar was initially regularized
as a part of the rural area. The process of regularizing such a colony posed interesting
advantages and disadvantages as perceived by the residents.
- the colony (both tht legal and the illegal part) is in the early process of settlement
formation and consolidation. It is moving slowly from a colony dominated by speculative
buyers to a more residential commercial one. This gave me an opportunity to study the
process unfolding.
The research was conducted mostly through unstructured interviews with
residents (25), the initial colonizer of Block B and C, property dealers (4), material
supplier and contractor (2), president of resident association in Block A and Block B and
C, head of a chit fund (1) and plot holders who were not residents (4). The interviews
were not based on statistically significant methods, but were largely directed by the
availability of the residents in various parts of the settlement. However, the emphasis
was not to obtain quantitative information but more to understand the processes and
perceptions involved. Much of the information, especially regarding prices and incomes,
could not be verified. Due to this limitation, I will not use the data quantitatively.
Additionally, some officials from the DDA and the MCD, some researchers and people
(developers and residents) from other settlements were interviewed to understand to
what extent the case was generalizable. A newspaper clippings search was also carried
out for the years 1987 to 1989 for which clippings arranged by subject were found.
C. Sant Nagar
The case study settlement Sant Nagar is located in North Delhi near the urban
periphery. The land occupied by the colony was originally the agricultural land of two
villages; Burari and Jharoda. It falls in the East Delhi parliamentary constituency and in
the rural municipal zone of Najafgarh. The area covered by the original colony consisted
of 8.1 hectares of fertile agricultural land which was prone to annual flooding. In the
master-plan it was shown as rural green area.
As is the case with most unauthorized colonies, the rapid growth of Sant Nagar
in the past decade is largely due to its location. It is located beyond the outer ring road
Plan of Sant Nagar, Delhi
\ t
Sant Nagar
Fig. 1.6 Layout plan of Sant Nagar showing Blocks A, B and C.
in the rural zone of the union territory. The nearest large legal settlement of the city is
Kingsway Camp, which was one of the various refugee colonies set up after indepen-
dence to house the refugee population. It is also near the old Autumn lines, a slum area
which was cleared by the MCD in 1977. The Delhi University, and the Police Lines
(training grounds and facilities) are near Kingsway Camp. Many government offices and
educational institutes are located in the urban area nearby.
V. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
There were three main changes which are linked to their impacts at the settlement
and the plotholder level.4 Accordingly the thesis is divided into three main chapters and
a conclusion. In each chapter, I discuss one main change in the process of subdivision,
identify its possible causes, and relate its impacts on the settlement and the individual
residents. As most findings are inter-linked to the three main changes, there may by
some repetition in the chapters. In addition, the three changes are summarized in the
introduction. The conclusions summarize the settlement and resident level implications
in a thematic way. The case study has not been presented in all together in one chapter,
but is drawn upon when specific issues are discussed.
The first chapter traces the evolution of DDA's regularization and demolition
policies as being the main causes of the decreased risk of eviction. In this chapter, I also
make some conjectures on why the policies have evolved towards increasing regulariza-
tion. In the impacts on the settlement level I will argue that the policy of regularization
contrary to expectations has led to decreased standards of road widths, community
facilities and plot sizes. At the plotholder level, while the income groups who can afford
a plot are higher, the access to land provides income earning opportunities due to the
variety of income groups present. The high expectation of eventual regularization has led
to these expectations being physically expressed in the consolidation of the plot.
4 The terms settlement level and resident level are used to indicate both, the physical and the
social aspects of the settlement throughout. Thus, the plotholder level would be a plot as well
as the household as a social unit. I also use the term plotholder to mean the owners of the plots
whereas resident would be used specifically for residents of the settlement, owners as well as
renters.
CHANGES IMPACTS
Explanations Settlement level Plotholder level
Decreasing risk Political vote Market demand re- Physical aspects of
of eviction catching duces layouts and consolidation in antici-
plot sizes pation of regulariza-
Informal linkages tion
between residents
and public authori- Trade-off between ten-
ties ure security and in-
creased plot sizes
Increasing risk Increasing land Territorial Differential affects on
of fraud and prices organization of access to land
land grab colonizers
Counterproductive Inverse relationship
state interventions System of commis- between initial hous-
sions ing investment and
tenure
Increasing Farmers learn of Increasing involve- Credit no longer avail-
formalization of prices ment of colonizers able through install-
contracts with the settlement ments
Farmers turn colo-
nizers
The second chapter shows how the risk of losing possession due to fraudulent
dealing and land grabbing has increased. High land prices, the unclear titles in land and
the increased territorial organization of the colonizers have caused this trend. At the
settlement level, the importance of trust and reputation has led to the territorial
organization of the colonizers and a system of plot sales through a pyramidal commission
structure. The option of location in a particular settlement is seen to be governed by
choice as well as constraint. At the plotholder level, the plotholders have to make a high
upfront investment in order to ensure possession when they decide to occupy the plot.
Speculators are also renting out minimal rooms in order to retain possession of their plot.
The third chapter traces the formalization of contracts between the landowners
and farmers. The causes of this formalization are the "urbanization" process of the
farmers and the increasing number of farmers turning into colonizers. At the settlement
level, the colonizer is increasing his role in the settlement consolidation due to personal
motives of increasing land values and gaining political power. At the level of the
plotholder, the colonizer can no longer offer credit on installments, a fact which also
contributes to the higher income groups present in the settlement.
The conclusions are presented at the end in a thematic way as a recasting of the
chapter conclusions. Critical to improving economic conditions through access to land
in illegal subdivisions, is a first step into the system. The concern here is for those
households who could earlier gain access to illegal land subdivisions but now cannot.
In other words how are those who have no access to the system coping? As credit seems
to be a critical part of the access to land, increasing the supply of land through state
measures and increasing the availability of credit seem to be two options. Finally some
issues of research interest to me are presented. The first, is the role of resident
associations as mediating institutions between the authorities and the residents, and the
interactions between resident associations. The second is the workings of the informal
chit funds (called "committees") and their role in providing credit for housing consolida-
tion and informal production and commercial activities. The third is the role of illegal
subdivisions in being centers of production activities.
The matrix represents the structure of the chapters.

Chapter 2
THE DECLINING RISK OF EVICTION BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
I-He PEOPLE Ir4
THIS SHA14rOW 1 LIVINCA FI RE ENGAGE ItJ 
.A.N ILLE-GAL-EE
A.CTIV My~ WHAT?
INTRODUCTION
Why is the perceived risk of eviction by public authorities in unauthorized
colonies so low these days? Almost all the people I interviewed did not believe that the
Delhi Development Authority (DDA) would demolish their houses. And yet, the DDA
has, in the recent past, carried out demolitions throughout the city. Even in Sant Nagar
the demolition squad has appeared twice, albeit without demolishing any houses.
Simultaneously, the DDA has also regularized many colonies. This pattern of
regularization and acceptance of illegal subdivisions is occurring almost universally in
cities of the third world (Payne 1989). So how are the conflicting actions of demolition
and regularization to be understood? Conventional wisdom has indicated that illegal
settlements attract low-income groups due to the insecurity of tenure and hence low
prices associated with them. Does the increasing trend towards regularization mean that
higher income groups are now settling in illegal subdivisions? If this is true, what
implications has the increasing security of tenure had on the plotholders and on the
settlement?
In this chapter I explore these questions by tracing the evolution of DDA policies
towards unauthorized colonies and by analyzing the effects of these policies on Sant
Nagar. There are two main sections to this chapter. In the first section, I trace the
evolution of DDA policies of regularization and demolition, and analyze the effects of
these on the perceptions of the plotholders. In the second section, at the level of the
settlement, I present evidence which contradicts the conventional argument that a
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Fig. 2.1 Layout patterns of pre-1977 and post-1977 colonies
regularization policy will encourage colonizers to improve layout standards in
anticipation of regularization, and argue that in fact economic considerations dominate.
At the level of the plotholders, I support the argument made by others that illegal
subdivisions provide combinations of price, security of tenure, plot size and social
structures that are preferred over state projects such as sites and services. Thus, although
increasing land prices have excluded the poorest from gaining access to land in
unauthorized colonies, the colonies provide opportunities for economic mobility to
people who benefit in many different ways.
I. CHANGES: EVOLUTION OF DDA'S POLICIES
The evolution of DDA's policies towards illegal subdivisions in Delhi has followed
the third-world trend (Payne 1989). City policies have moved from focussing on eviction
and relocation, to the acceptance of unauthorized colonies and their improvement
through regularization. In this section, I will trace the DDA's evolving attitude towards
unauthorized colonies, from hostility to acceptance. Exemplifying an attitude of hostility
is a statement by the metropolitan councillor in the early 1960's:
At the very outset, I would like to make it clear that the Government are
very keen to rid this ancient and glorious City of Delhi of the menace of
unauthorized and generally ugly-planned construction. I have no doubt that
every right thinking citizen would like the Government to curb illegal activities
with a firm hand, ensure planned development of Delhi, and make it a beautiful
and worthy capital of a great nation.
While this attitude is held by some professionals even today, practical considerations
have demanded solutions of acceptance and the DDA has moved towards the increasing
regularization of colonies.1
1 Project Report on Policies and Regularization of Unauthorized Colonies. City Planning Wing
Delhi Development Authority, 1984. Supporting this viewpoint, while portraying a more
sympathetic attitude towards the people, the DDA, in a press statement (1961) argued:
If such colonies are left to themselves, the risk is that slum conditions will
develop rapidly, which will obviously be undesirable from the point of view of the
inhabitants of those colonies as will as those in the neighboring areas
Characteristics of Structures
Delhi, India- 1975
in 471 Unauthorized Colonies,
Structures Units Percentage
Permanent 54,973 39.84
Semi-Permanent 39,529 28.64
Temporary 24,432 17.70
Up to Plinth Level 5,708 4.14
Fake 5,813 4.21
Vacant Plots 7,545 5.47
Total 138,000 100.00
Source: DDA (1984)
Land Use Pattern in 471 Unauthorized Colonies
Delhi, India - 1975
Land Use Units Percentage
Residential 83.00
Commercial 2.00
Resid.+ Commercial 7.00
Indust.+ Commercial 2.00
Industrial 1.00
Religious 0.50
Miscellaneous 5.50
Total 101.00
Source: DDA (1984)
Fig. 2.2
A. Regularization Policies
Over the years the DDA has formulated a variety of policies, from the first
decision to regularize unauthorized colonies, to the recent policy under which
unauthorized colonies can seek regularization provided they fulfil certain conditions. As
early as 1963, strong political lobbying in the Municipal Corporation of Delhi and the
Indian Parliament led to the regularization of 110 colonies that had existed before the
date of notification of land,? conditional upon the conformity to Municipal Corporation
of Delhi's (MCD) regularization plans and the payment of development charges by the
plotholders. Regularization meant freehold tenure and the provision of infrastructure,
making the colonies attractive to higher-income groups. Demand for land was high due
to the shortage of legal land in Delhi, and prices in these colonies rose. Between 1957
and 1967, Delhi land prices rose ten to twenty times, equalling prices of legal freehold
land in middle-class localities (Mitra 1990). Many low income families cashed in on the
increase in land prices and sold all or a part of their land. The increase in land prices
also fuelled the further growth of illegal colonies.
In the decade of 1967-1977 a series of regularization policies lowered standards
and postponed cutoff dates for the consideration of the regularization of settlements, thus
giving impetus to the further mushrooming of unauthorized colonies. In April of 1966,
the Municipal Corporation relaxed the prevailing standards for roads and community
facilities. It also decided to consider for regularization colonies already existing by
September 1962 that did not violate the zoning in the masterplan. In March 1969, DDA
and MCD decided to consider for regularization 101 colonies that had appeared between
1963 and 1967. Moreover, even colonies on land acquired by the DDA would be
regularized after payment of money for the land and penalties for non-conforming uses,
and setting aside land for community facilities. Under this decision 68 colonies were
regularized, raising the number of unauthorized regularized colonies to 174. Between
1967 and 1974, 260 new colonies appeared, and by 1975 a survey by the DDA noted a
total of 471 colonies. During the Emergency imposed in 1976, the DDA played an
2 'Notification is the first step in acquiring land by expropriation (eminent domain). In the
1960's the DDA had, under the large scale acquisition scheme, "notified" most land on the urban
periphery for acquisition to form a land bank.
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DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN UNAUTHORIZED COLOMES: DELM URBAN AREA, 1961
ZONE URBAN POP.
(Thousands)
East
South
West
North
Center
TOTAL
151
258
172
362
1300
2359
POPULATION IN UNAUTHORIZED COLONIES
(Thousands) As % of URBAN As % of TOTAL
POP. in zone POP. in colonies
88 58.2 39.7
44 17.2 20.0
18.6
14.2
0.4
221
14.4
23.2
2.7
100.0
NO. OF UNAUTH.
COLONIES
45
8
109
DISTRIBUTiON OF POPULATION IN UNAUTHORIZED COLOMES: DELHI URBAN AREA, 1971
ZONE URBAN POP.
(Thousands)
East
South
West
North
Center
TOTAL
456
690
402
629
1410
3647
POPULATION
(Thousands)
280
58
146
146
48
678
IN UNAUTHORIZED COLONIES
As %of URBAN As % of TOTAL
POP. in zone POP. in colonies
61.4 41.3
8.4
36.3
23.2
3.3
19.0
21.5
21.5
7.1
100.0
NO. OF UNAUTH.
COLONIES
76
56
122
18
8
280
Source: B.Chatterji Mitra, The Evolution of SCRS in Delhi; from Census 1971; DDA Record
Fig. 2.3 Spatial growth of housing options -- unauthorised colonies.
authoritarian role and demolished many squatter settlements and some of the 612
unauthorized colonies.
In 1977, the Congress Party fell from power in the general elections after the
Emergency and the Junta Party came to power. Under the auspices of this new regime,
the DDA formulated a broad policy for the regularization of colonies existing before June
1977. This policy meant that all 612 colonies could be regularized. However, despite the
inability of the administration to collect penalties, premiums and betterment charges, the
collection of these charges still formed a part of the policy and many colonies were
therefore not regularized. In 1983, there were 734 unauthorized colonies that could be
regularized under the regularization policy. The population in these colonies in 1984 was
in official figures about 2,200,000 out of 6.2 million in Delhi. In 1988 they occupied 45
square kilometers of the 450 square kilometers of urban land of Delhi.
1. Explanations for the Pattern of Policies
The stated objectives of improving the standards in existing colonies and curbing
the growth of new colonies have not been met. The growth of colonies has spiralled
from 110 colonies containing approximately 9 percent of the population to 734 colonies
containing approximately 37 percent of the population of metropolitan Delhi. Moreover,
not all the colonies regularized to date have been provided with infrastructure. What
explains this trend of increasing regularization even though it has not been able to curb
the further growth of unauthorized colonies?
It is interesting to compare the efforts of DDA in Delhi to Bogota, Colombia, in
curbing the growth of unauthorized colonies where some success has been achieved in
curbing the growth of "pirata" settlements (illegal subdivisions). Faced with a similar
problem of increasing illegal subdivisions, the public authorities have actually managed
to reduce the growth of illegal colonies (Hamer 1985, Gilbert and Ward 1985). The
critical features of the policy are: improvement of services in authorized colonies,
lowering of accepted standards, alternative avenues for private sector participation
through the lowered norms, and the strict enforcement of the law against subsequent
offenders. Strict enforcement of the law and alternatives for legal profitable subdividing
ensure that political pressure is not built up to reduce enforcement and discourage the
private developer from breaking the law. It seems that such an approach would come
E0emolition ban a
N OTHING could he more dis-astrous for Delhi's planned and
orderly development than the Lt-
Governor's new directive to the local
bodies banning demolition of unau-
thorised inhabited buildings. As per
the new guidelines, the Municipal
Corporation and the Delhi Develop-
ment Authority have been asked to
check fresh encroachments on land
owned by Government. MCD and
the DDA. The new order, however,
does not say anything about private
or agriculture land. Mushroom
growth of jhuggi clusters. unchecked
development of unauthorised col-
onies and large scale illegal construc-
tion in the commercial complexes in
connivance with the local civic
bodies have already ruined the urban
planning concept.
Despite scores of surveys and ex-
pert studies, the local administration
has been grappling with the ever in-
creasing problem of approved and
unapproved residential complexes
which have become near slums be-
cause of lack of basic civic services
and unplanned development. The
unchecked migration of lakhs of peo-
pIe into the Capital from different
parts of the country and total failure
of the NCR plans have added to the
urban chaos facing nearly eight mil-
lion people.
The Lt-Governor in the note
issued or Aug. 6 says: "As we arc
taking some policy decisions regard-
ing unauthorised-coloriies and those
areas which are inhabited etc.. I do
not want any demolitions to take
place of any constructed buildings
which are inhabited. Ibis must be
very strictly enforced.
"Our main attention should be to
see that no fresh encroachments take
place on Government. municipal or
DDA lands and no fresh unautho-
rised colonies develop. These should
be stopped at the initial stages it-
self."
City planners have already started
questioning the desirability of the
new directive banning the demoli-
tion of unauthorised inhabited build-
ings. The directive is, however,
totally silent in regard to the already
encroached land owned by the Cor-
poration. the Government or the
DDA or illegal constructions there-
on.
A close look at Mr Bhandari's new
order clearly makes out that the Un-
ion Territory's administrator has
asked the local bodies not to initiate
any action against unscrupulous peo-
ple who have already encroached
,upon public land. It amounts to a
total surrender by the administration
in its battle against illegal activity.
The Government has legalised what
in the eyes of law is totally illegal.
The order prevents the local civic
bodies from taking any action
against those who have carried out
unauthorised construction before
Aug. 6. The timing of the order indi-
cates it could be a bonanza to land
grabbers or those carrying out unau-
thorised construction in different
parts of the Capital in the election
year and possibly. the ruling
Congress-I wanting to win over vo-
ters from what is otherwise known as
unauthorised residential complexes.
The Lt-Governor might have his
own administrative reasons or poli-
tical compulsions for issuing such a
directive. It is likely to give en-
couragement to large-scale illegal
building activits in the Capital and
those involved are bound to take
cover under the new directive
As per the orders. it only prohibits
construction of unauthorised col-
onies on Gmerisnment. municipal or
DDA land and not on private farms
or agriculture land. Colonisers are
bound to exploit this to their advan-
tage and make a mockery of the
administration's so-called land and
building laws. It is also likely to open
avenues for malpractices and corrup-
tion and the civic bodies' employees,
many of whom are already in league
with the colonisers or farm owners.
may openly abet to scuttle the admi-
nistration's land policy. Senior admi-
nistration officials while preferring
to remain anonymous also fear that
the directive will worsen the prevail-
ing urban chaos.
As things are, political parties are
not going to react to the Lt-
Governor's directive mainly because
they will not like to annoy or offend
poll-eve
their vote banks. It is widely known
that the parties have been encourtg-
ing illegal building activity and they
are also extending their full patron-
age to the people living in un-
approved colonies. There have been
instances when political leaders
themselves connived with land grab-
bers and thwarted the administra-
tion's action. Because of political
patronage, most people living in the
unapproved areas have got basic
civic services, such as. electricity or
supply of potable water.
While the officials in the civic
bodies and the DDA will vehement-
ly oppose the directive, the political
parties are bound to welcome it.
At his Press conference on Aug. 4.
Mr Bhandari had dwelt with the
problem of increasing number of
jhuggi jhoppri dwellers in different
parts of the Capital and said that a
survey undertaken for shifting the JJ
dwellers identified 652 clusters in va-
rious parts of the city. He said there
was a plan to allot each jhuggi dwel-
ler a 26 sq mt plt for rchabilitation.
It was stated at the Prc-s conference
that the sutsev which had covered
450-odd jhuti clusters out of 652
resealed that there were 112 lakh
jhuggies priing shelter to nearly15 lakh peiple
Mr ihandari. w ho c, iompleted one
year as Lt-Goiernor tn i lie dav (if his
Press ctinference. expressed the
administration's inabiliev in check
the menace of encroachmeni on pub-
lic land and unauthoriced construe-
tions because if lack of police force.
lie had also said that psilice assist-
ance was not available when it was
required to check the unauthorised
construction because of various
reasons as the police swas busy pro-
viding security to the VIIs and tack-
ling strikes, demonstrations etc.
Soon after the publication of the
repiort of his Press conference, most
people in the Capital had shared the
Li-Governor's feelings about the
magnitude of the problem but just
two days later, the Lt-Governor
bonanza
issued his new directive putting a ba
on demolition of unauthorised inha
bited blildings.
-The Lt-Governor expressed h
views regarding the problem beir
faced by the administration from ir
creasing number -)f JJ dusters ni
only at his Press conferenLe but in h
address to the Metropolitan Count
on July 24. Mr Bhandari had state
that "'the administration is also co
scious that approprate conditio
should be created whereby the una
thorised colonies where a lar
population belonging primardy
the weaker sections resides, gt
appropriately incorporated in t
metropolis and basic civic amenit
are provided. Appropriate propos
in this regard are being worked <
for submission to the Government
India.
Hundreds of unauthorised c
onies had been regularised by
Government on the clear un]
standing that the people living
these areas would cooperate
paying development charges so i
they could be provided adequ
civic services and also to save th
new residential colonies from
coming virtual slums.
According to official sources
the 607 unauthorised colonies w
the urban limit of the Union Terr
barring 56 residential complexes
administration and the local ho
had for one reason or the other
ularised them and virtually c
dcred them at par with the DE
residential complexes. the adm
tration as well as the Union Gov
ment had not been able to evol
bold and clear-cut policy in regaR
the encroachm!rnits, jhuggt ciu,
and even unapproved colonies.
failure of the first Master Plan
basically becaue of the increasin
terference of political parties ir
day-to-day functioning of the a
nistration.
The L-t-Governor would do w,
reconsider his directive purely
the administration's point of
and not because of political con
ence or considerations. Unles
new directive is immediately
drawn the apprehensions expr
by the city planners and othe
perts are bound to come true th
Capital may end up as a worst sI
the country.
Fig. 2.4 Hindustan Times (New Delhi). September 10, 1987.
Take it from me
By A. R. Wig
w-
close to the stated goal of curbing growth of illegal subdivisions. In Delhi, however, the
conditional regularization was not supported by strict enforcement or opportunities for
alternative private sector involvement. Whether this is a result of political motivations
or poor policy making is not clear.
It is clear however that the existing pattern of policy making has not occurred in
a political or social vacuum. Just as the illegal city would not exist if it did not benefit
the elite, (Gilbert and Ward 1985), regularization policies would not exist if they were not
beneficial to some interest groups. As others have dealt extensively on the importance
of the nature of the state in its capacity to accomplish redistributive reform (Ward 1985,
Collier 1976), I will make briefly make some remarks.
Earlier, I discussed how some authors interpret housing policies as a part of
political strategies to hold power. By using a "carrot" and "stick" approach, politicians
have used the poor for their vote catching (Mukherjee 1987). I also discussed how the
state might support unauthorized colonies because many of the residents of unauthorized
colonies have some connections with the bureaucracy. The officials in the bureaucracy,
due to informal connections with the residents, often project views sympathetic towards
the problems of people buying land in unauthorized colonies.' In an informal
conversation a DDA official remarked:
Professionals always complain about political interference in planning
projects. Actually, the politicians are more practical and understand reality better.
They find solutions to problems caused by our unrealistic planning
Policies are a thus an outcome of interactions between the bureaucracy and the
politicians, both of which are linked to the residents of unauthorized colonies in different
ways. Explaining this tension between the politicians and the bureaucracy, Gilbert
(1990:26) states:
The balance of power between the politicians and the technocrats
determines the tidemark (of legality and illegality). That balance is strongly
influenced by the sophistication of economic and societal organization.
3 Privately the officials understood that rigid implementation of the law would further
aggravate the housing crisis. Other authors have commented on this position. In Bogota, Ward
notes:
As Paredes and Martinez (1977) put it, they (governments) have the power to stop the
pirate urbanization process completely, but if this were done, it would create more
problems than it solved.
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Processes at work:
a. Expansion into more
area.
b. Subdivision of plots.
c. Filling up of vacant
plots.
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Fig. 2.5 Densification of unauthorised colonies.
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Thus selective approaches towards regularization (political tide) are tempered by a
simultaneous lowering of standards (technocratic tide). The presidents of the resident
associations echoed this point: their strategies for obtaining services and including their
colony for regularization alternated between working within the system by using their
"approaches" (connections) to the bureaucracy, and using their political strength and
affiliations to politicians to demonstrate and make demands from the state.
1. Perceptions Caused by Regularization Policies
While the previous discussion attempts an explanation of why the policies of the
DDA evolved as they did, the following discussion will focus on how these actions were
perceived by the residents of the subdivision. I will describe two features of the policies
as causes of the increased perception of tenure, and then I will address the question of
the desirability of regularization under conditions of high tenure security.
The DDA's policy of regularization, I would argue, has worked against its own
stated objectives of restricting further growth of unauthorized colonies. On the one hand,
it has adopted a policy of regularizing colonies that meet DDA's conditions provided the
colony was in existence before a certain date, and on the other hand it wants to curb the
further growth of illegal colonies after the chosen date by selective demolition and by
withholding services and legal status. The written policy for regularizing unauthorized
construction provided it meets DDA's conditions means that the residents know that the
colony can be considered for regularization on explicit criteria. This impression has
reduced the perceived risk of eviction. Moreover, the chosen cutoff date for
consideration of regularization has been shifted many times in the past due to political
pressure based on so called "humanitarian grounds."4 It is obvious that the people
would perceive these dates as flexible under political pressure and, since tenure is depen-
dent upon lack of enforcement, as long as the settlement has strong political connections,
it would be safe.
" The public authorities are well aware of this. The DDA Report on Unauthorized Colonies
1984, states:
..... after consultation with the Lt. Governor, it was decided that the date for
regularization of residential structures will be extended to 30.6.77.....Fixation of 30.6.77 as
the date of regularization of residential structures seems to be related to the election to
the Delhi Metropolitan Council in June, 1977.(p 108)
Indian Express (New Delhi). October 20, 1989.
Move to regularise unauthorised colonies
MCD ill-equipped to provide amenities
Express News Service
NEW DELHI. Oct 19
The move to regularise an esti-
mated 500 unauthorised colonies on
the eve of the general elections has
alarmed the MCD which has yet to
provide amenities in colonies
aproved in 1980.
Several hundred crore rupees
wduld be needed to. develop the
colonies and the MCD does not
know where the money is coming
from. It has already incurred a Rs 53
crore loan in developing some of the
existing regularised coronies and has
no idea how it will be repaid.
Officials and councillors described
the move as a hurriedly announced
"election package" for the Capital
and particularly for East Delhi where
most of these unauthorised colonies
are lcated.
'It is not clear exactly what the
package is. how it will. he im-
plemented and which colonies will
benefit. As a result, the MCD.
DESU and DWSSDU (Delhi Water
Supply and Sewage Disposal Under-
taking) officials are not taking it
seriously so far.
A councillor said it would take at
least a year to -survey the colonies,
work out the cost of development
and the charges to be levied on
residents.
The announcement on Tuesday
did not specify the number of col-
onies merely saying those which
came up before .anuary 1. 1984,
would he approved. According to
officials, it will be difficult to identify
those which qualifv.' because resi-
dents of every unauthorised colony
will claim that it came up before the
cut-off date. "They can easily forge
documents to support -their claim."
one said.
Not all the colonies which existed
on the s fied date will be
approved. Some might be rejected
on the grounds of layout or too high
or too low a population density.
Under the existing system, the
Central Government. through the
DClii Administration, provides
funds for development of regularised
colosies. This monev has to be re-
turned. after the MCD has recovered
development charges from the resi-
dents of the colonies.
So far, the recovery by MCD's
general wing has been close to nil -
around 0.01 per cent. Of the Rs 157
crore which is due. it has received Rs
15.7 lakh. In September. the de-
velopment charges were reduced
from.Rs 50 per square metre to Rs 10
per sq m. but even this is not being
paid.
-The amenities are virtually being
provided- for free. Twice this year.
the Commissioner. MCD. asked the
Standing Committee to clarify
whether work should continue de-
spite this, and if so. how the loan
from the Government would be re-
paid. No answer was forthcoming.
In the case of the new colonies. it
is likely that MCD like DESU-and
DWSSDU. will demand that 25 per
cent of the development charges be
paid before providing amenities.
These include. sewerage. drains.
roads and other community facilities.
So far, the record in providing
these services has been dismal.
thanks partly to tight finances. Only
135. of 543 regulansed colonies have
sewerage and 22 have roads. Rs 104
crore have been spent, out of a
projected Rs 30 crore.
A DESU official dismissed the
move. saving that it meant a regular-
isation of the thousands of unautho-
rised power connections. But a
DWSSDU engineer felt that it would
be severe strain to provide lakhs of
water connections in colonies depen-
dent on tankers or handpumps.
A suggestion- had been made by
Dclhi Administration's Land and
Building Department to give the
plots on -+ leasehold-bass-ratFier
than gift it to squatters. It has not yet
been accepted.
A policy on unauthoriqed claims
-has hen under consideration for a
long time. but was announced in a
hurry, before it had been fully work-
cd out. a councillor said. -
Iegal jhuggies for vote
he recetat announcements regarding regularisation of
una'uthorised colonies which had come up by January
1984 and extensi'on of civic amenities to thlse colonies
which existed before January 1981 cannot but be seen as a
crude attempt to woo Delhi's voters. Such is the cold logic of
electoral politics that commitments are made on the eve of,
elections which cannot be honoured without prejudice to the
larger interests df the mega-city. No doubt, thousands of dwell-
ers in unauthorised colonies will benefit. but what about,.
Delhi's much acclaimed objectives of planned and orderly de-
velopment? In fact the mushroom growth of slums and squat-
ter colonies has made a mockery of Delhi's master plan and the
National Capital Region. For one thing, these jhuggi clusters
are allowed to come up because these are often nursed as in-
valuable political constituencies. The sudden realisation that
1 residents of unauthorised colonies need water and electricity
1 is not born of altruism: it is dictated by the fact that even they
are voters. The move to regularise unauthorised colonies on
,the eve of elections is not new. During the 1971 general elet-
5 .tions. several trans-Yamuna colonies were regularised and
from then onwards resettlement colonies have become impor-
tant vote banks for certain leaders. It is unfortunate that
ynauthorised constructions are encouraged thus by the Gov-
'ernment. It is such ad hocism and political expediency which
have allowed slums and squatter colonies to proliferate over
the years. The civid authorities are also aware of the
dehumanising living conditions in these clusters; but as long as
ithe marginalised people of our society are taken notice of only
.for electoral politicking. these people will continue to be the
hapless victims of pestilences. It is of course easy to argue that
0,$iven the massive movement of rural poor to the urban areas.j squatter colonies are unavoidable. But there is an imperative
nbed to recognise the importance of balanced regional devel-
opment ensured by the rural-urbarr continuum of spatial and
economic development.
Fig. 2.6 Patriot (New Delhi). October 24, 1989.
The DDA has moreover, occasionally warned the public through advertisements
against investing in illegal colonies:
All those who may enter into such illegal transactions will do so at their
own risk and cost and shall also invite legal action for civil/criminal offenses.'
No action, however, has been taken against offenders, thus strengthening the perceptions
of secure tenure.
It might be argued that with the perceived increased security of tenure of illegal
settlements, the residents may not want their settlement to be regularized, a situation that
was observed in squatter settlements in Bhopal (Mitra 1988) and in Jordan.' If services
have been provided through some private means, then regularization will mean the
following of bylaws and the payment of taxes. This condition is especially true in cases
like that of Sant Nagar Block A where its rural legal status ensures water and electricity.
The demand for regularization would theoretically vary depending upon the
permanency of stay, priorities and income of the residents. Although most residents
would want most to obtain services, the poorer population who want most to improve
their plots would prefer to avoid additional expenses until they improve their economic
position. Second, the colonies regularized so far have not yet -been provided with
services due to the limitation of funds. Of the 543 colonies regularized to date, only 135
have been provided with sewage and only 22 with roads. Thus, while regularization
offers a promise of provision of services for the payment of taxes, these services are often
slow in arriving, making illegal options attractive.
In reality, however, the residents of both parts of Sant Nagar do want their colony
to be regularized. While Block A has been given water and electricity it does not yet
have the proper roads and three-phase power essential to beginning any industry or
small scale power-based production.7 In addition, the existence of the unauthorized
portion creates problems for the authorized portion, an issue which will be discussed
s Times of India July 31, 1989
6 Omar Rezaz, talk at MIT, April, 1991.
7 Solomon Benjamin, "Jobs, Land and Urban Development: The Economic Success of Small
Manufacturers in East Delhi, India" 1990
Why Demolitions So Curel?
By Bharat Dogra
n numerous unauthorlsed col-
onies, Including hut colonies
(Juggi-jhoprl colonies) of Delhi
and of other Indian cities)
people trom weaker sections live
In constant threat of eviction and
demolillon.'
To take the example of Sangam
Vihar, an unauthorised colony on
Mahraull-Badarpur Rond, it ias
experienced a series of demoil-
tions during the last decade or so
of its existence. According to a
report prepared on this colony by
the People's Union for Democra-
tic Rights the first demolition here
took place In 1983. the second
demolition occured 'n February
1985 when 100 to 150 houses
were demolished and about 20
persons-were arrested. In June
this year there was another
attempt at Demolition, about 350
persons were detaind while 20
were jailed. Many were injured in
polilce liring. On Marchr 28, 1987
about 50 unoccupied houses were
demolished In this colony. On 4
April 100 to 150 housas were
totally demolished. On April 5, In
another demolition elort, the
police badly beat up the local res.
Idents. At least 39 people were
seriously injured. 32 people were
implicated In cases and jailed. On
June 20, 1997, a large number of
houses In the L Block of the colony
were demolished.
Thus In a single colony*ln the
course of just live years, houses
which provided or would havo pro.
vided shelter to Iho' ands of
people have been cumolished,
any hundreds of otrer familias
have sultered and have boon
temporarily deprived of their braad
winners as a result of the hun-
dreds of persons who have boon
Injured, arrestod nnd imiplicenind In
legal casos. whici linger on for a
long time, causing a drain as the
meagre resource of these families
from economically weaker sec-
tions. In addition we should keep
in mind the enormous uncertainly
and tension experienced by thou-
sands of people right through this
period and continuing till today, as
the danger of demolition squads
has always dogged this colony.
Despite all this, accordit to a
recent rrstimnin, this colonry
houses about one lakh people.
The distress and the uncertainty
are very much lhre but pooplo
front weaker sections contiinuo to
flock to sucih unaumorised colo-
nies because they have io where
elsa lo go. 1 he prices and reris af
houses are simply too hiii for
them in the 'legal' parts of the city.
Why don't the' apthorities recog-
nise this reality and instead al
Infiicting such massiva distress on
people, take realistic steps to meet
tie housing needs ol weaker sec-
tions at prices they can aflord.
TIis is an article on detiolitions in unaulltrised colonies in Delhi.
In many cases the need for demolitiors arises only because
corruptiort ridden officlaldon allow Ignorant people to buy land and
construct houses at unauthorised places, or at places vhtich have been
already acquired by D.D.A. while explaining this, the article also
pleads for a humanitarian approach once a demolition operation has
become unavoidable in the eyes of the governniitent.
For the authorities It is easier in.justify demolitions on land on
which unnutlhorsed constructionis
have comtte up dnespit thl iti-.1 tint
this land has already bonn
acquired by DDA (Dalti Devninp-
rrnt Aulhotily) for Its houSiit 'and
enlated schnmiint. I Iramiumin-rt
would be that hlow can tie ID4. A
go ahead with its allotted Irisk of
tackling tin hou-nitnr ehiinin
wholn thrnlanod nil whir-t il I'u
posed to buiki is blocked ty uniu
thorised structures. However. a
counter-quostion that has to b
asked here is-why is it ihat tIhesn
unauthorised constructions were
qieard at n ealy InIn, arid why
w in't tire 'ignot ait people btiuyring
land here from ruthless propety
agents not inotinred aboul ire
likely loss of their strien rs'viivqn
in this land? Why vinen ihn tint?
nity nritils who l.od) n' in 
this anid inol aonind? I ihn aii.w.iii
to those questions is well-kiowi
In iost ernns such rnotniin ermn
up will- tin -collioni rI mpi
ollicinis. ircludiig tin pnlit:e, rnrr
it Is to fill their oers Ohat ihn alli.
cinis turn n blind eyn to th
rrcronrnchiinti s. L.ato it I. Ibn, p"
who havn prUlI'rri land ne
from racketeers by pcenrig aIl their
savings and/or incurred dblrs- -
who have to lacn it n orie io
squads and son lhir he-n-' - tie
monumnt of their lifo's work anr
savings-go down it rubbio
belore then.
Wity Is it that1 thivee
ttatlhorised
constrtctiots wiere
ilrnttted at artn eary
date, arid whly
verent't tire
t1rtnt ruthlless
prtoperty agents niot
inforined abot thle
likely loss of their
trarce saviits iII
thi lantd? Why '
wvere ftte proprerti'
agents whrro old
arid re-sold tiii's
Iland tiot atteItiii?
If nf--I " Inl -ti ' , 1-i'
r n i h i -m . '
ios tr hIaII tie t' -- r' i b ,
cia's abouII legil 0!:pi 1.ith
lard. they aria Instely advised thal
they can s-toly aid leg-illy buy this
lim Prrtly denpnrs pay the
r.-.n hi ir tier eq yard basis.
h"'re e-triruction fniches
ire rettin itn anInldih->Il Its 251) Pr
10t- Ihn tiiA Inn-d near toni
n r-l vl'-I .ttinar' is briig
1iT y IIne n ithougi titiDA
thi mebr mg nsrctd lunt
ilt im .iin r..  ri'vnu hnn jt
-- 1 1 on " ii- . Iah h inlornd
o,.r'n, [it li6 illnoni sale lite local
1 ,ticn n-i4!- Is 10 per sq yard,lit)A ,fficial ijt its.10 per
s ymdth, tr rialpolice cII tg.ls
It- io-q yIm, thin originni
I'm:'. 'ini I" ?Opor sqyard
hile the rest a tie money goes
a property dealers and their help-
rs. Following past experience
hen a large number of houses
rave been constructed; thenlemollition squads will turn up tolestory in a few minutes the Gov.
ngs and labours of severalyears
I the people living here. Mr.
Tomar alleges that when he asker
an ofticial why ellottive steps are
not being taken to check this. tie
replied that he and other s like him
are not bothered-they are getting
their share of tie money made.
Demolitions can be stopped, or
at teret ind to a large extent,
but not if te corrupt system out-
lned above conrinus to tinurish
unhindered. Can we at least plead
lor a more humanitarian appraoch
when some huts or constructions
held Illegal In tire nyes of tirn
authorities have lb be ronoved by
them. In July this year when about
400 huts were demolished In Dei
Cant.. Delhi was in the middle of
heavy rain and a most serious opt
deoic ol gastro onterilis and vial.
era. What Is mote at tie time of
demolition. hut--dwellers who
were taken In ertirely by surtri-a
were given very lithe tire in
remove the belongings. Some of
them were also arbitrarily beaten
up. All this when tie hut-dwallers
were too terror strudt and taken
aback to oiler any tesistance.
Demolitions are an extremely sad
event In any cnir. nand authoritiei
do not have to tib sailt nit wouind-
by this kind of thoughloss actions
whir-h urItuiiatrily aia not infrn.
qunhl at thn time of denisiinvrr
As tIhn ienin whr'n Iktrinen
are boirng damili-shneillr narn oni'
their livelihori iI tin rity 'n lh1y
havn tro livn hnrn ann1 linfath
plets stoiuld itl n,I 1i 1ih i I -
lier 25 squar yad pttI.ir uetn V)
be given. thnn rtis was reduend to
a merely 12 5 yards plos on which
it is dillicult to live. Even tirse atn
not being given now at many
denolition siten
Fig. 2.7 The Forum Gazette (New Delhi).
further later. The residents of Block B clearly want regularization in order to obtain at
least minimal basic services of water, electricity, roads and sewage, for which they have
to fight for even after regularization. Finally, although regularization and the provision
of services means the payment of betterment charges, the authorities have up till now
been unable to collect these.
B. Demolition Policies
The use of demolition by the DDA is the conflicting flip side to the policy of
regularization.! There have been ad hoc demolitions prior to 1977, the largest number
occurring between 1972 and 1974 which the DDA described as "social drives" (DDA
report). In 1977, with the imposition of a state of emergency by Mrs. Gandhi, the
bureaucracy was temporarily freed from its prior political constraints. Spurred by her
son Sanjay's drive for a "clean city," many unauthorized colonies and squatter settlements
were demolished.9 I will describe three different kinds of demolition threats.
Within the general context of regularization and acceptance of illegal subdivisions
what factors explain when demolitions do occur? Gilbert (1990) argues that the existence
of illegality permits selective demolition according to political considerations. Demolition
is also the reaction of authorities faced with an alarming spread of illegal settlements;
they demolish to discourage further spread of illegality. The excesses would normally
be dealt with first on an irregular ad hoc basis, though later they might threaten all new
settlements.
1. Vulnerability to Demolition
A settlement is particularly vulnerable to demolitions if:
1) it is located on land targeted for prestigious projects by the public authorities,
8 Demolitions have occurred during two intensive periods. In the early seventies "to curb the
menace of unauthorized construction particularly those which were put up on the lands required
for the execution of important public projects a social drive was launched and a large number
of unauthorized constructions were demolished". The second wave occurred during the
emergency 1976-77 many demolitions were carried out in order to "clean up" the city (DDA report
1985). However, I did not have access to detailed records on demolitions.
9 After the return to normalcy, the residents of illegal subdivisions evolved new ways of
dealing with their situation, having learnt from their experience. The rapid growth of resident
associations in these colonies is one evidence of the changed circumstances (Mukherjee 1988)
Demolition without any notice
By Raveen [hukral
Syed Ahmed. a 45-year-old man.
stands in front of the broken
bricks which were once his house
and wonders whether the author-
ities would return to him what he
has lost. His house was one of the
many in Shiv Park area. Kakrola
village. West Delhi. which were
demolished hO- the DDA and
MCD on 12 Septembdr.
Describing the tdmolition op-
eration which lasted .'or two days.
Syed Ahmed said, they came on
bulldozers and foot along with
hundreds if policemen and
crushed whatever came in their
way. No notices or documents
were shown and all attempts byine residents to stop the authori-
ties resulted in lathi blows from
the policemen and the CRPF
jawans.
Sved Ahmed, who came to
Delhi from Kashmir 20 years ago.
has been staying at Shiv Park
,snce 1981 and is one of the
'happy' citizens who voted the
Congress to power in 1984.
.- su bought -50 square
yards of land from the 'so-called'
zamindar. Dil Sukh, of Kakrola
village on a power of attorney and
had paid Rs 3500 for it. He had
constructed the house of his
dreams from his meager earnings
as a tailor and was staying with
his family of live.
He had paid two instalments
for the television he had recently
hIught and even that was crushed
by the bulldozer which moved
down his home.
Interestingly Syed Ahmed
who possesses a ration card has
been paying electricity and water
bills regularly.
He even paid the house rent!
after a notice was served to him
by the MCD. Similar is the case
Of Achhey Miya who has been
staying in the area for thepast 10
years and has a ration card (No
107861) issued to him in 1981.
Over 450 houses were razed to
ground in the area by the authori-
ties on the two fateful days and
each -victim'.has his own tale of
woe to tell.
According to the residents of
Shiv Park the main occupation of
the people in the area has beentailoring and embroidering. Most
of the people. with the help of
their families. took orders from
garment manufacturers in Uttam
Nagar area and completed them
at home. As a result of the demo-
lition they were not only left .
shelterless but also deprived of
their livelihood.
Deriding the Government for
its "dirty ways" Tara Chand. an
another resident. recalled the day
when the Congress representa-
tive of the area came 'begging' for
votes and promised the residents
to provide all facilities
With their belongings on the
roads and shelterless, the resi-
dents of Shiv park left with no
altenrative or offers of rehabilita-
tion by the authorities. are back.
reconstructing their houses.
The fear that their labour and
money would once again be, wast-
ed hangs over the heads of these
thosuands of residents like a
Damocles sword.
Are the authorities unaware t
their plight? Can no alternativ
accommodation or land be pn
Vided to these people? Or, is
that the authorities are simp.
not interested in doing anythir
for them?
Patriot (New Delhi). Se tember 28, 1987.
Demolition in ful swing byn.A in Sewak Park, Najafgarh road on Tuesday. -- Hphoto
Houses demolishe
orrespondent
NEW DELHI, May 29
Hundreds of people were rendered
homeless in the blistering mid-day
heat today when the Delhi Develop-
ment Authority (DDA) demolished
many houses, including double
storeyed ones, at Sewak Park Exten-
sion near Najafgarh Road, here.
A stretch about half a mile long and
51 metres wide from Najafgarh Road
to DDA's prestigious Papankala Pro-ject area-through the Sewak Nagar Ex-
tension was cleared by bulldozing what
DDA termed as unauthorised con-
struction on acquired land to lay a
road.
As the three companies of police
force virtually surrounded the area
bulldozers razed to ground the houses
in the area. Tension in the area
mounted as house after house was
brought down. The people helplessly
collected their belongings and piled
them in mounds.
SSenior -DDA officials includin
,lCommissioner Papankala Project J. P
Sinah and land acquisition collector R
P. Singh as well as land and building
department officials assisted by thei
staff looked on as the residents firs
protested and then resigned them
selves to watch aghast as their home.
were being turned to rubble.
The overpowerng presence of th
massive police force comprising on
company of Delhi Police and two o
Maharashtra Police precluded much o
the simmering discontentment anc
tension from exploding.
It took about five hours for the de
molition squad to complete thei
work. By 3 p.m. the demolition wa
over but the tension only mounte
further when the residents and owner.
who had witnessed the whole opera
tion were told that only after prope
identification would they be give
alternate accommodation of a Jant
Flat at Hassal about three km fror
the area.
While Mr J. P. Singh claimed tha
d nearNa.afgarh9 about 100 boundaries had been looked o* vacantly. "It hppened- so
*cleared and 40 houses demolihed, ra-t. suddeny-and"a my family is now on
s identa and house owersof the area, the- street"1, said Amarnath Kuraza.
claimed the figures of famflies *ron- His wife. Suhagwti said4 angrily.dered homeless to be about 200 and "Look at these people. it'saoinhuman
thouses razed over 100. Police sources to do this to allof us in mid summer.
also stated that the number of houses that too without prior warning anti nodemolished far exceeded than that alternate accommodation.Whr
claimed by DDA. shouild our family of so many MCI incrs
* However. ss the affected people go now."
gheraoied DDA officials conditions be- Mr Singh. however, denied that tht
came chaotic as there was no proper residents had not.been warned. The)
fmethod of identifying those to be gsven had been given notices a year and aIJanta Flats. While people milled halfback that construction on this land
around making their claims the offl- which had been acquired by P)DA
-cials insisted they pile their belongings would be demolished. Sources cn the
ron to parked trucks 'and go to the other hand said that senior police offi-
sPapankala Project office where the casa had cautioned top DDA officials
Iflats would be allotted, to begin demolitions only after various
As a dust storm engulfed the Capital families living in the ares and owning
- in the afternoon the chaos there be- the houses built there had been given.
rcame worse. Several residents of the allotment letter for alternate accom-
Iarea told this correspondent that they modation. But the PDA did not heed
ahad been given no notice regarding to this advice and began the allotment
demolition to be carried out today. of alternate accommodation only afterOne woman fainted out of sheer ex- the demolition was complete, sources.
thaustion and heat. An aged man said.
Fig. 2.8 Hindustan Times (New Delhi). May 29, 1988.
2) the people of the settlement are not well connected with the political and
administrative system at a high enough level, or
3) the community is not well organized.
One such settlement, Sitapuri, which was demolished in 1988, had been notified for
acquisition to make space for the prestigious large-scale DDA Project of Papan Kalan.'0
In addition, the resident population was poor and not well connected or organized."
These two conditions made it particularly vulnerable to demolition. In such cases
when serious demolitions do occur, they are planned in great secrecy, and only higher
officials are aware of the location and extent of the demolition planned. The law requires
that notices be given to the residents before demolition, but if notices are given near the
time of the demolition, the residents obtain stay orders from the courts to prevent the
bulldozers from razing the settlement. For this reason no notification was given. The
demolition of houses at Sitapuri occurred on a Sunday while the residents were
watching the popular TV serial "Ramayan." The bulldozers arrived with policemen who
spread out and cordoned off the area to be demolished. Demolition began immediately.
2. Residents' Perceptions of Demolition
The threat of demolition can also be perceived to have meanings other than that
of the actual intention to demolish. Often the threat of demolition is used by local
policemen to establish their rent seeking activities, or by politicians to sustain support.10
Demolition is often started by the DDA followed by the timely intervention of the
politicians. The demolitions or threat of demolitions by the DDA and the intervention
of the politicians forms a part of the "system" that is implicitly understood by all the
0 Papan Kalan is a large scale residential mini-township proposed by the DDA
" This was one of the cases where the demolitions galvanized the people into organizing. The
residents association mobilized resources and collaborated with three other settlements that had
been demolished at the same time to fight and win a joint case against the DDA in the Supreme
Court of India on the grounds of demolition without any notice. It is interesting to note here the
contrasting positions of two arms of the state - the judicial and the executive, which reinforces
rejecting the notion of a monolithic state.
10Bhavdeep Kang, "Unauthorized Colonies: response and responsibility" Times of India Jan 17,
1987.
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Fig. 2.9 Hindustan Times (New Delhi). June 25, 1988.
By Garg Parsal cally is the pressure on land and thelarge-scale failure of the DDA to pro-
NEW DELHI. June 24 - After a vide housing to the growing popula-
rudden burst of heroism in "getting tion. The floating population of mig-
back' its --unauthorisedly occupied rant labour etc.'who also settle down in
land', the Delhi Development Author- the Capital and short-sighted planning
ity has been forced to pull back for. has added to the load on the limited
various considerations, the foremost land. But the field has beed left open
being political. On the face of it, the. for vested interests to hawk on peo-
Autority will continue its demolition pIe's aspirations because of faulty, in-
programme, but in reality it has de- adequate and out-dated land records.
cided to go-easy. And so, even when The authorities. whether it is the
unauthorised construction has re- Municipal Corporation of Delhi or the
started in Dabri, barely within a week DDA. try to rationalise their actions of
after a massive demolition operation demolitions on inhabitated residential
there, the DDA has decided to look_ pr commercial cosntructions saying
the other-way. that the owner enters into the agree-
Doordarshan has shown a rare ment "knowingly", is rather over-
keenness to report the Sitapuri-Dabri simplifying the issue and shirking re-
demolitions, which perhaps has made sponsibility.
officials wary of embarking upon As Mr Vijay Singh, a former land
another bulldozing operation. Be- acquisition magistrate presently in-
sides, certain influential local politi- volved in computerising all land re-
cians persuaded the Lt-Governor to cords in Delhi, said. "the present sys-
visit Dabri the following day, which tem of land-record administration it
was an embarrassing situation al out-dated simply because it was meant
around. Embarrassing for the officials to deal with far less quantum of work:
who afterall could not have been work- The substantial increase in the com-
ing without the knowledge of the Lt- plexity and number of land variables
Governor and embarrassing for the has rendered the existing system inefi-
.LG, who in a sense was forced to go cient, resulting in not only a lot of in-
back on his order. convenience to the public but has also
* Another demolition drive the next left room for manipulation by unsert-
day on unauthorised commercial con- pulous people. It has thus become
structions in Naharpur village in Rohi- essential to reorganise the land-record
ni had to be abandoned mid-way be- administration on scientific lines con-
cause an MP accompanied by several sidering the functions it is suposed to
workers and supporters arrived on the perform in the present-day complex
scene. Public lands in Sangam Vihar, administration of the metropolis."
Okhla river bed behind Friends Col- In 1959 when the DDA was formed,
ony, parts of Rohini, Papankala etc. a general notification was taken out for
are all heavily encroached with unau- planned development of Delhi. Land
thorised constructions and while the was then acquired in pockets and even
a DDA officials allowed buildings to though compensation rates were low
come up for whatever gratifications, there was not much problem because
now that the higher-ups have woken the value of land was not so high. The
up there are obstacles and obstacles. problem arose in 70-s when the land-
At any time, unauthorised construc- prices appreciated and colonisers or
tions on public land and their demoli- even big zamindars began carving out
tions are a ping-pong between politi- plots and selling them. Thus started
cians and bureaucrats. It is widely large-scale colonisation.
known that no unauthorised construc-
tion or encroachment can take place Farm Land
on public land without political official
patronage. In fact, so dear is the cause Under the Delhi Land Reforms Act.
to those involved that the considera- agricultural land cannot be used for
tions cut across all party lines. ciimercial or residential purposes
-The root-cause of the problem basi- but the DDA acquisition changes the
...... wmm
zer pulls back
status of the land and colonising be- sent day market value. In fact. i1'it
gins. In Municipal limits, a construc- could be so it would be an effective
tion is unauthorised when building check on colonisation.
bye-laws are flouted or when construc- The Commissioner (Lans) in the
tions outside the passed plans are DDA, Mr P. K. Tripathi, said at the
done. time of leaving out of the built-up area
The DDA created an artificial of DDA in 1986, the DDA had 9.000
scarcity of land when the whole of De- acres of vacant land of which 6.000
lhi was notified in 1959, or it should acres is earmarked for Papankala pro-
have constructed speedily. which it did ject within which fall Dabri and Sita-
not, encouraging colonisation. Be- puri encroachments. About 1,500
sides when the Administration did not acres is for Narela township and there
draw award, the Supreme Court in is no land for Rohini. "nere are 1.3
1984 decided that if award were not lakh people waiting for accommoda-
drawn in three years then all previous tion. Men we have 1,287 group hous-
notification would stand cancelled. ing socicites registered with us. The
Perforce. DDA started acquiring in slum department has registered 30.000
pockets but was unable to cope with people and Rohini has 50,00 people
the compensation and again under on its rolls. Where is the land?"
pressure the Administration decided The DDA is locked in legal battles
tospare all built-up encroached land in in about 7.000cases and the chances of
Delhi. This was mostly in West Delhi success is normally 10 per cent. The
and trans-Yamuna. DDA can demolished any unautho-
In fact, the policy of the Delhi rised construction on development
Administration has been rather arbit- area under Section 30 of the DDA Act
rary and discriminatory in this sphere, after serving notice but it need not
By that one act of allowing all built-up serve notice for demolitions. he said.
construction on DDA land, the Admi- While some people feel encroach-
nistration penalised the law-abiding ment on public land and construction
citizens who did not construct and the of unauthorised nature should be
law breakers were awared the occu- made a criminal offence, the MCD
pancy of their encroached construc- through an amendment in the DMC
tions. Again the Administration ear- Act made both the offences cogisiblelier decided to give plots of land in lieu in 1985, which the MCD Commission-
of acquired land and then changed by -er P. P. chauhan said had been con-
an internal order its own decision to siderably successful. Under this Act
give plots only to those whose land had the landlord, occupier, contractot
been acquired five years prior to ac- even mason etc. can be hauled in.
quisition as in the case of Chilla Saroda Also, the Commissisoner can seal the
Banger near NOIDA. where an entire, suspect construction under the
Ashok Nagar has come up on acquired amended Act.
300 bighas of land. The MCD, as also the DDA. isham-
- The problem is that owing to no sys- pered in effectively dealing with offen-
tem of accessibility to land records the der due to involvement of lower staff
buyerdoes not know that the land he is and field staff and inadequacv of police
buying is acquired or notified for ac- assistance. Yet, Mr Chauhan felt alert-
quisition, while the seller knows. ness by people could help in creating a
ransfer of land is not allowed but the social consciousness. There have been
coloniser sells under power of attorney several instances when the lower staft
-and shows wrong land record and have failed to book an unauthorised
"khasra" at the time of possession. construction which later come to light
And always all registered sales are when the building gives way and
under-valued to save on eight per cent causes death as in she recent Outab
stamp duty. That is why at the time ot tragedy in which a mother and child
compensation the buyer gets peanuts were buried under a -kuchcha" wall.
because the law admits to compensa- Eventually in the nexus of the politi-
tion on basis of registry. Also, the cian, official. colontser and bureauc-
compensation rates are not on the pre- rat. it is the citizen who is the sufferer
actors, residents, politicians and the police. When policemen want to continue taking
bribes, the apparent threat and its meaning is implicitly understood by both the residents
and the policemen. One resident of Sant Nagar particularly asked me not to get the
policemen into trouble. He perceived the policemen as human in "risking" their jobs by
letting the people continue building. At the scale of individual plots, the local police
often demolish some construction to sustain their collection of bribes. In exchange for
the money they provide "protection" from further bribe collectors as well as land
grabbers. They could also provide forewarning of more serious threats of demolitions
when contemplated by the authorities.
Sant Nagar was threatened twice by the demolition squads." The first time, in
1985, the bulldozers came up to the main road of the settlement. All the women of the
colony were mobilized by the association and went out to protest by sitting down in
front of the bulldozers and refusing to move. They pleaded for continued settlement on
humanitarian grounds. After some negotiation, protest and shouting, the demolition
squad gave up and returned to the city.'2
The second time the settlement was threatened with demolition appeared to be
similar to the first incident. However, in an informal interview, the president of the
association told me a different reason behind the threatened demolition. The story goes
that the local SHO (Station Head Officer of the police station) had five years ago
purchased a plot of land of 200 square meters from a local dealdr. He gifted the plot to
his daughter in her wedding as dowry. When his son-in-law went to inspect the plot,
it was found to be occupied by another household who had built their small house on
it. The dealer, in his greed for money, had sold it again to a poor family when he
noticed the plot unoccupied for a long time. A dispute arose when the family on site
refused to vacate. The SHO arranged with his police connections for a bulldozer to come
" The DDA maintains bulldozers for demolitions in different localities. Officers of the DDA
assisted by the local police force carry out the demolitions according to orders. Not surprisingly,
the land immediately around the bulldozer storage compound is conspicuously vacant, while
further out the unauthorized colonies spread.
2 The bulldozers arrived on a weekday morning and the association had probably got some
forewarning due to which they were able to mobilize the women. These conditions, when
contrasted with the Sitapuri case mentioned earlier lead me to believe that the appearance of the
bulldozers was just a threat, and not intent to actually demolish. When the intention to demolish
is serious, adequate precautions are taken to maintain an element of surprise.
Fig. 2.10 Comparison of layout patterns of streets in Block B and Block C.
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and threaten the settlement with demolition. The dispute was ultimately resolved
through negotiation and a monetary settlement. While the facts of the case could not be
verified, the story illustrates that the changed perceptions of risk has created situations
where the power of the public authorities is used in a similar manner as before, but for
personal reasons.
II. IMPACTS OF LOWERED RISKS OF EVICTION
A. Market Response to State Policy
It has been argued by some authors that a regularization policy based on the
fulfillment of certain conditions and standards can lead to better planning of layouts and
following of standards by the illegal colonizers in anticipation of regularization (Hamer
1985, Gilbert and Ward 1985). Broadly speaking this was not the case. Increasing land
prices and the policy of regularization have led to colonizers seeking to maximize profits.
In 1975, a survey conducted by the DDA found that colonies in existence before
the commencement of the master plan exhibited better standards than those that evolved
later, in terms of roads, availability of infrastructure and community facilities (DDA
1984:13). One of the surprising findings to me was that, in some respects, standards were
higher in illegal subdivisions compared to legal subdivisions whereas in overall layouts,
illegal subdivision were poorer. For example, unlike legal settlements, almost all plots
had roads on two opposite sides, but these roads were very narrow. Upon closer
observation, it appears that both the observations resulted from the economics of selling
land.
Before proceeding to elaborate on the argument, certain issues need to be clarified.
Unauthorized colonies vary extensively in their plot layouts and sizes. From the organic
layouts of some colonies to the planned layouts of other colonies there is a vast spectrum
of types of layouts." I do not, in this section, attempt to describe the variety and nature
of these. This section will therefore use two specific kinds of data. I will use layout
" DDA has classified the colonies into ten categories according to the existing physical
conditions, and their location in the zones of the master plan. (DDA report, 1985)
a. Traditional pattern of development.
(Lyari, Karachi.)
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b. Organised pattern of illegal subdivision.
(Mohamed Nagar, Karachi.)
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c. Organised pattern of planned development.
(Gulshan-E-Shahbaz, Hyderabad.)
Fig. 2.11 Comparison between layouts of
in Karachi and Delhi.
a. Traditional pattern of development.
(Mehrauli, Delhi.)
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b. Organised pattern of illegal subdivision.
(East Guru Angad Nagar, Delhi.)
traditional, illegal and planned settlements
patterns observed citywide when a particular feature is common to most settlements in
the city. Secondly, I will use information provided by developers as to how their layout
formulas have changed over the years especially comparing earlier and later parts of Sant
Nagar.
1. Layouts and road widths
Recent literature has evidenced that the most common morphological feature of
illegal subdivisions is that they mimic an urban rather than a traditional organic layout
(Linden and Baross 1990). The layouts are naturally constrained by available parcel
configurations and the quest for maximization of sale area. While supporting this general
observation, I would like to qualify it further. First, market considerations, rather than
any hope of eventual legalization, seem to govern layouts. Thus most plots are two-
sided, a feature which decreases saleable area but increases the prices of the plots.
Secondly, within more planned layouts the urban form that emerges is more akin to
traditional urban fabric rather than the controlled settlement pattern observed elsewhere.
The most common feature among layouts is that plots are fronted by roads on
two sides. This feature is not found in the case of sites and services projects nor in legal
residential projects (see Fig. 2.11). Moreover, while it seems that every plot has an
excessive frontage, quantitatively the road width is the minimum - a main road of 3.6 to
4.5 meters and a service lane of 1.8 to 3 meters. Additionally, it will be noticed that the
roads are quite long compared to their width. The colonizers and property dealers in
Sant Nagar, when questioned, stated that they were following accepted planning
standards by leaving a lane to run service pipes. The DDA standards for road widths
even in sites and services are usually six meters. However, the residents' perceptions,
as well as my own, is that two-sided plots have more market value. As the service lane
is minimal, the loss of land is more than made up by the increase in value of the smaller
plot size. It also makes later subdivision of larger plots easier because the plot can be
divided lengthwise as well as breadth-wise if it is fronted on two sides by a road. Thus
profit motives regulate the ratio between road area and plot area. In the words of a
small scale colonizer:
The logic of roads is usually 12 feet [3.6 meters]. We do not have any
government standards so we have our own standards. Our logic is to sell the
maximum amount of land at the highest possible price making maximum profits.
a. Plot sizes in earlier layouts.
Common plot sizes 50-200
Proportions 50 square yards
Proportions 200 square yards
square yards
30 by 15 feet
60 by 30 feet
b. Plot sizes in later layouts.
Common plot sizes 25-75
Proportions 25 square yards
Proportions 75 square yards
square yards
15 by 15 feet
30 by 18 feet
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c. General density of later layout. d. Key plan Sant Nagar.
Fig. 2.12 Comparison between earlier and later plot sizes, Sant Nagar.
Although the layouts are regular, and resemble legal layouts, the settlement pattern that
emerges resembles traditional urban fabric, where in the absence of bylaws, open space
within the plot is internalized in the form of courtyards.
The tendency to build up to the edge of the street, the absence of laws restricting
height of building, and the narrow street widths forecast an urban form more akin to
traditional urban fabric than the kind that the laws seek to foster. If unauthorized
colonies are to be the major form of housing settlement in the city of Delhi, the resultant
new kind of urban fabric needs to be better understood.
2. Plot sizes
Plot sizes throughout the city have been decreasing over the years due to market
conditions (Mitra 1988). The colonizer usually lays out the major and minor roads at a
specific distance apart; buyers can then choose any plot size which is marked out in the
length of the frontage they buy. One colonizer summarized the layout of the roads as,
"Whoever comes first [to buy], we decide to cut plots accordingly." Most who buy with
the intention of building a home buy plots between 20 and 160 square meters. Specula-
tive buyers buy between 800 square meters and 1.6 hectares. Due to higher prices,
people are able to afford smaller plots, indicated in smaller frontages. Additionally,
earlier plotholders are subdividing their plots to cash in on the increase in prices. In Sant
Nagar, the smallest plot size I found was 22 square meters, a size which was fairly
common. However, some other colonies in the city have plot sizes of even 21 square
meters. For instance in Bapa Nagar, about 25 percent of the plots are less than 21 square
meters. The DDA provides the official minimum standards of a plot size of 25 square
meters. DDA's own recent decision to offer squatter plots of 12.5 square meters in sites
and services has probably increased the tendency for illegal subdivisions to have smaller
plot sizes. These features are evident from comparing the layouts of earlier and later
parts of Sant Nagar Block B (See Fig. 2.12, 2.10). It is evident that later colonies have
tighter layouts and smaller plot sizes in response to market conditions which are caused
by the policy of regularization -- a condition that the policy was hoping to ameliorate.
a. High tension electricity pole in Block B.
b. High tension electricity pole in Block A.
Fig. 2.13 Denser settlement near high tension electricity poles due to cheaper land
prices, Sant Nagar.
3. Consolidation of settlement
After layout and plot sizes, a third area in which we can see the market's
dominance of the state is in the people's response to regulation. The illegality of
unauthorized colonies leads to the low price of plots. Similarly, I found that
consolidation within the settlement happens most where land is inexpensive, due to addi-
tional violation of the laws."' The law prohibits buildings within 180 meters of a high
tension electric wire line due to safety considerations. Consequently, land within 180
meters of high tension lines is cheaper than other similarly located land, because in case
of regularization, buildings located here are most likely to get demolished and relocated
(see Fig. 2.13). This finding once again contradicts the argument that a regularization
policy will lead to law abiding in illegal settlements due to the eventual expectation of
legalization.
These observations regarding layouts, road widths, plot sizes and consolidation
of the settlement suggest that if an area is illegal in the written laws, then the illegality
arising from breaking a particular law gives license for the residents not to follow any
laws regarding buildings and layouts. The buildings and layouts that result could be
inefficient and pose health and safety hazards.
B. Implications for Plotholders
The most important question, however, is at the scale of individual actions. How
has the reduced risk of eviction affected the actions of the residents? Most obviously, at
the general level it has increased prices of the plots due to higher demand. But more
specifically it has affected the process of housing consolidation and increased the
economic mobility of some lower-income groups and therefore changed the nature of
various housing sub-markets.
1. Physical aspects of housing consolidation
The perception of increased security of tenure has caused some physical
characteristics of consolidation. Firstly, in anticipation of future roads, recent plotholders
" This should not be confused with the land price gradient related to the distance from the
main road.
a. Older house with plinth now below road
level.
c. Shops on side of plot fronting wider street in
a small plot.
b. High plinth in anticipation of roads.
d. Shops on side of plot fronting wider street in
a large plot.
* easy expansion
e salvage for reconstruction in case of
demolition
e. Traditional roof construction in Mughal f. Roof construction in unauthorized colonies.
times
Fig. 2.14 Physical aspects of housing investment reflecting the anticipation of
regularization, Sant Nagar.
build a high plinth for their houses usually about 1.2 meters above the level of the
ground. The absence of such foresight in the earlier built up plots has resulted in the
street levels being higher than the houses (see Fig. 2.14 a,b). Secondly, while the walls
of the houses are built of permanent materials (brick and cement mortar), the roof is
usually red sandstone slabs laid on iron T- girders, unlike the reinforced concrete slab
construction of legal settlements. This is a form of construction traditionally employed
in the old city as well as in the villages; it enables easy expansion. And perhaps, in the
unfortunate event of demolition, it is easier to salvage the materials and build again
(Benjamin 1991). Thirdly, the overall planning of the plot itself is done in the beginning,
often with the shop built on the side fronting the wider road (see Fig. 2.14 c,d).
2. Economic mobility
It was a surprise for me to find that some of the residents interviewed said that
they had moved to Sant Nagar by selling plots previously allotted to them in resettlement
colonies (sites and services projects). Of the twenty-five residents interviewed, four
residents (all living in the illegal portion of Sant Nagar Block B) had sold their plots in
sites and services, on which most had built houses, and bought land in the illegal
subdivision.15 The main reason cited by them for leaving the plots was that the plot of
25 square meters was too small to accommodate their large families and allow for their
outdoor utilization of space. Additional reasons mentioned were the ability to choose
locations near friends both at the level of the city and within the settlement. One family
had moved in order to repay a loan taken for building a house on the sites and services
plot. With the money obtained through the sale of the sites-and-services plot the family
was able to repay the loan, buy a plot of land 40 square meters and construct two rooms.
These families were essentially capitalizing on the subsidy provided by the
government on the sites and services plots, and bought a larger unserviced plot (typically
40 square meters) with insecure tenure. Thus they, traded off title, secure tenure, services
is While this is a small number compared to the population of the settlement, and is not
statistically significant, it shows a process that is occurring in however limited a scale. Moreover,
given the structure of the market based on personal linkages and trust as will be discussed in the
next chapter, the phenomenon maybe more prevalent than a limited exploration of this kind
suggests. I could also not find any information supporting or rejecting this trend in other parts
of the city through other literature.
a. Mobile informal activities, selling
buttermilk, Sant Nagar.
c. Production activities, a factory along the
main street.
e. Building materials store along the main
road.
Fig. 2.15 Economic opportunities through
b. Informal street activities, a tea shop,
d. Production activities, a metal casting
factory in the interior,
f. Shopping arcades planned for future
operation along main road.
use of land, Sant Nagar.
and a smaller plot for unclear title, insecure tenure, minimal services and a larger plot
in the expectation of future economic and social gains.
I would also argue that the existence of heterogeneous income groups within the
settlement supported the move economically by providing alternative opportunities for
income generation. First, illegal subdivisions provide favored conditions for the
flourishing of informal production activities. Cheap labor, land and capital (often "black"
or illegal money) come together in illegal subdivisions somewhat like the inner city.
They also subsequently prove to be a training ground for future small scale production
activities (Benjamin 1991). Illegal subdivisions support the informal service industry. For
example, one informal building contractor who originally used to work in other parts of
the city finds enough work within the settlement to support himself. Similarly shoe
repairers, vegetable vendors and other small commercial enterprises thrive, through the
support of the better-off residents who pay higher costs to compensate for the time and
trouble of going outside the settlement. 6 In addition, illegal subdivisions offer possibil-
ities of earning rental income. Land transactions in illegal settlements can be yet another
source of income -- either through the system of commissions which will be discussed
in the next chapter or through speculative gains by subdividing and selling off land at
a later stage." Land is an attractive investment because the returns are high and land
in illegal subdivisions is easily available.
Finally, I believe that the delinking of social status from addresses in illegal
subdivisions due to their partially heterogeneous income composition could be a factor
in people moving from sites and services to illegal subdivisions.
If the limited findings of the study are indeed a trend then the argument that sites
and services are a better option but are ineffective due to limited supply needs
rethinking. If people are moving from sites and services to illegal subdivisions, then it
16 An exception to this was observed in the housemaid service. None of the women who
worked as housemaids would work for houses within the settlement because poorer households
did not want to send their women off to work in the same neighborhood that they lived in.
" Typically commissions are two percent and price rises in the Sant Nagar area have doubled
in the past five years.
a. Undeveloped plot.
b. Terrace. . ..i 
...........
c. Plinth of plot.
d. Encroaching on back street.
Fig. 2.16 Greater outdoor usage of space in low income areas, Sant Nagar.
indicates that the standards provided by the projects are too high for the poor to retain,
and that the subsidy provided by the government is too high.'8
18 The innovative approach of the Hyderabad Development Authority in their incremental
development scheme is a promising attempt at a solution to this problem. In 1986, the Hyderabad
Development Authority (in Pakistan) carried out an innovative scheme for provision of low
income housing. In a bold approach, they used some of the strategies of illegal subdividers to
meet their goals of affordability, target groups, and reduction in the time taken for the allotment
and consolidation of the plots. The unserviced plots were carved out of 100 acres earmarked for
a low income housing project. They demarcated a reception area where the families who wanted
plots would come and live with their belongings till their house was built. No papers were
allotted to the families, presence (possession) was considered tenure. Plots that remained were
reallotted to other families. The approach taken in this scheme has shown that the state can
partially assume the role of the subdividers and successfully follow their strategies.

Chapter 3
THE GROWING RISK OF LAND GRABBING AND FRAUDULENT DEALING
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INTRODUCTION
A person is trapped both ways - if
one stays on the land there is risk
of eviction [by public authorities] la s inade
and if one doesn't live on the land Delhi as Demand for
one risks losing possession.1  Housing Hits dhe Ceiling
The greatest risk in buying land in the illegal subdivision of Sant Nagar is not the risk
of eviction by public authorities, but the risk of losing possession due to fraudulent
dealing and land grabbing.2  While fraud has always been a risk in illegal land
transactions (Bose 1969), it has evidently increased in recent years. Along with the
increasing incidence of organized land grabbing (Singh 1990), rising fraud has aggravated
the riskiness of buying land in subdivisions.
In this chapter, I will analyze the problem of the risk of fraudulent dealing and
land grabbing. The first section will describe the causes of the increase in fraud and land
grabbing and the perceptions of the problem by the residents and colonizers. The second
section focusses on the effects of these risks on the nature of the market and the
implications for the individual plotholder.
1Interview with colonizer of Budh Vihar, January, 1991.
2 Fraudulent dealing in land transactions occurs when the seller either does not own the land
or does not have partial claim to it, or has already sold the land to someone else. Land grabbing
occurs when people occupy land without having any claims to it. Squatting could be considered
one form of land grabbing.
I. CHANGES: INCREASING RISK OF LOSING POSSESSION
As in many other third-world cities, the title and tenure of land in Delhi are
clouded by controversy. The land records are not clear, there are multiple claimants to
the same parcel, and many land disputes await resolution in the courts. Unscrupulous
entrepreneurs take advantage of the clouded titles to profit through fraudulent dealing
and land grabbing. If taken to court, these entrepreneurs can escape because of unclear
titles; because the transactions are illegal the buyers rarely take these disputes to court.
The entrepreneurs also often use muscle power to continue their operations.3 The
increasing land prices and the unpredictability of public planning decisions have added
to the profitability and prevalence of fraud and land grabbing.
In Sant Nagar, interviewees described many incidents of fraudulent dealing and
land grabbing. Throughout the city, the local public officials are often involved in land
grabbing. Land grabbing actions by policemen are the most common (Subraminian 1989).
Sant Nagar is located near the city's police training grounds and police involvement with
the settlement is high; many police have bought plots in the settlement for future
retirement. Changes in price have been a remarkable aspect of the illegal land market.
The price of land in illegal settlements has risen tremendously. A study done on the
impact of prices on residential development estimated that the land prices in the legal
market rose 700 percent between 1980 and 1989, and the price of land in unauthorized
colonies rose by 500 percent in the same interval (Negi 1990). These increases compared
to the interest rates offered through conventional investments have made land an
attractive investment. And although appreciation of legal land is higher than illegal
plots, the higher supply of illegal plots and the ability to invest "black money"
(undeclared income) in them makes land in illegal subdivisions even more attractive.
A. Fraudulent Dealing and Land Grabbing
In addition to the growing demand for land and the increasing land prices,
unclear titles to land have caused an increased incidence of fraud in land transactions.
' "Muscle power" refers to the entrepreneur's henchmen who ensure there is no effective
protest against fraudulent dealing. The threat of violence is usually adequate to prevent protest.
Traditional patterns of inheritance have resulted in fragmented holdings and joint tenure
situations which are often under dispute. The situation is further complicated by land
reforms imposed on traditional tenure systems. As a result, there are often multiple
claimants to the same parcel of land and even title to government land is unclear. The
Union Territory of Delhi is no exception. Government intervention in the land market
has confused titles further and complicated land transaction process. Two laws have
been instrumental in causing disputed titles.
The first, the Land Reforms Act of 1954, aimed to consolidate fragmented landholdings.
Under this act, all agricultural land privately held in fragments by farmers was
consolidated and given by the state to the bhumidars (legal owners). Bhumidars who did
not cultivate their land leased it out to asamees (leaseholders) for ten years. After ten
years the asamee often claimed title to the land and refused to renew the lease agreement.
To prevent fragmentation, the land reform also determined the size of the economic farm
holding at 3.2 hectares. If a consolidation resulted in less than 3.2 hectares remaining
with the landowner, the land would revert to the hands of the gaon sabha (village
committee). In practice, however, the land is usually transferred in the records only and
actually is retained by the owner or the purchaser. To complicate matters further, the
Delhi Land Reforms Act of 1954 was based on surveys conducted between 1906 and 1910.
In the intervening period much of the government land had been encroached upon.
The second law, the Large-Scale Land Acquisition, Development and Disposal
Policy of 1957, aimed to control urban development and promote equitable access to land
through a large-scale land acquisition program. The policy had four major goals: to
achieve the optimum use of land; to ensure the adequate supply of land at the right time
and price; to prevent concentration of land in few hands and to make land more
accessible to the poor; and to control prices and prevent speculation. It served however
to stop the activities of legal, formal private developers and froze all notified land from
development. Between notification and actual acquisition by the DDA there was a gap
of many years during which many landowners sold off their land to the colonizers. Of
the 30,800 hectares of land notified under Section IV in 1961, only 20,350 hectares had
been acquired by 1986. There was also a gap between acquisition and development of
DDA acquired land. In the interim period the Delhi Administration is vested with the
responsibility for maintenance. Because no specific section of the Delhi Administration
Where. DDA,. colonisers lock horns
which 5,000 acres has already been ary without .DDA clearance... onisers further sold the an'dat high
By Satyen Mohapatra acquired. However, this did not stop farmers prices to unsuspecting buyers which
The Phase I of Papaniala ell undet from selling their land. While the ledtheDDAtoadvertisethatpublioNEW DELHI. May 6 proposed urban extension according DDA moved swiftly on the Papank- should not fall into their trapt...
to Master Plan and way back in 19g4 ala Phase-I project and acquired ab- In some cases bound alls Iv
and in Papans al Dwa tracth o notices under Section-IV (intention out 5.000 acres in villages like come up. while in some areas small
l While DA officials are to acquirei and later under Section. Mauala, Bindapur. Nasirpur. one room scts have also been con-1ere W ile :n offheias larind . VI (final acquisition) were given on. Palam, Amberhigh. Bagdola and strucied. According to officials sixfrmcstrtionp the clnifree 5.000 acres of the first phase and the parts of Pochanpur, the whole pro- months ago, unauthorised construc.from construction. the colonisers land was acquired by DDA some cess was slow in the acquisition of lions had bn dut olished dnare interested in buying the land. time in 1986-97 the rest of 5.000 acres. -on ad bccn demolis e in
selling it fast to unauthorised builPochanpur and two weeks ago de-lns f .nauowevesed:buwhen. t pn gre This happened because the 10.000 molitions were undertaken on 50iwdcrs. . However, when the planning process acres of land for the sub-city was ' acres of land in Kakrola village.
- . .~ inne. ai~nrdn,. n fllA 7...
;)apankala sub-city will accommodate
about 1.1 million people by 2001 on
a total land area of 10.(0 acres.
Rcsidential areas and work centres.
commercial blocks and tovermment
offices have been approveo by the
DDA and the Delhi Urban Arts
Commason. Forty per cent of its
residential area 4 to be given to co.
operative group housing societies.
Me agricultural land on which this
sub-city will come up belongs to a
'number of villagers from. Palam,
Kakrola.. Bindapur, Matiala.
Amberhigh, Pochanpur. Dholseras.-
-Bhartal. Bijwasan. Nasirpur and-
Bagdola villages. Out of 13.000
acres of agricultural land belonging
to these villages. the DDA has de-
cided to develop 10.00" acres, of.-
stnda, 'n t D ofial
it was felt that adding another 5.000
acres would stop growth of unautho-
nIsed colonisation at the periphery
of Phase 1.
Since 1986-87, the DDA has been
pressing that the orders of Secnon
IV and Section VI be passed faciii-
tating the acquisition of the rest
5.000 acres of land. -
The DDA had to be satisfied with
10.000 acres of the 13.000 acres of
land because 3.000 acres had
already been colonised before ac-
quisition. The entirg 10,000 acres
area was placed under Development
Area Control Act by the DDA,
' which meant that the area is under.,
urban planning and no one can con--
struct any building within its bound--
divided into almost equal parts by.
oil pipelines and the Delhi Adminis-
tration decided to let DDA develop
one part first (Phasc-l) and the next
part later (Phase-i).
However. the delav led-the villagers.
particularly in Kakoria. Pochanpur.
Bijwasan and Bhartal.. to sell their
land unauthonsedly to coloniscrs
who are reported to have paid Rs 3
lakh or more to the villagers per acre
whereas the DDA compensation for
per acre for acquisition was Rs I
lakh-1.5 lakh per acre.
The DDA is also developing plots for
1.200 families near Bagdola and
Amerhigh villages which would be
given as alternative plots to a large
number of villagers whose agricultu-
ral land has been acquired. The col-
What is alarming is thai new construc-
tions have again come up in the
area. The DDA officials feel that
the recent hike in compensation
money to..Rs 6.04 lakh per acre
would definitely check the growth of
unauthorised colonisation in agri-
cultural land.- .
Meanwhile a patrolling squad of.150
DDA men go around these areas to
check unauthorised -construction
- and even making announcements in
public address system and distribui-
ing pamphletsdiscouraging sale anc
purchase of land, officials say. :
It is reliably learnt that the Del-
Administration will come up. soor
with the orders foe acquisition unde
Section IV and Section VI for thes
areas. , --
Hindustan Times (New Delhi). May 7, 1990.
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Creeping land regularisation-
By A Staff Repotar
NEW DELHI, October 7: One has
heard of creeping land grabs. Over
the past months, the Delhi ad-
ministration has been blessing a
creeping land regularisation. For
the record, it still insists this is not
so.
In January 1977, all 600-odd un-
authorised colonies in Delhi were
regularised. Since then, aother
500-odd have come up. Not
groups of jhuggis, but something
more permanent. That's an im-
mense lot of people. And voters.
BIG DILEMMA: There's a big
dilemma here. The formal policy
till a decade or so back was to
demolish and resettle, wherever
possible. Now, the accent is on
"civic upgradation" right there.
Resettlement is becoming more
and more difficult. Delhi is run-
ning out of land, for one. And the
numbers involved make it very
ticklish. So much so there's at
present a de facto freeze on even
demolishing slum clusters. Civic
!officials have been told by Raj
Nivas to just ensure nothing ned
comes up.
Meanwhile, the existing settle
ments want something done abou
their title to where they stay an,
the attendant civic benefits
something more than just ration
cards and the right to vote. That's
something even most slum
clusters have. With a difficult elec-
tion coming, that restiveness has
political implications.
SOOTHING NOISES: Elected and
administrative seniors of the
Delhi administration have been
making soothing noises about
doing something from time to
time. The latest was the IL-gov-
ernor in his speech to the metro-
politan council recently.Quoting last year's gastro-enteritis
epidemic as an imperative, the
water committee of the municipal
corporation said it was going to
provide regular water connections
to all those colonies built before
January 1981. The electricity wing
followed suit. This did not mean
regularisation of these places, they
said; it was only to improve
hygiene.
Thai wis some weeks hack. The
city's executive council, with the,
It.-governor in the chair, has now
-decided to take the next logical
-slep.
All unauthorised colonies builtbefore January 1, 198 f, all get all
civic amenities - roadgtirainage,
brick pavements, etc. By the mu-
nicipal corporation. ndttthe Delhi
Development Authority - unlike
the latter, the dwellers 'dn go to
the local (elected) councillor. And
electricity and water won't stop at
houses who apply for- it; any
"place of worship" in that place
will get it "provided theselconnec-
lions are not being iWilised flr
commecialpurnrns'
Fig. 3.1 The Times of India (New Delhi). October 8, 1989.
is responsible, the land is easily encroached upon through political and bureaucratic
contacts.
The Delhi Development Act of 1957, stated that no development could be carried
out on rural land except through the DDA. The Delhi Municipal Corporation Act of 1957
covered areas within the urban limits of Delhi and required that all prospective
subdividers should get their development layouts sanctioned by the DDA or by the MCD
dependending upon which area their land fell in. However, there was no enforcement
of the laws. The Land Registration office and the DDA had no effective form of
communication regarding land development, so that the DDA had no way of finding out
where violations of laws were occurring.
Colonizers found various ways to circumvent these laws. Traditionally, land has
been registered for ownership and revenue purposes through "khasra" numbers and
rough maps with boundaries demarcated with reference to prominent landmarks.4 High
turnover and fragmentation make identification of specific parcels difficult. As
mentioned above, under the Delhi Land Reform Act of 1954, land parcels under 3.2
hectares could not be registered under a single owners name. The colonizers of illegal
subdivisions circumvented the problem of registering title by registering the subdivision
as a "farmers cooperative" under the name of all the plotholders. They gave the
plotholders a copy of the registration along with details of their specific parcel.5
New efforts to control land transactions were no more successful. To curb the
illegal dealings in land, the Delhi Administration enacted the Delhi Lands (Restrictions
on Transfer) Act in 1972, which prohibited any transactions of notified land. This covered
almost all the land in the immediate periphery. In reaction, colonizers started
transferring land on power of attorney, which gave purchasers the legal right to use the
land without restrictions, but without a transfer of the legal title. In practice power of
attorney worked much the same as the legal title, except that it was cheaper and simpler
to obtain; it could be obtained within a day with a ten rupee stamp-paper in the presence
of a lawyer. This is the means through which most land is being sold today. By 1986,
4 Transactions of land in India are typically done with reference to "khasra" numbers which
divide the agricultural land into parcels according to some prominent landmarks. Typically, these
maps are not accurate, and reference adjacent owners to fix location and size of property.
s Interview with colonizer Block B, Sant Nagar, Dec 1990
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By NIRUPAMA SUBRAMANIAN
Express News Service
NEW DELHI, July 31
In one of the best organised
land seams in the Capital. several
police officers of ranks from Addi-
tional Commissioner down to con-
stable have joined hands with
property dealers to grab 35 acres
of land in Khirkee village. South
Delhi. from under the nose of the
DDA.
Together. they have swallowed
up prime land worth crores and
are now raking in the profits. In
the process. they have added
another to Delhi's long list of
unauthorised colonies. This par.
lticuar colony now goes by the
name of Khirkee Extension.
The colony stretches over a
Allemetre in length to the south of .
M.miaivi. Nanar. It was notified by
0-e DOA for acquisition. But in.tea I enltorcing the law and
cheametna illegal grabbine and con-
g uctoton the land. piemen.'
viclueltg in Addittonal Commis.
"onr, have logited the Its' at'
very taec in the deveh pment o.
i as. coyover the last faurl
nviv have they flouted the
Im. tha Additional 'Commission.
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-Poicemen as land grabbers
han of the'Khirkee Extension par sq. yard. In the next sin opposite. Ahied Hassan, one of -cause iron giroers are still sticking , Further down the diit track, two
fare Association. Mr Vikram months. it will be a virtual gold- the members of this family, said: out of half finished poles on the inspectors related to each other
h Shastri. 'They will have to mine. .. "Ie always ame accompanied by terrace. - have purchased plots - J-4/38 anJ
tons. Thea watch the land low halt. divided in the middle by A td former has referred to keep his
-s shoot up." be said. a Ivall. Itbonsis of a storage lank t ional CP is now oking for a tinalCP'splo in ne that bengs house loed. the owner of the
A pride of place on the terrace. A scwer pit is in tenant. "ist nelieve ihe rent is 'to as Assistant Commissioner - second has let his out on rent to
this still unauthorised colony. the process of being -dug. Accord. prohibitive - Rs 20} foe both E . Com r to the gran failies.
Additional Commissioner's tog to neighbours, the construc. ' halls put together. If you want to deur of the'Aditional CP' white "One of thei pays Rs 200. the
hi" occupies the pride of tion sas completed a year-and-a; take i, contact Mahesh. the prop- . buildings, the ACP's is a com- er family pus him Rs 300.
e and, for this reason, is also half ago. but it has remained tra dealer on the main road." he cdown - four walls and a room in. p neighbour. 'if you want to
osiest to locate People j locked since then. rde-on or wall he plot take tsis one. she said. pointingsaid. J 'oecte.B tltep o J438 **"You ran contact the
t you to follow a thick black DIG's personal visits Mr Shastri. the pradhan. also 'measures a good 250 to 300 sq * at 'he Ha ontce
drawing electricity from a "The DIG (Additional CP) recommended'Mahesb. the prop- yeards. He too,.keeps the nsor at th Ha Kas police
a lamp on the main road. himself used to visit this place erty dealer, for any Iiegoiations locked. . . ,- * - - -
the end of the trail stands a quite often when construction on the Additional CP's kothi. "He does not want to give it on SHO's plots
e 'single-storeyed structure work was under %ay." said Mrs "Woh unka yalhan 1haas audmi rent. it's been empty for ages,"
a green gae. door and win- Singh. his immediate neighbour in hai (he is the Additional CP's man' said Mrs Singh. According to her. Still further doin. an SHO is
.on around 50 sq yards of E-l 1,71. here)." said the pradhan. ' the ACP does not come visiting the proud owner of around 300 sq.
As it is close to the main A family which earns its liveli. The Additional CP perhaps has too often. "Once in six months yards of land. He has built only a
,land costg at least Rs 2.500 hood by setline popcorn tves right plans to build another Door. be- 'perhaps." she said. low boundary wall. "That is not
. his only plot. he has several,
here." said the pradhan.
A constable owns a pla cose to
the Krishna temple on the main
road. He. too. like hisoffieers, hasbuilt a single room co his plot of
r50 to 200 sq yards undlet it out
.~ ,~on rent to a family of kisk sellers
from Bulandshaker
"We pay him Rs 150 every
month as rent. He is posted in the
Delhi Cantonment police station."
said the man living there.
r. in IPS vilicer. has pulled the I More grabbitp
""'i "ser the Administration% Sourcessaid many mare police
res o even ottaimnti permisson
'rete Government to purchse oficers have grabbed land is oher
ina in this unauthorised colonr Pons of this sast colony "ThePower iedt policemen have bees so braenPowerIhellabout the grabbing. They and the
T-e ;trea which once bclonged property dealers have conspired to
tI People livifg in Khirkee vill.ice. grab this land I don't think theyis now dotted with conipiund cam whether anvose knows of
iind crudeh o nsilucled sot." said a resideat at r alacty
m t ot them henami.
Ibre as no authorised supply 1n
elecicity or water. nor is there a bered by die thought that one
seweraie system. But criss cros. dayde DDA may deslhhe
inc wires steal electricity from a y. Bat as Mrs Slagh, the
ni.'rbv school fir from street piles Additional ( seighbou pot it:
'n the main road. People hase *lbat's the last ung to be woe
instlled handpumps and hurriedlv ied about, Aska Ita. " zo-
Jue uo sewer pits themselves. ' mn (the land belong an wboeo.
More houses are being con. ' has posaession) No.me aa
structed at !everish pace and a %inove you from
vacant "piot" is hard to come bv.
'Land here was made over to the Fialy a word of
grabbers through power of ataor- *.it nolons,
ney at Rs 20) to Rs 300 per sq She 'fme of ildia. dae JdN231
v trd. four years ao Now. it costs
novhere between Rs 1iWO and AsF
These rates will be outdated ia iite mosctio
heneat sio months. saidth diA keEm _ etgrA b SouriIcesiial odamr.e p
-- A - -''- poaceme haebens bae
Indian Express (New Delhi). July 31, 1989.
Fig. 3.2 Asian Wall Street Journal, 16 April, 1990.
Land-Grabbers Invade
Delhi as Demand for.
Housing flits the Ceiling
ly AJAY SINsH
NEW DIIll - To @am nsme uztr
money, a widowerl mother willt two taugh.
ters decided to rent the top floof of her house
to a local doctor. who signed ansit -month
rental ageemient. But after Ile 11 montha
the doctor reuised Ino vscatats e emins.
To bully hi landlady tini letting him
stay, he claimeid she anuaited im. Ie told
the police that one of her dailghters wan
Indulging a "ant-national" stioitles. It
mid another wan guilty of wining and dining
government ofieiala. Nineteen years have
passed and the doctor hasn't Inidged. TIe
three wanene despair of ever getting rid of
himn.
Call It the Now Delhi illaiess. Land
and housing are scares in tUe ity, and yet
more and moire pendsle want lin make the
capital their home. Many relialidits will atop
at nothing to Illegilty grab reel estate or hold
onto the land or rent-controllml apartments
they possess.
Medium-alir'd hlounne In die capital are
reting for asIeh as g14.010 a month-0
tmesh aveng inian's .eWriy.wlng. "1,velived in many resiten," anys no enpatriate
searching for i uembe in the city. "rve never
aeon anythIng like thi."
Preseration Fffnrta
New Delhi was lilt by the Iritish before
India gained independence. It Is still boiled
by architecto and planners n one of the
best-planed capital cities In tie world. That.
In many ways, In the problent Ths Inrian
government enot to prowesv Ifse city's hi.
torical beauty. As a resilt, It than 35% of
lbs city's fetal land Is resldenltll the govern-
ment beepalnot sic an mu h and open
saces.
With nw develpment Intoly blocked.
Continued on Page
an estimated 1,900 hectares of land were under unauthorized use. The government lost
the meager revenues it had been previously getting before from the land taxes, and also
lost the possible land transfer taxes. In addition, the power of attorney document can be
given by a landowner to many people, unlike the land title which was changed in the
land registration records. This has compounded the ease with which fraud can occur.
Moreover, most transactions occur by oral agreements until the whole price of the plot
is handed over and the formal power of attorney documents are drawn up. In markets
where the price of land increases overnight (as when the regularization or servicing
decisions are announced), there is an increased temptation for the colonizer or dealer to
play foul.
Fraudulent dealings, for example double sales, may occur in the transaction
between landowner and colonizer or between colonizer and plotbuyer. In the first case,
it is possible with joint farmholdings for one person to sell the land to a colonizer
without the knowledge of the other holders until the land is occupied by the plot buyer.
As the sale is illegal and the colonizers usually possess muscle power as well as political
power, the other owners may lose all or part of their share of the land. In another
situation two joint landowners may sell off the land to two different colonizers. In the
transactions between colonizers and plot buyers, disputes may arise over double sales by
dealers who sell a sold or partially sold plot once again. In such cases, the first buyers,
who are usually poorer since the earlier price of land is usually lower, suffer. The
disputes are generally settled through a combination of muscle power and some
negotiated monetary compensation. The large increase in land prices (possible even
overnight through public planning decisions) have contributed to the incidence of fraud
seek quick profits from a single piece of land. A sequence of policies on land
transactions together with the existing unclear titles to land have compounded the
difficulties of detecting fraud in land sales.
These general problems common to unauthorized colonies of Delhi have been
amplified in Sant Nagar due to two reasons. Firstly, until a dam was built in 1978, the
Najafgarh Nallah (a tributary of the Jamuna river) used to flood annually, making the
identification of individual plots after the flood difficult. Dealers naturally capitalized on
the resulting uncertainty. Secondly, partially because of the flooding and partially
because of poor services, plots in Sant Nagar have until recently been bought not for
SURVIVAL AMID HIGH LAND PRICES
By a Staff Reporter
111E urban man has been forced
to adapt his lifestyle to sur-
v ve in a world where scarcity is
the order of the day. Like in
Diier parts of tho world. the resi.dents of Delhi too have learnt the
art of survival amidst scarcity or
shortage of civic amenities like
water, electricity, cducational and
-t -acilitles and jobs. The
pace of development being far
slower than that required to meet
the demands of the ever increas..
ing population, it is not surpris-
ing that there s scarcity.
And In this world of scarcity,
the most scarce is land. Ther
is an acute shortage of land in
the capital. There are far too
many people and just too little
land. Over the pas, few decades
millions of people looking for
more opportunities and a better
Ilfe have come and settled in
Delhi. Even as the original size
of Delhi has increased consider-
ably over the years with the ae.
uisition of more and more land
from neignbouring a2reas. it has
not been possible to accommodate
all the new residents. The popula-
tion of Delhi. over 8 million at
present, Is likely to cross the 12
million mark by the end of tnis
decade.
Not unique
The scarcity has understandahv
led to a Ay-rocketting of land
prices. More so in the 80s. Ac-
cording to real estate agents land
prices over the decade have reg.ltercei a 500% increase. Llowever,
the Dheiiomeion of soaring prices
is by no means unique to Delhi.
All over the world, metropolises
are facing a similar problem. In
fact. Dr P. Bosham. an expert in
Town planning at the State Uni.
versity of New York, says if tha
world faced an oit crisis in the 7 0s
during the 80s we are going
through a land crisis, since land
Ir both scarce as well as fright.
fully expensive. In Tokyo the prob.
lem of land shortage Is so acute
that a proposal to construct ar,
artificial island 30,000 hectares in
size. in the Tokyo Bay itself is
being considered.
According to one school of
thought. the sudden spurt In land
prices in the capital during the
80s is directly linked with the
facilities which were developed
during the 1962 Asid. A new Delhi
with plush five-star hotels beauti-
ful roads and numerous fly-overs
ushered lit a new lifestyle too. The
yuppies wih their pots and pots
of money had taken over Delhi.
And what better way to spend the
money- than by investing it In
land or in acquisition of pro-.
pirty.
For a long time the Delhi Deve-
lopment Authority had been ac.
quiring land at throw-away prices
and then reselling them In auctions
at astronomical prices, thereby
making whopping p:ofits. Take for
instance. Nehru Place. The land
had been acquired In the early
60s at nominal rates. Years later
when DDA auctioned the com-isercial plots of Nehru Place it
fetched crores of rupres.
Things however changed when
the compensation laws in case of
acquisition of land were tightened.
Now DDA has to pay much higher
compensation for land it is acquir.
ing. Last year alone the courts
disposed of compensation cnses
worth Its 25 crores. Suddenly such
a large amount of liquid cash, and
that too white motey. vas floating
in Delhi. The race between the
recipients of the compensation to
invest in land further pushed up
priwes.
Due to its acute scarcity and
consequent ever Increasing de-
mand. land has become an ideal
commodity to invest in. Earlier
people used to invest in gold, now
they prefer land. And in Delhi,
with its reAideniits enjoyiig the
highest p.r capita income in the
country, ther, is a lot of money.
And the desire of every individu..
al to put in his two-bits worth into
land has considerably contributed
to the escalation of lard prices.
However few can afford to buy
land in Delhi. A resi-ential plot
in any part of the capital normally
costs at least 10 to 15 times the
annual income of the individual
who plans to invest in it. It ls not
very uncommon for residents of
Delhi to repay loans for 10 to 15
years for the investment they once
made in land. But such is the
lure and guarantee of proits. that
they still Invest knowing fully well
the implications.
Land prices in Delhi are now so
high that they are quite beyond
the reach of the even the middle
class. While the hapless lot be.
long;ng to the lower income cate.
gory are quite resigned to a life
in the slums. a mvmber of the
middle class cail buy a piece of
land only if he happens to be
lucky enough to be a member of
some cooperative society. In Delhi
it is no small feat to become a
member of a cooperative society.
Office-bearers of such societies
wield considerable power and are
treated deferenti:ally by senior
bureaucrats and politicians.
Though risidential land In al-
most all parts of the capital is
frightfully experisive, the price
does vary depending on the toc-
tion. 'arts of South Delhi, like
Greater Kuilas.h. South Extension,
Defence Colony. lanchsheel En-
clave. New Friends Colony and
Vasant Vihar command the highest
pr:ces.
lin all those areas which are
freehold, land is vi ry expensive
br-cause the owner does ntot have
to take permission f rom ainy Cov.
ernmeit agency tIo ener tuo
transactiotis. Thus Gri ater Kallash,
South Itb hi, Is prnb:bly the msi.
expensive resident At area. ,
Since most of the trarnsrctions
go into lakhs and more often into
crore-, a lot of black money- in
involved in land deals. To evade
taxes. the figure olicially shown
In a transaction -s normnily much
lower than the actual amount that
changes hands. One leading real
estate brokers put the market rate
the reat amount in such tronsar-
tions was so h'gh that oie would
have to "pay crores as taxes'
Most real estate develooe:s and
brokers suggest the best was to
eliminate black money in land
deals lies in relaxng the tax struc.
ture. At present. they allegre. if
they were to pay their taxes
honestly. they would be virtually
left wih nothing. Even f this
clalm sounds exaggerated. it has
to he admitted that the taxat ot
structure should be made more
practicable.
Neither the Land and Develop-
ment Office under the Ministry of
Urban Development nor the Delhi
Development Authority. the two
agencies which fix land prices in
the C:Ipital, go about their job in
a practical manner. The market
rate is invariably higher than the
land rates fixed by the Minist-
of Urban Development or tihe DU
Thus while the offlciil t. ,
Greater Kallash in Rs 8,000 a asa.
metre, the market rate In t;
same locality is between Rs toi
and Rs 12.000 a re twetr
Simitrty- srrdlloMW he Mm.i
try of Urban Development thou"
the official rate in Defence Color
Rs 5.000 a square metre the to.
setate brokers put the market ra
at about Rs 7.000 a square metr
Of course. In other parts of It
Capital the prices are not neoe:
sarily so high. In Old Rajtnde
Nager. West Delhi. you can st
get a plot of 100 square metre
for Rs 500.000. A real estate aser
who has been a resident of tb
locality for some deca.
told this reporter that even 1116
years eago one could have bougi
the same plot at one third its Me
sent price.
In parts of North and We-
Delhi too there has been an ama
ing escalation of land prices. If thn
real estnte brokers are to be b.
It- ved then thee h.s been an si
most 800% ticrease in the are
during the past five 'ears. A rev,
dent of Ashok Vihar. Mr Arvin
Pandey. said he bought a sum
piece of land In Ashok Vihar I'
1983 for Rs 1.5 lakhs. The sem.
land, he said, he sold for 9A I.
lakhs in May 1988.
Soaring prices
Even as people continue t
grumble about the searing price'
the -real_ estate promoters are ver
happy with the situation. Debblin:
in land is so profitable that more
and more people are joining th-
business. Considering the fact the'
prices go up almost every day, thi
risk factor involved for the new
entrant is almost negligible. Lane
brokers and estate agents have
never had it so lood.
Some time ago a g-nup of real
estate experts had suggested that
following this sudden ris. in the
past few years. land prices are
going to stabilize after a wh It
So far there has been no such indi.
cation. As more anti more people
m:grate to Delhi and land becomes
scarce prices can only head In one
direction-upwards.
Fig 3.3 Statesman (New Delhi). October 15, 1988.
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living in but for speculative purposes. In 1978 the DDA conducted a survey which
showed that of the 1000 plots which had been carved out of agricultural land in Sant
Nagar, only 98 were built up (DDA 1984). The absence of a large resident population has
increased the chances of fraud going undetected. In addition to fraudulent dealing, land
grabbing has also been on the increase:
Ten years ago, the most common crime stories reported in newspapers concerned
incidents of jewelry snatching. Nowadays such thefts are out and land grabbing
is in.
The main causes of this rise are the attractiveness of land as a speculative investment and
the increasing organization of professional land grabbers. The phenomenal rise in prices
of land have resulted in a spate of speculative buying in illegal settlements. The
existence of vacant land with a higher land value has made land grabbing very
profitable. In addition, the territorial organization of colonizers has stimulated the
emergence of mafia like organizations.
B. Perceptions of Risk
The actual probability of an event occurring is not as important for the actions of
individuals as their perceptions of the probability based on prior experience. It is
important therefore to understand the perceptions of the risks by the actors in the
process. I will discuss the risks perceived by the buyers of land as well as the
perceptions cultivated by the colonizers.
For those plotholders who reside in the colony, I expected the main fear would
be eviction by public authorities. However, all of them felt quite secure because they
paid off the local police. They also felt secure in their numbers and pointed to others
living in the colony as a source of security. When reminded that bulldozers had twice
appeared in the settlement and that the police have periodically demolished individual
structures in the process of construction, one resident summed up the collective view:
"colonies are settled through a process of demolition," indicating that some small losses
naturally occur in trying to settle illegally. The small scale demolitions were dismissed
6 Asian Wall Street Journal, April 16, 1990.
Stage 1.
The land is subdivided and the main streets are
laid out. Plot sizes are flexible and prices are
low. At this stage the area does not look very
different from the agricultural land. No
services are present.
Stage 2.
Some of the plots have been sold and the plot
holders build their boundary walls for
protection. The turnover in plots at this stage is
quite high. Most of the plots are bought by
speculators. Some poor residents begin living in
their plots. Vegetable gardening and cattle
rearing are common income earning activities.
The colonizer provides minimal roads. Water
and electricity is usually tapped from the
existing lines for tube wells.
Stage 3.
Plot holders begin to develop their plots,
planning for regularization. People begin to
move in. Some shops appear. A resident
association is formed and the demand for
proper servicing begins. Turnovers in plots are
still quite high, and prices have risen.
Stage 4.
The colony has densified. Plot holders have
invested in their plots to incorporate income
generating uses like production units, shops,
rental rooms etc. The resident association is
'active in its demand making. Some services
have been provided by the public authorities.
Prices are high and the turnover of plots has
reduced.
Fig. 3.4 Various stages of development of unauthorized colonies.
as caused by the plotholders not paying adequate bribes. Residents who had bought
recently were apprehensive about the possibility of that they had been given fraudulent
papers. Plotholders who had delayed construction or were speculating were afraid of
land grabbing. One family described how they delayed occupancy and found that the
land had been grabbed by another family. After much negotiation the dispute was
settled by the plotholder paying the land grabber some money. Often I heard that some
households had turned land grabbing into an occupation, making money with every
negotiation. In other parts of the city similar perceptions about demolition were
prevalent:
That's the last thing to be worried about. Jiska kabja uski zammeen (the land
belongs to whoever has possession). No one can move you from here.7
The colonizers perceive the risk of civil action against them as very low since so
far there have been no convictions of illegal colonizers in Delhi.' However, the
colonizers do not explain the risks to the buyers in a disinterested way. The residents'
perceptions of risk depend in part on their understanding of the colonizers' political and
bureaucratic connections. Some colonizers indicate that buying land in illegal settlements
is risky. It is my perception that this view is more often propounded by a colonizer who
wants to retain a level of fear among the residents so that his own position as a power
broker is maintained. One colonizer who spread this view was an influential power
broker within his well-consolidated colony. He had switched from creating colonies to
assuming a more political role in the settlement as the president of its association. His
main visible source of finance was property dealing and he was not engaged in any
further subdivisions. It was in his interest to instill fear of eviction in the residents.
In contrast, other colonizers suggest that there is little risk in buying land in their
settlement. While some locations are riskier than others as indicated in an earlier
chapter, this view too is spread due to the colonizers motivations. For example, the
colonizer of Block B in Sant Nagar was actively engaged in colonizing a new settlement
- Chandan Vihar. He had invested money in the land and was obviously eager to sell
it off given the current slowness of the market due to political uncertainities. When I
' Mrs. Singh of Khirkee Extension, Indian Express, July 31, 1989.
8 In Indore, Madhya Pradesh, four colonizers were taken to court for their illegal colonizing
activities.
Punish colonisers, not t
riHE large-sle demolition ofhouses by the Delhi Munipal
Corporation and the Delhi Develop-
ment Authority in Kakrola village on
Najafgarh Road in westQeh on last
Sunday once again hig ilts the
magnitude of the problem which has
undoubteoly destroyed the planned
and orderly development of this
Capital city. The construction of un-
authorised houses and hundreds and
thosands of other buildings being
used for commercial purposes also
expose not only the politicians bes-
towing patronage on certain unscrau-
pulous colonisers or their own
henchmean but also indicates how the
poor people needing shelter have
been exploited by these colonmers
and their agents on the assumption
that nothing would happen to their
hous,
It is not the first time that the
Municipal Corporation and the De-
Ihi Development Authority have
undertaken such demolition opera-
tions in one part of the city or the
other. Similar demolitions in Budh
Vihae near Nangloi had led to vio-
lence sometime back. The villagers
of Nangal Devat near Indira Gandhi
International Airport a few weeks
ago fought a pitched battle with the
police to save their Ancestral land
from being gobbled by urban Delhi.
Despite these so-called clearance
operations, thousands of acres of
land acquired or intended to be ac-
qured are still being grabbed by col-
onsers and their agents in the rural
areas and sold to the people desper-
ately needing a house of their own.
Not only this. unauthorised con-
structon on agricultural land despite
the so-called stringent measures has
assumed a serious proportion. The
Adatistration and its agencies have
all along been acting as a mute spec-
tator to this large-scale unauthorised
construction activity obviously for
reasons of political interference or
money consideration.
One would like to ask whether
bundredsof houses without approval
can be constructed or come up over-
night? Can any coloniser enjoying
political backing sell hundreds of
thousandsof plots to needy people in
one day? Can large-scale d viations
carried out in the construction of
buildings be undertaken in a week?
The answer is obvious. The Admi-
nistation and official agencies, uch
as. the Municipal Corporation, the
Delhi Development Authority and
othershave been openlyconnivingin
this illegal activity; thus ruining the
planned and orderly growth of the
city.
Not only that the official agencies
havebeen indifferent.callousand in-
efficient in doing their assigned task
but it is shocking to note that the
MCD and the Administration have
been providing all basic facilities to
those whose houses are now being
demolished. It would be pertinent to
ask whether Fair Price Shops can be
sanctioned in unauthoiied col-
onies? Whether banks and post
offices can be located in such col-
onies which the authorities describe
as unauthorised or unapproved?
This has been going on because of
the Administration's unimaginative
and shortvisioned policies. Political
parties, particularly those in power,
have been using unauthorised col-
onies as their vote banks; is a fact
which can hardly he disputed. In
other words, people constructing
houses on unapproved land have all
along been exploited for political
purposes
Over 300 dwelling units were pui-
led down at Kakrola as they bad
been constructed on land which was
rural areas of this Capital city as
stated by the DDA Vice-Chairman
or the Administration, the fact re-
mains that thousandsofacresofland
which is otherwise required to be ac-
quired for developmental program-
mes have been grabbed.
But surely, the DDA has a basic
responsibility on land development.
planning and unchecked growth of
jhuggi-jhonpris in different parts of
the Capital.
The DDA has been indulging is
flagrant misuse of public money.
Crores of rupees are being spent
annually to maintain its heavy admi-
nustrative infrastructure. Knowing
things as they are, the DDA has not
only miserably failed on the hose
construction front but it has aho
failed to protect and utilise goveta-
meat land which had been acquired
several years ago. The acquired land
handed over to the DDA has again
been grabbed or encroached upon by
jhuggi dwellers or unscrupulous cal-.
onisers.
Reverting to the main question of
demolition of houses, if one has to
blame the unscrupulous cooiosers
intended to be acquired by the
Administration. It was a pathetic
sight with bulldozers smashing wall
after wall with sullen men huddled
with their families watching a large
portion of their life's savings being
turned into rubble. Most of the
affected people in Kakrola village
belonged to the poor strata of sor-
ty. Women carrying babes in their
arms cried in vain against this heart-
less operation. The residents of Kak-
rola who had put up small houses had
to suffer not because of their faults,
but because, first they desperately
needed a house of their own. and
secondly, they fell prey to the gu&
ble colonisers, estate agents and
middle men preying on innocent
people.
Sometime back while discussing
the demolition operations near vil-
lage Palam, DDA Vice-Chairman
Om Kumar reportedly solely blamed
the Municipal Corporation for the
illegal construction activity partic-
larly in the rural areas which he
admitted was quite serious. Whether
the Corporation was solely responsi-
ble for what has been going on in the,
or manipulators of land deals, one
would squarely Name the Municipal
Corporation, the DDA and the De-lhi Administration. As has been
stated, political parties have un-
doubtedly encouraged unauthorised
construction on agricultural as well
as on public land only to stat their
political interests.
II is quite obvious that the present
land acquisition as well as utilisation
policy is not only unimaginative but
defective. The Government or Delhi
Administration should first refrain
from acquiring land if it is not in a
position to utibse it. and secondly. in
case if the land has been acqired or
intended to be acquired then it must
come out with well- defined policies
and programmes regarding projects,
such as. housing. commercial or
communitycentresor shoppingcomi-
plexes.
Along with this, one would sho
strongly suggest that the government
should take strictest possible actina
against unscrupulous colonsers or
those indulging in selling of agri-
cultural land which has not been ac-
quired or intended to he acquired.
he poor
Nothing can be more disappmwt-
ing than the manner in which tire
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking
mnanagement has been treating its
engineers who are considered to be
the backbone of power generation
and distribution system of the orga-
nisation. The DESU Engineers
Association has now served a notice
on the management hreatening
direct action from Sept. 251 to protest
against the high handed attitude of
the Undertaking for withholding the
implementation of revised pay scales
approved by the Municipal Corpora-
tion for category 'A' employees.
The members of the DESU En-
gineers Association before ibun-
ching their agitation also met Mayor
M. S. Santhi to apprise him of the
illegal and illigical attitude of the
DESU management which other-
wise indicated ulterior and sinister
designs. In a memorandum to Mr
Saathi they sought his intervention
to ensie that their direct action may
not caiue any inconvenience to the
Delhi public.
The functioning of the DESU has
of late been far from satisfactory.
Erratic power supplyrAunnounced
loadshedding in different partsof the
Capitalcausng extreme hardships to
the citizens of Delhi and unhelpful
attitude of DESU employees clearly
suggest hat there is somethine
seriously wrong with the working of
the Undertaking. Citizens in most
parts of the city have been bitterly
complaining against the arbitrary
attitude pf the DESU not only in
regard to the electricity billings bat
also for not attending to minor pow.
er breakdown complaints.
The Municipal Corporation has
alheady accepted cetain recom-
mendations in regard to revuson of
pay scales relating to category 'A'
employees. Pay scale revision must
be accepted. The DESU manage-
men should try and appreciate that
it has faced serious power crisis only
with the help of its dedicated en-
gineers. As is known, DESU cannot
meet its power requirements on its
owN resources. It has to depend
upon neighbouring States for addi-
tional power supply requirements
and credit for generation and dis-
tribution would certainly go dedi-
cated band of Undertaking's en-
geers-
It is high time the DESU manage-
ment aereeded to the reasonable de-
mandsof the engineers. An adamant
attitude would certainly not serve
the cause of people of Delhi.
Fig. 3.5 Hindustan Times (New Delhi). September 20, 1987.
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Take it from me
By A. R. Wig
asked him about risk of eviction, he assured me that there was no risk involved in
buying plots in his settlement. It appears that the element of risk is emphasized by the
colonizers after the land has been sold. The individual perceptions of risk are thus
tempered by the views expressed by the colonizer of the settlement depending upon the
stage of his involvement with the settlement.
II. IMPACTS OF INCREASED RISK OF LOSING POSSESSION
A. Market Response to Perceptions
At the settlement level, the workings of the illegal land market are strongly
influenced by the prevalent risk of fraud and land grabbing. The two main effects on the
illegal land market are to create the territorial organization of colonizers and dealers and
the system of commissions through which the market operates.
1. Territorial Organization
Most of the market is territorially organized with individual property dealers
concentrating their business in particular colonies. Because many plots are for sale at any
one time, sellers must compete and maintain a good reputation to assuage buyers'
concerns about fraude. Working in one area also reduces a dealer's chances of being
defrauded. One small-scale property dealer used to conduct business in several
unauthorized colonies in different parts of the city. He did not have strong local contacts
in any one particular settlement and lost some money due to fraudulent deals. Since
moving permanently to Sant Nagar three years ago and concentrating his business within
this colony, he has not faced any loss due to fraud. Even if the incidence of fraud is low,
the perceived risk of fraud can be high as a result of even a small number of actual cases
with high losses. Additionally, dealers may spread such rumors about other dealers to
increase the value of their own good reputations. The importance of building a good
reputation was emphasized by the colonizer of Block B, Sant Nagar, who was the most
successful colonizer in the locality. Information and trust, both requiring some length
of residence in the settlement, are critical to successful transactions and lead to the
territorial location of colonizers.
a. An unused board lying in the terrace to be used when the owner gets some land to sell.
b. Most property dealers locate on the main c. Typically, property dealers operate from
road to attract potential customers. small offices and most business is conducted
outdoors.
Fig. 3.6 Property dealing is a widespread occupation in newly developing areas.
2. System of Commissions
The market for land in illegal subdivisions in Delhi operates through a system of
commissions. Contacts through known and trusted people are less risky for the
colonizers and dealers. Colonizers do not advertise in local newspapers because of the
illegality of the sales.' Since the profits from the sale of land are quite high, it is
worthwhile to give commissions to personally known contacts who bring buyers.
From the viewpoint of the dealers, who are usually residents of the subdivision,
the system of commissions allows dealers to use their personal contacts with friends and
relatives so that they can finance their own plots with the commissions earned. This
system of commissions and personal relations is so mutually beneficial that most heads
of households are occasionally engaged in property dealing. One estimate put the
number of resident property dealers who displayed boards at 300. When I was in the
field, even the local tea-shop owner offered to find a plot suitable for me!
From the buyer's perspective, the trustworthiness of the colonizer-property dealer
and the safety of the colony for investment purposes are re~nforced by the plotholder-
agent himself investing in a plot. The system of commissions also offers the buyer the
possibility of partially financing his own plot by becoming a dealer. Moreover, he finds
housing in a community where he knows some people. The system of commissions
seems to be beneficial from the perspective of all the actors involved in it. Later on in
the life of the settlement it can also be the basis of forming community solidarity. The
system also illustrates the penetration of market relations into what are commonly
understood as purely social relations.
B. Implications for Plotholders
There are two main findings about the effects of fraud and land grabbing on the
plotholders. First, in terms of access to land and housing, the poorer residents are likely
to lose land in cases of dispute, but have easier access to rented accommodation. Second,
initially housing investment is greater than in the other major form of illegal settlement
* Most advertising occurs through word of mouth and signboards along nearby main roads.
Sometimes pamphlets advertising the sale of plots are distributed in areas containing potential
buyers. One small colonizer recounted his experience with distributing pamphlets - buyers who
came to the settlement bought from others so that his marketing expenses were wasted.
a. Vegetable gardening by renters in plots owned by speculators.
b. Goat rearing by residents in vacant plots.
Fig. 3.7 Strategies to protect against land grabbing. Speculators often rent their plots
for low or little rent to poor families. The plots can be used for income
earning by the renters.
- squatter settlements. This might be partially due to higher-income groups investing
in these settlements for other reasons. The high initial housing investment also illustrates
a sequence of consolidation and tenure security that differs from conventional
expectations. I will examine these two implications as they apply to the three broad
kinds of buyers of these plots.
1. Access to land and housing
Access to land and housing has been affected in different ways for different kinds
of buyers. First, plotholders in Sant Negar who do not have alternative accommodation
or cannot afford to pay rents any longer move in almost immediately. Their main fear
is risk of eviction by public authorities and the risk of losing the land to better-off people
in case of disputes due to fraud.
Second, plotholders who need to delay occupancy of their plot in order to save
money for construction face the risk of losing possession due to land grabbing. Some of
these are the lower middle class who buy to settle down after retirement. They have
alternative accommodation either government provided or through a rent allowance.
Their main concern was the risk of losing possession of land. Often they bought plots
near residents whom they knew so that the latter could keep an eye on their plot, a
strategy that seemed to work well.
The third kind of buyers are speculators with adequate money or power to
maintain possession of their plot. The speculators often rent out small rooms for little
or nominal rent. Their strategy of retaining control over the land is to build a minimal
core, rent the land to poor people without demanding key money, and enforce their
ownership by using social connections with the local influentials. The renters were poor
households who in exchange for the housing kept an eye on the plot. Most of the
speculative plots were large, so the renters were able to grow vegetables on the
remaining land to sell in urban markets.
The illegality of the plots, variety of plot sizes and inadequacy of infrastructure
in illegal subdivisions make the plots affordable to different income groups. In the case
of disputes, unfortunately, the poor are vulnerable to loss of their investment. On the
positive side, however, some poor renters find cheap housing and the means to earn
income by growing vegetables.
a. Even swampy low lying land is cut up into
plots and protected by brick walls.
c. A minimum shelter built to indicate
possession may not be sufficient; the building
materials are stolen for construction.
Fig. 3.8 Strategies to protect against land
investments.
b. Brick walls to protect against encroachment
are a characteristic feature of illegal
subdivisions.
d. A minimal shelter which is occasionally
visited has better chances of stopping
encroachment.
grabbing. Plotholders need upfront
2. Investment in housing
The investment pattern in illegal subdivisions begins with the owner making a
large upfront investment to build brick boundary walls and fill in the plinth.10 This
construction indicates to the community and potential encroachers the owner's possession
of and active interest in the land. Simultaneously, or soon after, the owner builds a room
with brick walls, with a roof of stone slabs on iron T-girders. The minimal investment
of filling in the plot to the desired plinth and of constructing a boundary wall can be a
substantial part of the required investment in the plot.
The high initial investment in housing is contrary to the general literature linking
housing investment and tenure. Conventional wisdom, most clearly articulated by
Turner (1969), indicates that tenure security is a precondition to housing investment.
Illustrating that it is the perceived security of tenure that matters, Doebele (1983) argues
that these perceptions of security can be created by "hope giving" governmental
interventions such as the provision of services. In an article comparing consolidation of
illegal subdivisions and squatter settlements in Medellin, Colombia, Baross and Mesa
(1986) conclude that while initially the settlement process occurs faster in the illegal
subdivisions due to higher perceived security of tenure, both settlements illustrate a
progression of housing quality from the initial temporary shacks to more permanent
buildings, implying that consolidation improves with the age of the settlement and
higher perceived tenure.
However, I would argue that the residents increase housing investment in order
to increase their security of tenure. By making high upfront investments and building
upon their plot as soon as possible they secure possession. Possession also leads to
making demands through resident associations that ultimately seek legal tenure." In a
similar vein, Hirschman (1984) argues that people believe that consolidation increases
security of tenure and reduces risk of eviction, since governments are reluctant to
demolish structures that are well built and represent substantial investments.
" Collier (1976:22) mentions that after getting access to the land the squatters build boundary
walls. This however, is to protect encroachment on their land by other squatters, rather than a
response to the risk of losing possession despite having quasi-title to the land.
" Such an inverse relationship between tenure and housing investment has also been noted
through research in illegal subdivisions in Oman (Omar Rezaz, talk at MIT, April 1991).
Vacant plot in denser part of Sant Nagar, Block
A protected by boundary walls.
Fig. 3.9 Vacant plots with boundary walls
feature of unauthorised colonies.
are the most common characteristic
The increased risk of fraud and land grabbing has had mixed effects. The need
for high upfront investment to retain claim to land in the case of delayed occupation has
reduced poorer income groups' chances of retaining possession. At the same time, the
poor have also gained access to low-cost rental housing as a direct result of these risks.
From my research, I believe that plotholders build to secure tenure not from actions by
the government but from fraud and land grabbing by private agents.

Chapter 4
FORMALIZATION OF LANDOWNER-COLONIZER CONTRACTS
INTRODUCTION
During the fieldwork, while questioning residents about the financing of their
plots, I was struck that no one reported paying in installments, which the literature
suggests is the usual practice. Many people asked me about the possibilities of obtaining
loans for various purposes. This cry for credit came not only from the resdents but also
from the colonizers, who previously offered credit to buyers. My research into this
question revealed that the inability of colonizers to provide credit resulted from the less
profitable and more formal relations that have developed between colonizers and the
landowners. What had caused the changed situation and what did it imply for access
to land? These are the issues I will deal with in this chapter.
The increased commercialization of land markets in the past few years has been
noted by researchers. Doebele (1987: 116) states:
Urban land markets that twenty, or even ten years ago seemed relatively
responsive to demand are now inelastic. Private owners, who formerly were
willing to enter informal agreements with the poor for cultural or ethnic reasons
now often find their land in a premium position for commercial development and
can no longer afford to offer it on the basis of social obligation or religious
principle.
This chapter explores the dynamics of this commercialization of contracts between the
landowners and the colonizers and the implications of the changes for the access to land
by potential plot buyers. In the first section I will focus on the causes of increasing
formalization of contracts between colonizers and landowners. In the second section I
focus on the impacts of these changes at two levels. At the settlement level I will
elaborate on the increasing involvement of colonizers with the settlement and the role of
resident associations. On the resident level, I will focus on the implications of the
unavailability of installment credit.
I. CHANGES: FORMALIZATION OF CONTRACTS BETWEEN COLONIZERS
AND LANDOWNERS
There have been two distinct phases of illegal subdivision in Sant Nagar. The
differences between the agreements in the two phases reflect some interesting
developments. In the earlier phase when there were no close personal connections
between the landowning farmer and colonizer, the agreements between them were
ambiguous whereas in the later phase the contracts negotiated between colonizer and
farmer often from the same locality were more rigid and time bound. In addition, earlier
colonizers sold the plots on installment credit and within a year or two collected the
money owed and disappeared from the scene, leaving the plotholders to fend for
themselves. Later colonizers have continued their involvement with the settlement even
though they sold the plots on a cash-down basis and thus had no apparent reason to
remain. Finally, earlier colonizers were presumably operating in other regions after they
finished with the Sant Nagar area whereas the later colonizers stayed mostly within fixed
geographical boundaries, even after they had sold all the plots within a settlement.
A. The two phases of illegal subdivision
1. The pre-1977 phase
In the first phase of settlement, which began in 1960, five to six colonizers who
were outsiders to the area came and bought agricultural land from the farmers of Burari
village. This land consisted of holdings between 400 and 4000 square meters. The land
bordered the village settlement area defined by the lal doral (village boundary) and was
some distance from the nearest urban area, that of Kingsway Camp. The colonizers
1 The lal dora is the legal settlement limit of rural villages within which building activities are
permitted and electricity and water supply is provided by local authorities. Outside the limits
of the lal dora (literally red line), no permanent structures can be built and domestic services are
not provided. This acts as a means of conserving agricultural land and delineating revenue lands
by preventing sprawling settlements. The original village lal doras were demarcated in 1908.
probably thought that eventually when the village boundary was extended the land
would become legalized. Meanwhile, the settlement could tap the existing service lines
of the nearby village and later get them extended.
The early transactions between the colonizer and the farmers in Sant Nagar were
typical for the early phases of subdivision throughout the city. Early colonizers bought
land at the periphery at low prices from the farmers, subdivided it and sold it to the
buyers at higher prices. The freeze on land sales in 1959 and the low rates of
compensation offered to the landowners for sale to the government encouraged many of
the land sales which occurred during this time. Additionally, colonizers were willing to
pay the landowners more than the official compensation rates, since they could in their
turn sell the subdivided land for a reasonably high profit. These early agreements were
loose and the colonizer dictated the terms. The prices agreed upon were low and the
unwritten agreements included payments without interest to the only as the sale of the
plots proceeded. Under these conditions, the personal investment at risk for the
colonizer was quite low.
The colonizers bought the land for between two and three rupees per square
meter and sold it to some city households for between 15 and 20 rupees per square
meter. The buyers had to pay an initial deposit after which they could pay the remaining
cost in installments within up to two years. The initial colonizers soon disappeared from
the scene, having sold the plots for high profits. This initial phase of subdivision did not
result in significant building on any of the plots. The area was flood-prone and, in the
absence of any clear demarcation of the plots, after one or two years it became difficult
to locate individual plots. The plotholders discovered that the plots they had been
shown were different from the land for which they were given papers. The absence of
services (water, electricity, etc.) further deterred the early development of plots.
So who were these colonizers of the earlier pre-1977 phase? I will make a
necessary digression here to the origins of the earlier legal colonizers and their
operations. Between 1955 and 1959, a number of private land development companies
flourished. Their mode of operation was similar to that of the pre-1977 colonizers of
unauthorized colonies that emerged later. Some of the colonizers of the pre-1977 phase
had emerged from these companies.2
With the steep rise in prices and the land freeze in 1957, the larger established
private colonizers virtually all went out of business from 1959 onwards (Bose 1973).
Almost all land transfers became illegal. On one hand there was an increasing demand
of the rising population and on the other hand the land freeze cut off all private
provision of land. The land policy eliminated the role of the legal private developer, and,
due to the problems in implementation, simultaneously failed to increase supply through
state measures. A new breed of colonizers who specialize in the illegal sale of land
emerged.
2. The Post-1977 Phase
The second phase of subdivision can be distinguished from the first both in space
and in time from the earlier phase. In this phase, land nearer the main road towards the
urban area was subdivided into plots and called Sant Nagar. This phase was catalyzed
by a series of events. First, some of this land was notified under the large scale land
acquisition program of the DDA of 1959. The likelihood of it being acquired with little
2 The companies either bought land directly from the landowners or alternatively, bought it
through brokers. The brokers were given commissions of between one and two percent which
were incentives for them to lookout for "available" land. The land price given to the farmers was
low and the company was able to finance the land with its own capital. Plots were often sold as
soon as land was acquired from the land even before the legal transactions were complete. The
colonizers prepared blueprints for the colonies and obtained the necessary municipal sanctions.
Plots were then sold regardless of the stage of development of the colony. Sometimes the
companies paid the farmers along with the sale of the plots, thereby minimizing their own
investment.
The earliest colonizers had charged low prices (Rs 10-15/sq yard) and even this money
was collected in installments. All transactions were strictly on a cash basis. The plot could
generally be sold three times before it was finally registered. The profits made on these
intermediate transactions were not claimed by the company, neither was the increased price of
land recorded in the registration deed. Profits made by the companies were 15 - 30 percent on
the paper, however, in an independent study of one such company Bose (1973) concludes that
the actual profits made were nearer hundred percent. All the plots were not generally released
at once as the companies feared that the market would get depressed.
The stages of development of the colonies were financed through the installments paid
by the plotholders. Thus the colonies were developed all at once -operation wise rather than area
wise. The companies failed to provide urban infrastructure (water supply, sewerage, electricity
etc.) at the time of the sale. In many cases the colonizer disappeared from the scene and the
municipal corporation took some time before addressing the problem thus creating a period of
no facilities (Bose 1973).
compensation from the DDA made the illegal sale attractive.? Second, in 1978 a major
flood damaged a lot of land and property. In the following year, under pressure from
the villagers, the government built a dam to protect the land from future flooding. The
building of the dam made the land safe for settlement and it decreased the water table
making the water brackish and not very suitable for agriculture. Third, the Delhi
Administration, in 1977, passed a policy for the regularization of pre-1977 colonies (there
were 612 colonies by then), thereby increasing expectations of future regularization. On
paper, the policy included strict action against the formation of further colonies but in
practice it was not implemented, thereby increasing the perception of possibilities of
future regularization by the residents.
After 1977, the relationships between the landowners and the colonizers had also
evolved into more complex and rigid forms. I was surprised to find that in the more
recent subdivisions, the role of the colonizer in the sale of land had shifted to being more
like that of a broker.' The agreements between the colonizer and the landowner were
clearly laid out. The colonizer agreed to sell the land for the farmer within a period of
two to six months at a price mutually agreed upon. Moreover, he would also collect a
commission of between two and three percent of the price of the land. The colonizer
would then make a subdivision plan for the land and begin the sales. His strategy was
to sell the land for as highest price that the market could bear, so that he could pocket
the difference between the price promised the farmer and the actual sale price. As the
plots were sold, money was paid to the farmer. The plotholders were meanwhile
pressuring the authorities to consider a redefinition of the village lal dora, which had been
set in 1908, to include Sant Nagar by claiming that it was being occupied by the growing
village population.' In 1983, the extension of the lal dora was officially legalized through
3 See Solomon Benjamin, Jobs, Land and Urban Development, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy,
1991, for a description of the low prices paid by the DDA.
* Anthony (1990) found similar processes elsewhere in Delhi.
sOften, the colonizer uses the name of the nearby regularized colony to name his subdivision
and gain the advantages of the regularized colony. Thus Sant Nagar already existed and had legal
status, by calling his subdivision Sant Nagar Block B, he could possibly confuse the buyers into
thinking that either the colony was legal, or that it was another phase of Sant Nagar A which was
to be regularized in time.
Waiting for the bulldozer? Boundary walls constructed illegally on Government land near Palam vilage.-HT photo by N.
Thiagarajan
Colonisers brazen it out
By Ashutosh Handoo
NEW DELHI. Sept. 9 - The
serene expanse of vacant land in south-
west Delhi lying in Palam-Kakrola-
Bijwasan triangle, proposed to be de-
veloped by the Delhi Development
Authority, is witnessing unauthorised
colonisation on stunning scale despite
official warnings.
This brazen but systematic activity
of private colonisers is going on at a
pace that would put to shame the
"working" of any official agency like
the Government's monopoly outfit
DDA; whose perfunctory approach
towards planned development has
been a pet subject of ridicule in the
Capital. -
Hundreds and thousands of people
are being taken for a ride, a costly one
at that by the unscrupulous colonisers
while many others treat the purchase
of plots as a mere extension of their
routine business activity. Some are of
course forced to take recourse to
buying for genuine housing needs.
The modus operandi of the colonts-
ers is simple. Financially sound parties
purchase a few acres at a throw-away
rate from the farmer. cut plotsout of it
and sell them one by one. The poces
varying from Rs 26U a yard in area
under acquisition notice of the Gov-
ernment to Rs L.000 depending upon
the status of the location.
The buyers are-in plenty especially
because of the boom in the real estate
witnessed from carty eighties. The
transactions which change hands
perhaps every season are carried out
with meticulous case on power of
attornew basis. Total business turnover
of these deeds in south-west Delhi
which do involve an element of risk
runs into several crores. according to
the conservative estimates of the
agents in the profession.
To ensure continued feasibility of
these deeds. part of the proceeds is
allegedly used to buy official silence by
devious interpretation of the acquisi-
tion guidelines of the Delhi Adminis-
tration or some,other via media like
regularisation of the colony in ques-
tion.
A couple of days ago, the DDA
issued a public warning in the national
dailies. It stated "for the planned de-
velopment of Delhi. land has been ac-
quired in south-west Delhi in Septem-
ber. 1986 for the Papankalan project.
This land measures about 1.860 hec-
tares 14.61X acres) and it comprises
portions of the villages Palam, Dabri,
Nasirpur. Matiala, Bagdola.
Amberhai. etc."
It further stated that an area of 3550
hectares bounded by Najafgarh Road.
Pankha Road. Riwari railway line and
Agra oil pipeline had been declared as
a "Development Area' under the De-
lhi Devel e t and as a result of
this no dcvceopment/construction
activity could be taken up without the
specific approsal tf the DDA.
Ihe area hetween the oil pipcline
and Najafgarh drain was said to be
under the process of acquisition. In the
earlier mentioned area a number of
colonics have come sip. Some of these
have been appromed while some con-
tinue to be aitho'ied. Among them
are Suraj Vihar. Ainika Vihar. Shiva-
ni Enclave. Bharat Vihar and Shiv
Park.
These colonics have been recenily
cut' and a largc number of houses
have been built. By any stretch of legal
enforcement. the.DD .would not be
able to do much if the recent tsperi-
ence of Sangam Vihar is any indica-
tion. Despite police action and demoli-
tion of some houses there, freeing of
some of the land of the Indian Air
Force. nothine else could be done.
Then there is the main hope of
houses of these colonics being regula-
rised by the authorities as elections
were round the corner. In fact there
are a number of colonies in Palam
which have been regularised. On the
edges of these colonies new houses are
coming up and these could be treated
as part of the regularised colony.
There are colonies and structures
within Pankha Road, Uttam Nagar.
Matiala and Kakrola which according
to official sources have been regula-
rised. Any colony comine up around
them can also expect to get rectilarised
because of the close vicinity to the
approved ones.
Some of the resettlement colonies
like Mianglapuri are also nearby.
Mahabir Enclave phase I and I have
also come up in a big way. Going by
the guidelines of the Delhi Adminis-
tration a 100 per cent built-up portion
in an area under acquisition notice
need not be brought down, sources:
said.
However. the areas which the DDA
claims is under the process of acquisi-
tion and where mostof the colonisa-
tion is taking place these days. notices
under Sections 4, 6, 9 or 17 have not
been issued as yet.
DDA Vic-Chairtnan. Qm Kumar-
when contacted said that the Municip-
al Corporation of Delhi was to be re-
sponsible for building activity in the
rural areas which he admitted was se-
rious. But the DDA had not con-
ducted any survey so far to determine
the real extent of private colonisation.
The situation is so messy that the
DDA has only some days ago written
to the Delhi Administration for issiAng
the Section 4 notification which is still
under consideration.
It is like putting the cart before the
horse. The order of action should have
been first acquisition and then plan-
nine of development of the area. The
administration is also sitting pretty
over the matter and by the time all the
binding notifications are issued, lot
more people would take advantage oi
this bizarre situation.
Fig. 4.1 Hindustan Times (New Delhi). September 10, 1987.
a Delhi Administration gazette. The regularization of Sant Nagar with legal rural
settlement status gave new momentum to the subdividing of land.
Most of the colonizing activities in the area after 1978 were orchestrated by a
single colonizer. He was originally a farmer from the village Burari who had earlier on
sold his land to a colonizer. Soon he realized that large profits could be made from land
subdivisions and began by colonizing a two square kilometer parcel of land now called
Sant Nagar block B. When his initial venture was successful he got involved in further
subdivisions and is currently engaged in creating a new colony nearby called Chandan
Vihar.
The agreements that this colonizer had with the landowning farmers, who are
mostly known to him through his village connections, are typical of agreements between
colonizers and landowners in the post-1977 phase. The role of the colonizer is now more
like a broker or property dealer than a colonizer. The colonizer of Sant Nagar block B
in 1983, contracted to sell the land for 30 rupees per square meter with a two percent
commission within six months. The colonizer paid a deposit to the farmer of about ten
percent of the selling price of the land. As the price agreed upon was nearer the price
that the market could bear, his profit margin has reduced considerably since earlier times.
Within six months he was unable to sell off all the plots that he had created so he
borrowed some money from financiers at interest rates of 24 to 36 percent per year and
paid the money he owed to the farmer on time.' To improve sales, he put in a road and
built a temple on the land. He also later installed hand-pumps to pump up ground
water. He was able to sell off the remaining land for approximately 75 rupees per square
meter in 1985, and could repay his debts as well as make a profit.7
He sold the plots through some supporters as well as through contacts who
received commissions. These commissions were usually in kind, through adjusting the
6 in another settlement, Sitapuri (formed in 1973), Anthony (1990) indicates that the colonizers
acted like property agents rather than colonizers. They coordinated the efforts of two or more
farmers desirous of selling their land. In these transactions he found that the deposit component
in the transaction is higher in the settlement's infancy and reduces substantially as the settlement
consolidates.
' Another developer, in an interview, said that nowadays no farmer gives you more than two
to three months to sell the land. In addition you have to pay the deposit of ten percent and if you
are unable to sell the land you can lose a lot of money.
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Landowners turn racketeers
by Ihavdasp Kng .
NEW DELHI, Sept 5: SiI '"
years ago, even a bicycle was a
rare feature in Devil village ie
south Delhi. Today, several fami-lies own Maruti car, and thih
homes bows .ciiiour TVs and
videos.
Adjoining the village i the
reason for its new-found
prosperity-Sangam Vihar, a
sprawling unauthorised colony
nearly 20 kilometres in circumfer-
ence according to one estimate,
occupying what was once agri-
nd belonging to ye .
villagea.
In November. 1980, land be-
longing to eight south Delhi vil- -lages includin Devil, TIgrI,
Tugjiskabad. Khanpur and ebSara s waa notified under section t -
4(1) of the Land Acquisgion Act,
1984. (Later five other villages in
south Delhi received a similar I -
notification.) 'Tis created const-
ernation among the villagers who '
feverishly began selling off their
land-privately, profitably, ille-
lo ic was simp, exlains
Mann Singh of Devii: 'How
much compensation would the
government have given me? Five
or six rupees per gaz. Then I Sangam V
would have been neither here nor
there." As it is, he points out. he also illegal." lie claims that lie
has managed to salvage some- and his fellow colonisets have
thing. He started selling his land bought everyone. fronm politicians
at Rs 80 to 90 per square yard but to policeman aid parwaris to high
the price appreciated with time revenue officials.
and today, what little land he has According to Singh, he and 401
left would not go for a paise 'other landowners in the area paid
under Rs 350 per square yard. RIs 10,000 in bribes to bureaucrats
The village landowners' and petty officials to look the
apprehension was well-founded, other way when the fraudulent
For instance, the land of Tughla- transactions were going on. With-
kabad, where the Nehru Place out their "cooperation", Sangain
commercial complex now stands, Vihar could not have come up, he
was taken at the absurdly low rate ays
of 60 paise a square yard. In How else, he asks. could lie
Kalkaji, thejate was RIs 2.50 per have sold off his land when reg-
square yard and in Mehrauli istration of land transfers has
where the Vasant Kunj residen- been banned in Delhi. Arre, Dill1
tial complex is coming up, it was mein 19g2 se registry hand hN."
Rs 1.20per square yard. In Lado he says. "Still, I have niottaged in
Sarai, Saket, it was Isa 5 per sell my land ilitouglh a ipower of
square yard. - attorney which was registered he-
So, of thh 53 bighas of land he fore a public notary." Nor did he
originally owned, Mann Singh has bother to cross the border to
left nothing for the government to llaryana in order to have the
acquire. Traditionally a farmer, registration done.
he is only vaguely aware of the In the paIaI's, records, the
illegality of the land trapsactions;land has been shown as having
which have become an everyday been vested with the gan sabtha.
phenomenon and the fact that he Customarily, land which has been
ts, as a DDA official put it, a lying fallow for two to three years
"racketeer". or which is not being used for
As another 'landowner points agricultuitil purposes; becnmes
out.,however. "taking bribes isN. llage conr ion land.
'ihar: a sprawrling unaitihoried colons' hotsing oier one lakh
Winle %'tion 4( I) tif tie Itait colony i-c re-enlarised itai so far,
Acquisitionie, is only a p'e. the rtideins of Satieim Vilhar
lnitnay notficaii.on, sectinit 6 dnin' kiow lhere they stand.
declarcs that a decision has been A doctor who tel cetlv purch-
taken to acquie the ild. 'I iur ased land in Smigams Vithar. says,
special pilice cell has regisrtred "Ihe land is bought and paid for
4,ttXI cases against sale tit land as far as we are concerned. But
alter notification under section 6. the authorities refuse to let its
An amvendivent to make police build on it and claim that the
action posibile een alter section origiial hliownCs have lifted
4 is imposcd is in the ipeline." the as ard " Mann Singh hotly
styn a iand and tluildie Depart. denies this.
tmeit official. this Iles not t %pitcalv. sanAm Viliars resi-
bother the )cvli lanlowners- stnts are class If and class IVlhev hae Ile bureaucracy in cmpklihsees. with thie odd shop-
their pockeis. keeper. teacher. butsincsman and
Devli village has. in fact. sold
off nearly 90 per cent (if its land.
Anid ln hle wtil. fot the area
unler notifiali is wasanounced
in May this ycar. there were
waves of sprichenion.
W hile tIre hand and Building
Derparitieti. as per the existing
p'hey. releasd 90] ter cent of tie
uilt-up area in Sangaim Vihar
(tom acquitiion. in the area under
DDA's purview. demolitions
were cancd out two-and-a-halfl
month% ago by MCI).
Nearly, ItO strictures were
d ismg a storm of1
protest ard a plea that the entire
doctort thrnswn mn. Iliyhv
coic from tilar. Il. Calcuta
and enen Madias to DlhW. They
have no Oth Ir it ve to stay. SU
Ilicy bit these tins' plots and
construct homries." explains a Neb
Sarai landowiner.
\'aot though it is. Sangam
\ilhar is dencly populated, with
between 1.5 to three lakh resi.
dents. goine bv the estimates of
the Ievli village pradhan, Ranbir
Sinigh.
i:ner mtch hut fit ite uneven,
natrot, dust- tracks which serve
ai tvs'k. is nIlilt up it exlendis
lomt the rollege of pimamacy and
residenn
the lilanidard factory ito Khanpur
and is separted front Sainik Faims
bv another tinauthotied colony.
Duta Vihar. "We pay house tax,
we haie telephone lines, tation
shops and tel depots.' claimed a
resident.
flowever. Sanram Vihar has
none of the facilities provided to
authorised colonies: sewerage,
water, electricity. diepensarnes
and government schools.'We
have managed them oin our own."
says a husinessman with a twit
Mtoey office in Sanpam Vihar.
And indeed they have.
Electricity is tapped from
tubeweils which once watered
crops. I ron fhe piles strung omt
acrios the coloiny. ia connection is
taken to supply several hoyses.
Water is drawn from handpulinps.
Children in the colony go to the
Devii village govermient school,
already overciowded.
What is in %lore for the resi-
dents of Saigamt Viliar? Dcmoli-
tion or regularisatiton? iey are
worried, but not inordinately' so.
'I he elections are not far oft, they
point out. ansi the plea for rep-
ulatisation is JIest, beard t t
time.
Fig. 4.2 Sunday Observer (New Delhi). October 6, 1987.
price of the plot of the agent. Payment for the plots was on a strictly cash-down basis
with an agreement to pay the entire amount within fifteen days (this period was
extendable for a maximum of four months if the colonizer wanted to oblige the buyer,
with an advance of between 500 and 1000 rupees depending upon the size of the plot).
Around 1983, in his early days, the colonizer also ran a building materials supply
operation, but he soon specialized in selling land and delegated the materials supply
operations to his friends and relatives.
B. Causes for the Changes in Contracts
In this section, I will examine the causes of increasing commercialization of the
illegal subdivision process through two parallel related occurrences -- the learning
process of the farmer, and the changed origins of the colonizer.
1. Farmer learns of prices
The learning process of the farmers has been instrumental in the changes in the
contracts. Earlier, the farmers were not aware of prevailing urban land prices of the pent
up demand for land. Traditionally, relations between various castes in village societies
have depended upon the control, ownership and use of land and the jajmani (patron-
client) system. Landowners had never thought of land as an urban asset or considered
its sale since it was their main means of livelihood. One would expect that within a
short time market forces -- the supply of legal land constricted by the land act of 1959
and the increasing demand -- would make the landowners aware of the market value of
their land but in reality this awareness has taken some time.
2. Farmer turns colonizer
The second factor instrumental in the changed nature of contracts has been the
territorial nature of operations caused by the farmers turning into colonizers. The land
owners themselves, even if they were aware of the prevailing land prices, could not have
in the earlier phase created subdivisions. Even the apparently simple procedure of
dividing the land into plots and selling it requires some understanding of possible plot
sizes and street widths, a means of locating buyers of plots who would trust them and
familiarity with the legal aspects of land transfer, registration and power of attorney
procedures.
A central quality in the success of the early colonizers was "street smartness." The
process of illegal land subdivision required the colonizer to be "street smart," a quality
is commonly attributed to the urban In an interesting report of a conversation with a
colonizer Bose (1973:174) reports:
We: Is your land not covered by the Land Acquisition Order of 1959?
Colonizer: Yes, but all land in Delhi is covered by this order. You see, only
Section 4.(notification only) of the Land Acquisition Act has been applied and this
is the opportunity to buy land Delhi. Once Section 6 (acquisition procedures) is
applied it will be difficult.
We: Can I build a house straightaway if I buy the land?
Colonizer: Of course. And you should hurry up. Once a large number of houses
are built, this colony will be regularized.
We: But don't you think all this is illegal?
Colonizer: But what can we do? Land is selling at Rs. 200/- a square yard in
Delhi. We are offering you land for only Rs. 10/- per square yard.
The farmers did not initially possess this kind of quickness in convincing skeptical buyers
to invest in illegal land.
Two factors contributed to the growing number of farmers turned colonizers.
First, the older generation of landowning farmers was being replaced by the younger
generation who were more urbanized than their parents and also less attached to the
land. They were able to negotiate more favorable contracts with the colonizers as they
spoke the same kind of language and were more aware of the demand for their land and
the prevailing prices.
Second, many farmers who sold their land were now unemployed.! They could
not readily engage in any other skilled trades. Subdividing land required little in terms
of skills that could not be learned by doing with relatively small costs. Moreover, they
could see that subdividing land was profitable. Their position as villagers also gave them
contacts and credibility with other landowners who were yet to sell the land. Mitra
(1988) gives a fascinating account of a farmer who turned into a colonizer after seeing
8 In some cases small farmers, who were not prepared to sell their land were forced to sell due
to the breaking of essential agricultural linkages. For example, the smaller farmers in the village
Mundka, who used the water from the tube wells of the large landholders, had to sell their land
when the large landholders sold their land forming illegal subdivisions.
adjacent land turned into a illegal subdivision. The evidence of considerable rise in land
values fuelled this tendency to turn from agriculture to subdividing. In many cases
where subdivisions have appeared the land was not fertile enough to make agriculture
economical.'
These changes in the subdivision process have had significant effects on the access
to land. First, the role of the colonizer has changed into being a political power-broker
for the settlement. Second, land can no longer be bought in installments, a situation
which has had an adverse impact on the access to land for the poor. I will elaborate
upon these two implications in the next section.
II. IMPACTS
A. The Increased Involvement of the Colonizer with the Settlement
The colonizer now has a new role to play in the consolidation process of the
illegal subdivision that he creates. As the profit margins in the initial transaction have
been reduced considerably, he has discovered land speculation as an easy means of profit
making. Due to his borrowing on the market to finance his subdivision activities he is
turning towards catalyzing settlement consolidation to drive up the price of his plots
increase his profits (Benjamin 1991).
Literature on informal subdivisions often portrays the colonizer as a profiteer who
disappears after the sale of the plots (Payne 1982). Subdividers are described as often
promising the provision of services of but not providing them (Blaesser 1981, Payne 1982,
Yonder 1987)." Yonder argues that the social and political ties of the subdividers
9 Anthony (1990) reports that agriculture is no longer economical at the urban periphery due
to fragmentation of holdings and limited returns to land. On one acre of land he calculates that
the income from agriculture is 16,000 Rs. per annum, whereas the interest earned on capitalising
the land would be about 20,000 Rs. per annum in addition to releasing the farmer for additional
economic activity.
1 Joan Nelson argues that such conditions may result in increased organization among the
settlers. "In such settlements, neighbors lack any shared experience as dramatic as an invasion.
But, unlike squatters, they share a sense of outraged betrayal: having paid for lots, they lack both
title and basic services. They may also share a common target, the developer."
a. Main street, Sant Nagar.
c. Back lane, Sant Nagar. Note the bridges
across the open drain, and the openings from
the wet areas of the houses.
b. Filling in mud in the main street to prevent
water from collectinc.
d. Street in the illegal part. Note the water
collected in the center.
e. Brick paved lane provided by a colonizer in f. Main street, Sant Nagar. Note that it is just
one part. wide enough for vehicular traffic.
Fig. 4.3 Condition of streets in Sant Nagar.
determined their market conduct and obligations to clients. Thus outside colonizers
would leave early on and local leaders would continue their involvement with the
settlement through service delivery and political advocacy.
There are relatively few studies on subdividers who have actively assisted
settlement consolidation beyond the sale of the plots. Exceptions are Payne and
Nientied, and Mitra. Payne studied developers in Turkey who had accidentally moved
from provision of materials into subdividing land during troughs in business. They
provided materials, technical assistance and credit in the initial stages, but later on they
specialized and stopped providing these services.
Van der Linden and Nientied show how dalals (colonizers) in Karachi, Pakistan,
often organize the provision of water supply and transportation. However, in the case
of Karachi, Hasan (1986) notes how the dalals have gained complete control over land
subdivision to the extent that government officials are in their employ. Closer to my
case, Mitra(1987) cites the case of a colonizer in Budh Vihar, Delhi, who has continued
involvement with the settlement consolidation. She supports Yonder's contention that
political ambitions and efforts to increase land value are causes of this continued involve-
ment.
In this section I will show how earlier colonizers did operate as expected in the
literature, disappearing after completing sales, while recently the territorial organization
of subdividers and the changed nature of contracts have motivated the colonizers oversee
settlement consolidation. In Delhi, Bose (1973) cites cases where the colonizer vanished
after the sale of plots, leaving the purchasers to deal with the servicing. Other studies
of illegal colonies (Khurana:1968, Mitra 1976, Mukherjee 1988) report similar findings.
Even within the Sant Nagar, the first wave of colonizers vanished after selling the plots.
However, my evidence suggests that colonizers are increasingly locating in specific areas
and continuing their involvement with the settlement (Mitra 1987, Anthony 1990). What
factors have contributed to these changed conditions?
A series of interlinked factors have contributed to this change. First, the changed
nature of contracts between the landowner and colonizer has decreased profit margins.
To fulfill conditions of the agreements and make reasonable profits the colonizer has to
speculate with some plots. He thus has a stake in seeing that the settlement consolidates
quickly and acquires services and infrastructure to increase the value of the land. The
a. Provision of open space and community hall, b. Provision of a savings bank and a post office
Budh Vihar. within a school, Budh Vihar.
c. Private school, Sant Nagar. a. rrovision or a tempie to cieter eviction,
Sant Naear.
e. Control over the ration shop, Sant Nagar. f. Control over resident's association and
traders association, Budh Vihar.
Fig. 4.4 Colonizers often provide social infrastructure. They exert control over the
settlement through these institutions.
colonizer of the parts of Sant Nagar Block B and C provided at his own cost, an
improved main road and a temple. He also donated land for a private school under the
condition that the school admitted two students from the settlement every year free of
tuition. More recently, he also organized the provision of water supply. Of more
importance and a development I will deal with in detail later is that he formed the resi-
dents organization.
Other settlements in the city are experiencing similar involvement of their
colonizers. I will argue that these developments are caused by two factors besides the
motive of increasing the land value. First, the increased attractiveness of subdividing has
saturated the market with aspiring colonizers. Most of these are territorially located,
either originating from the village itself or developing close contacts and relations with
the local landowners, police and the representatives of the public authorities. Given the
importance of trust and reputation in the success of the sales in subdivisions, the
continued involvement in the affairs of the subdivisions they have created seems logical.
Second, the constant contact with the local and public authorities makes the
colonizer familiar with the "system" in which the informal contacts and information he
acquires could be translated into political power. In the case of Sant Nagar, the colonizer
advised the association about strategies and contacts. The residents thus became obliged
to him and he gained status as a local leader." From the side of the politicians with
whom he had contact he could promise support in elections as well as assure turnouts
for political rallies. The colonizer of Block B and C had only just begun to refine his
power broker role when, in November 1990, he rallied the people of the settlement to
attend a political rally in support of the Mandal commission report."
In other settlements this role of a power broker is much better defined. In Budh
Vihar for instance, the colonizer was the local leader and perceived by the residents to
"1 One of the centers of control is the ration shop which sells subsidized basic necessities. In
the area, the local ration shop is owned by the colonizer and run by the president of the
association. The ration shop owner has the authority to make ration cards which are in India
really the only evidence of a family's existence. Moreover, they are seen as evidence of having
lived in a particular area. Access to a ration card is access to cheap oil, sugar and food-grains and
kerosene as well as proof of legal residence. A large business in falsifying as well as selling ration
cards exists which is another example of the "parallel system" that exists in India.
" The controversial Mandal Commission Report was commissioned by the V.P. Singh's
government and advocated the reservation of jobs for members of scheduled castes and tribes.
be the malik (owner) of the settlement, and he exemplified the traditional patron-client
feudal relationship."
1. Conditions for the emergence of the colonizer as power-broker
This emergence of the colonizer as power broker is not universal. In Sitapuri, the
colonizers played more the role of property dealers and no single influential colonizer
emerged. This poses the question of what conditions foster the emergence of the
colonizer power brokers?
It is useful to compare the two parts of Sant Nagar in this respect. In Block A,
no single influential colonizer emerged. This could be due to the greater age of the
earlier settlement and its legal situation. But in Budh Vihar, despite the age of the
settlement, the colonizer power broker did become influential. Two factors probably
encouraged the emergence of the colonizer power broker.
The first factor is the size of land controlled initially. In the earlier development
of Sant Nagar, the landholdings were relatively small, and individual landowners sold
land to individual colonizers. Thus, no single colonizer emerged as dominant. In Block
B and C however, the colonizer was able to negotiate for a two square kilometer parcel
of land, which meant control over a larger area and population. In Budh Vihar, even
though land holdings were not very large, the colonizer negotiated with all the
landowners to assemble a large single parcel.
The second factor is the type of resident population. The earlier settlement in
Block A consisted of a higher income population than Block B and C. This was probably
a result of infiltration rather than any initial precondition. The middle class residents of
Block A had contacts of their own in the city administrative and political system and
made their own demands making through their own association.
2. Resident associations and the struggle for services
What is the role of resident associations in the struggle for regularization? What
forms does this struggle take? If the struggle to obtain basic services forms the main
" In March 1983, when the DDA demolished some houses in Budh Vihar, he provided the
house-owners building material to rebuild their houses. This action increased the faith of the
plotholders and increased the prices of land in his colony.
binding force within the resident associations, how far does it help to unite different
resident associations? What forms does this struggle take? These are the questions I will
address in this section.
Most of the associations' demand making is done by some members who are
delegated the responsibility of approaching officials. In these the petitioner emphasizes
his role as representing an association rather than appealing in the personal capacity.
The most successful petitions have been those where informal links existed between the
residents and the administrative structure. When links do not work or do not exist the
alternative is to demonstrate outside the Lieutenant Governor's house. Political links are
perceived to function faster than administrative linkages, yet they are less stable.
Resident associations do not always see it in their interest to collaborate in their
demand making. The limited availability of resources, and the fear that the fruits of
cooperation will be enjoyed unequally makes the associations wary of cooperating with
other associations in the area." Usually they tend to collaborate in issues which are not
related to limited resources, for example, the collaboration between associations of
colonies which have been demolished, to prevent future demolition by DDA without
notice.
However, the resident associations of Sant Nagar Block A and Block B
collaborated in their demand for services. The paucity of public funds for providing
complete infrastructure makes it necessary for residents to pay for part of the services
installed. 5 Also, often the residents in illegal settlements install parallel systems which
are either self sufficient (like electricity generators) or tap illegally into existing systems.
The tapping of services by the unauthorized area obviously imposes a strain on the
quality of services received by the regularized area, resulting in a common interest of
14 However, a federation of TransJamuna Unauthorized Colonies exists. One colonizer
speculated that the reason this could have occurred was pressure of the politician involved (from
above) rather than any visible advantages perceived by individual associations. In the case of
Sitapuri, the association joined with other association of settlement who had been demolished to
fight and successfully win a joint court case. It would seem therefore, that the associations
cooperate in issues which do not involve the distribution of limited resources or when the
proximity of two settlements makes them somewhat interdependent.
"s In India unlike many Latin American countries, utilities are provided through public
agencies.
Women waiting for their turn at the public water tap in the Block B of Sant Nagar.
Some times the wait can be up to four hours for two to four gallons of drinking water.
Fig. 4.5 The struggle for services. Water is the most immediate need.
receiving better services. The case of electricity and water supply in Sant Nagar depict
this point.
After considerable petitioning, in 1986 the Delhi Electricity Supply Union installed
an electric substation on land donated by the residents association. The residents had to
pay only an initial sum to buy the land; the electricity is not metered as it falls in the
rural zone. Blocks B and C tap the existing lines of Block A causing a fluctuation in the
overall supply of electricity. On one occasion the excessive electricity drawn rose beyond
the capacity of the transformer in the local substation and blew it, leaving the settlement
without electricity until the transformer was replaced.
Water supply too, poses problems. The regularized settlement of Block A gets
piped water supply through taps in individual households. In the wave of pre-election
servicing, Blocks B and C were provided with a public water standpipe in every main
lane. Now, these pipes were naturally an extension of the water supply pipes of those
of the existing settlement. As Block A is on higher ground than the unauthorized part,
Block B and C, (the better land is settled first,) the water flowed more easily to the
unauthorized part where the demand for water was high. In both situations the services
of the legal settlement were tapped by the illegal settlement creating conditions of friction
between the two. Under these conditions the residents of Block A naturally wanted
Blocks B and C to have their own services. As a result, the associations of the two parts
cooperated and succeeded in their demand to have deeper water lines laid.
3. Who is the association?
Does the process of formation and regularization of unauthorized colonies
contribute to the mobilization of the poor? Often, the literature elaborates on the
potential for widespread mobilization of people around the issue of tenure. If the
formation of resident associations is occurring through the colonizers, do the poorer
residents have a "voice"? Who is really represented in these organizations?
In both parts of the settlement the association was made up of the better-off
among the residents." And even their perception of their task was not to make housing
16 For an extensive discussion of the extent to which neighborhood organization can represent
the poor see Nelson (1979).
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available for the poor but to improve the locality. "It is only when the services and
infrastructure come that better off people will locate here and the neighborhood will
improve," said the head of one association.
Moreover, the average citizens of both parts were not very aware of what the
association did for the settlement. One resident claimed that the association was falsely
claiming the credit for the services the public authorities were providing. Mistrust in the
handling of funds is also a major reason for doubting the association, perhaps because
the association often collects money for services which have been slow in coming. The
residents seem to take little part in the association's activities besides paying dues and
other charges for water etc.
Illegality in housing is often explained as a means of mobilization of the poor
through demand making in a "bottom up" manner. Sometimes such organization is also
encouraged from the "top down" by bureaucracies for ease in administration, an
approach which is followed by the DDA. However, the formation of the association by
the colonizer with a section of the residents suggests that the residents association is
more a "mid level" organization. This finding is supported by the fact that in Sant
Nagar (as in other places) more than one association existed. The aims and agenda of
all the associations were more or less the same. The president of the main resident
association explained to me that they existed largely due to "political" reasons. Thus
instead of the demand for services leading to the formation of resident associations, the
formation of resident associations by colonizers with a political and profiteering agenda,
may lead to them using the demand for services to justify the association.
B. Implications for the Plotholders: No More Installments
The effects of the changed nature of contracts have been felt most by the
plotbuyers. Land can no longer be bought in installments. The more rigid time-bound
contracts, have made the colonizer borrow money on the market at high rates of interest
to pay back the landowner. He can therefore no longer afford to sell land on
installments. Furthermore, due to the increased acceptance of unauthorized colonies and
his improved political connections, he does not have to settle the colony by giving land
to the poor at almost no cost as earlier (Benjamin 1991). One could argue that the
colonizer could always pass the costs of interest to the plotholders as an increase in price.
However, cost recovery from poor households is both uncertain and time consuming and
he does not need to offer credit as the demand for land is quite high. Naturally, the
income groups who have access to land in unauthorized colonies has risen.
The upward filtration can be discerned through two effects on access to land and
housing. Earlier incremental housing construction could occur along with the payment
for the plot. Nowadays, as the entire cost of the plot has to be met upfront, people need
more money to afford these plots. This is reinforced by the rising land prices.
Additionally, the lump sum amount required for purchasing a plot (a typical price
would be 10,000 rupees for a plot of 40 square meters) has meant that in the initial stages
of the settlement more land is bought for speculative investment than for housing. This
speculative buying has been encouraged by the safety of the investment if one has the
right political and bureaucratic connections. These new conditions represent a serious
shift in the accessibility of land in illegal subdivisions from the poor to higher income
groups and speculators.
The ability to pay for the land in installments has been cited as one of the main
attractions of illegal subdivisions in the literature. Hamer (1985:6) also argues that the
access to land, on credit through installments of one to three years in Bogota, improves
access to credit for house construction. If this important mechanism is disappearing from
the illegal land markets of third world cities, then the argument for the support of illegal
subdivisions as a more attractive choice for housing the poor is considerably weakened.
The changes in the nature of the contracts between the landowners and the
colonizers has thus resulted in reduced access to land for the poorest of the poor through
the loss of credit through installments. In addition, the implications of the role of the
"new style" colonizer I have described are unclear. He is in contrast with the
conventional literature which emphasizes the colonizer as a "profit and run" person. On
the one hand it seems that the new role is beneficial to the residents in their struggle for
regularization. However, this new role, along with the risks perceived in buying land
in illegal subdivisions may be contributing towards the creation of a new kind of mafia
with land as its power base. This situation has already occurred in the illegal land
market in Karachi (Hasan 1988). While the relative implications of such a situation are
not clear, it is clear that the control of land concentrating in the hands of a few colonizers
will not help efforts of improving equitable access to land.
i
Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis questions the conventional understanding of illegal subdivisions and
argues for a new look at the role of the state. My main contention has been that changes
occurring in the illegal subdivision process have reduced the role of illegal subdivisions
as attractive and affordable options for the poor. In the earlier chapters, I elaborated on
the three developments that have changed the access to land and the process of
development. First, I showed how the risk of eviction by public authorities has fallen.
Second, I showed how the risk of losing possession through land grabbing and
fraudulent dealing has increased. Third, I showed how the contracts between
landowners and developers have become more formalized and less profitable for the
developer, which has resulted in the developers playing a new role in settlement
consolidation.
In the earlier chapters, I organized the description of the findings by tracing their
possible causes. In this chapter, I will summarize the conclusions by focusing on the
effects that the changes observed are likely to have on various actors. I then identify
some issues for further research.
I. RECASTING FINDINGS
A. Access to land
The changes described above have had mixed effects on the access to land in
illegal subdivisions. Overall, land in illegal subdivisions is definitely less accessible to
the poor than before. There are two questions that arise at this point: what are the main
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1h
Shakuntala, 42, came to Delhi from
Bulandshahar twenty years ago.
2nAt first they lived in a slum near Kingsway
camp and she and her daughter worked as
housemaids in the nearby affluent colony of
hModel Town In 1977, the government evicted
them from their slum and provided alternative
srviced plots in a sites and services scheme,
two hours away from Model Town by bus
Shakuntala moved to the serviced plot in Nandi
Nagari with her two daughters and a son and
continued going to work two hours away in her
old jobs. She first built a small one room house .. ....
on the plot. Later, she borrowed 3000 Rs. from
the govertnent to expand her house. She hadh
to bribe the officials, lie about her job being
secure and show them her existing house tob
prove that she could repay the money.
She saved her money and joined a "committee"
a small chit fund. She always took the kitty
last and so collected a high rate of interest on
her money. With her savings, through a local
shop-owner, she was able to buy a plot in Sant
Nagar, near her place of work, for 15,500 Rs.
(She and her daughter earn about 1000 Rs. per
month.)
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factors governing continued access to land in illegal subdivisions, and how does access
to land differ for owners and renters?
1. Affordability
Access to land seems to be governed by two factors, affordability and information.
Affordability of plots has been reduced due to the increased price of land, inaccessibility
of installment credit, and the higher upfront costs involved in retaining possession of the
land. Affordability of plots in illegal subdivisions through lower prices and the ability
to pay for the land in installments has been cited as one of the main attractions of illegal
subdivisions in the literature. It is also argued that the access to land improves access
to credit for house construction. This important mechanism seems to be disappearing
from the illegal land markets of third-world cities, weakening the argument for illegal
subdivisions as an attractive choice for housing the poor.
However, if one can somehow obtain a plot of land, then one's economic position
is much improved. To overcome the difficulty of getting credit, chit fund committees
have emerged that provide access to credit using quasi-legal titles as collateral. Access
to land eases access to credit in the informal market. Unauthorized colonies also provide
opportunities for income generation, once one has access to land, through informal
production activities, trade, renting and speculation. The system of commissions has
helped those with some connections to dealers and other buyers to get reduced prices for
their own plots.
Conventional thinking has also indicated that security of tenure is a prerequisite
to investment in housing. In contrast with the literature, the risk of losing possession,
has made people invest; the less the security of tenure the more they need to invest.
Having invested in the plot, they then organize to improve the security of tenure and the
level of services through demand making.
In this situation of high upfront investment and tightening of credit availability,
what should be the role of the state in improving the access to land and housing? It is
evident that public authorities cannot provide credit to buy land with quasi-legal titles.
The challenge, then, is to increase the supply of unserviced land through innovative
schemes and to provide credit within them.
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The nature of the illegal land market makes information a critical factor. Options
in housing are useful only when the prospective resident knows where land is available
and has trustworthy contacts to help buy a plot. As these contacts are usually made in
existing low-income areas like squatter settlements, resettlement colonies and inner-city
rental areas, most of the poor plotholders have arrived in illegal subdivisions after having
spent some time elsewhere in the city. As the population of the unauthorized colonies
increases, I speculate that the time between migrants arriving in the city and locating in
unauthorized colonies is becoming shorter.
The risks prevalent in the illegal land market have also had mixed implications
for access to land. The poorest have a better chance of retaining possession against land
grabbing, but lose out to higher-income groups in case of fraud. Those who delay
occupancy are at risk of losing land through both fraudulent dealing and land grabbing.
2. Owning vs. Renting
Regularization, scholars often argue, has negative implications for renters since
they are priced out of the market. My research has also pointed out that speculators rent
out their plots to the poor for little or no rent to help retain possession. The low rent,
combined with the ability to use the plot of land for growing vegetables or rearing cattle,
enables the poor to earn some income. However, such rental opportunities are few since
speculative plots are large and therefore fewer opportunities to rent in this way exist.
Rentals in newer illegal land subdivisions are also attractive because they are
cheaper and do not require the special deposits (pugrees) required in older subdivisions
and inner city rentals. Even for shops, the owners did not demand the deposit since the
renters could later claim a stake in the property. With regularization, rents increase and
the system of pugree becomes more prevalent, forcing poorer renters further out into the
periphery.
B. Community Organization
Scholars of housing often emphasize the potential of widespread mobilization
around the issue of tenure (Evers 1987). Squatter settlements formed through invasion
are held up as examples of such organization. Researchers also suggest that organization
is the most active when the need for tenure and services is the greatest, eventually
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reducing as the needs of the settlement get satisfied (Nelson 1979). In a part of Sant
Nagar, and perhaps in some other settlements, an inverse sequence can be evidenced.
The colonizers are forming resident organizations and have become increasingly involved
with the process of settlement consolidation, including assuming the role of power broker
for the settlement. In Sant Nagar, besides the two main associations, many other smaller
ones exists, suggesting that their origins are motivated by some residents' desires for
political power. This brings up the question of who is really being represented in these
resident organizations. Poorer residents were not very active in the activities of the
resident association and often looked upon them with suspicion. Such apathy and the
increased role of the colonizers require us to question the ability of illegal subdivisions
to mobilize the poor. With the price of land rising, due to the reduced risk of eviction,
the stakes are now higher for the colonizer. Furthermore, the territorial organization of
colonizers and the increased fraud in land and organization of land grabbers may result
in conditions as in Karachi, where the colonizers control the politicians and the
bureaucracy. This is a cause for concern.
However, in settlements where higher income groups are present, the emergence
of the colonizer as power broker is limited since the higher income groups have their
own links in the bureaucracy and politics. Access to land also brings increasing income
levels. This suggests that settlements would move sequentially from poorer ones
characterized by insecure tenure, minimal services and domination by a power broker
to better-off ones with more secure tenure, improved service levels and a loss of control
by the power broker. The degree of heterogeneity of income groups within the
settlement would suggest the possibility of a colonizer as power broker dominating the
settlement. While the ability of residents to organize and participate effectively in
decisions regarding their community might be threatened by the emergence of the
colonizer-power broker, their increasing income level may allow them to break free of
these linkages.
Some scholars suggest that well established illegal settlements view new
settlements as a threat. Usually, most residents' associations see no advantages in
collaborating with other associations who are competing for the limited resources of the
state. Under some conditions, however, they will collaborate. In Sitapuri the resident
association collaborated with others throughout the city who had experienced similar
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incidents of demolition. In Sant Nagar, however, the two resident associations had to
collaborate on the issue of services because it was in the interests of both the legal and
the illegal parts to obtain services for the illegal part of the settlement.
C. Urban Form
The policy of regularization, which researchers thought would curb the further
growth of unauthorized colonies, has instead catalyzed the formation of new colonies.
Colonizers are cashing in on the high land values created by the expectations of
regularization by subdividing land rapidly. The failure of the public authorities to
increase the supply of land or take strict action against the colonizers has fuelled the
growth of unauthorized colonies.
Scholars have argued that regularization of some subdivisions would improve
layouts and standards in others because of expectation of regularization. On the
contrary, layouts are getting tighter and standards lower. Consolidation is occurring
most where settlement violates additional land-use laws and land is therefore still
cheaper. Moreover, plotholders plan their consolidation in anticipation of regularization.
They build a high plinth in anticipation of roads, and a roof of stone slabs on T-girders
for easy upward expansion. A shop is usually planned for on the side of the plot facing
the wider street. To protect against land grabbing, most plotholders build a boundary
wall around their plot immediately. In the early stages of the settlement, the plots sizes
are nearer the agricultural minimum, whereas later as they are subdivided, they get filled
in. The urban periphery consists of large tracts of walled-off land in various stages of
development, and various land-uses, including production activities, agriculture and
housing.
What has all this meant for the settlement pattern as a whole? First, while illegal
subdivisions have fairly regular layouts that in some ways resemble the layouts of legal
settlements, in other ways they resemble traditional settlements. The colonizers create
regular plot layouts with straight roads and regular layouts within the constraints of
agricultural parcel configurations. However, within the plots, there is no control through
bylaws over built area. Plotholders tend to maximize the covered area while
internalizing any open space that they leave. This kind of internal courtyard pattern is
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similar to traditional designs and is appropriate to the hot climate of Delhi. The older,
more settled colonies may come to resemble traditional ones in their urban form.
The resultant city form consists of huge sprawling, semi-urbanized areas with low
densities in various stages of urbanization. A great part of this city form results not from
the incremental nature of the building process in these colonies, but from the plots of
land held by speculators. Unless alternative investment opportunities are made
attractive, speculative buying of land will continue, thus creating urban sprawl.
II. ROLE OF THE STATE
In the introduction, I argued that the state can accomplish actions in favor of
poorer people. My central argument has been that we need to rethink the role of the
state as the process of creation of unauthorized colonies evolves. It is clear that state
intervention is imposed from above and influenced from below. People influence the
state not only by organized demand making through political linkages but also by
working within the system through informal linkages. We also need to think of the state
in more pluralistic terms, not as a monolithic body, but as composed of various agencies
with different interests and usually little coordination with regard to urban development.
Along with the choice of policies to adopt is the question of the best institutions to
implement those policies.
What role then could the state play in improving access to land and housing? On
the one hand, unauthorized colonies seem to be catering to higher income groups than
before. On the other hand, it is evident that access to land helps better the economic
position of the poor who do get access. What we need to concentrate on therefore are
income groups who are not gaining access to land in the new style of illegal subdivision.
Since the loss of installment credit has been one factor in preventing access to land in
illegal subdivisions, increasing the availability of credit becomes central to increasing
access to land.
Recommending increased access to land means emphasizing the value of
ownership. Some people have traded the security of tenure in sites and services for the
greater flexibility and larger plots offered by illegal subdivisions. Clearly, people
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prioritize security of tenure differently, depending upon their age, their income-earning
capacity and their commitment to the area. In order to target housing options, different
levels of tenure security may be needed by the poor, with a variety of ways of reaching
these levels.
The different levels of tenure could also be related to the provision of credit. In
unauthorized colonies, access to quasi-legal titles has allowed plotholders to join informal
chit fund committees, giving them access to credit at market rates, which many people
used to finance their local shops. A government supporting the system of property rights
cannot be expected to provide credit with quasi-legal titles as collateral. To be able to
provide credit the state has to increase the supply of unserviced land available for
housing. This could be achieved through two ways, either the state acting as a developer
itself, or the state encouraging private sector initiative by reducing barriers that increase
the time and cost of developing land. Perhaps both alternatives are needed.
In the first option, the state would increase the supply of unserviced land, an
objective which could be accomplished at costs lower than those of sites and services
projects. Using this strategy one would be able to reach the poorer income groups by
allotting plots payable in installments and using possession as the substitute for legal title
until the plot is paid for. The experience of the innovative approach used by the
Hyderabad Development Authority in the Hyderabad Incremental Development Scheme
would be useful in this option. Different levels of tenure with different ways of
achieving them over time could be incorporated into such a scheme.
In the second option, the state would encourage private initiatives in land
development. The lowering of standards and the reduction of bureaucratic procedures
would be a part of this strategy. Since experience has shown that private market
mechanisms are not efficient in reaching the poorest, these initiatives would reach a
higher target group than the first option. Providing credit to these developers could
hasten the process of development. New alternatives of integrating private initiative with
existing methods of development used by the state, like plot reconstitution, might also
be helpful. It is clear that the state cannot develop all the land that is required and that
private initiatives will have to play a part in any realistic solution.
Finally there is the problem of urban form. If one advocates vast sprawling cities
with incremental development going on at different rates in different parts, how does the
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whole fit in to some idea of efficiency of services such as transportation or water supply,
and the reduction of fertile agricultural land at the periphery of cities? In a sense, this
dilemma reflects the old paradox of the balance between equity and efficiency.
III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
A conclusion is also a beginning. While doing this research, I became interested
in some other issues that I think deserve further attention. Some of the questions that
arise from the preliminary conclusions concern the relationship between illegal land
subdivisions and other housing submarkets. If illegal subdivisions are catering to higher
income groups than before, how are the lower income groups being housed? Are
squatters, street sleepers and renters increasing? What factors govern substitution
between different submarkets?
The first question that arises directly from my conclusions is that if residents in
sites and services are selling off their plots to come to unauthorized colonies, who is
buying the plots from them in the sites and services? Why are some people choosing the
sites and services plots when they too could buy land in unauthorized colonies, both of
which are located at the periphery of the city? Is there some pattern to the infiltration
of sites and services by higher income groups? In other words, do we need both kinds
of options in the city?
The second question is the role of resident organizations as mediating institutions
between the residents and the public authorities and politicians. What are the strategies
resident associations employ in successfully demanding services and regularization from
the authorities? What characterizes the more successful associations? How do those
associations controlled by a colonizer-power broker succeed in comparison to others?
Why? When do individual resident organizations collaborate with others in their
demand making? If resident associations are the common mediating organization around
which people mobilize, we need to understand how they function internally and in the
context of the city.
The third interesting issue is the role of chit funds in financing housing and
informal production or trade activities. When used for incremental house construction
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is there a correlation between the size of the fund, time period and patterns of
consolidation? Also, are they related to cycles in trade and production? What interest
rates are the borrowers really paying and how is this interest rate determined by demand
for credit in the market? Do these chit funds help mobilize people's activities in other
spheres by transferring organizational abilities as well as the savings habit? How do
these informal organizations in the economic sphere relate to resident organizations in
the political sphere?
The fourth issue of interest to me is the different ways in which land in
unauthorized colonies can be used to generate income, and the role that heterogeneity
of income groups plays in supporting these activities. What are the factors that
determine whether production, trade, renting, speculation will be able to link up to the
city system? How do people strategize to improve their economic position? Research in
the field along these lines will increase our understanding of how the informal
subdivision plays many roles within the complexity of the city.
ill

Growth of Units in Unauthorized Colonies,
Total Households and Housing Stock, Delhi, India- 1961-1986
Year Units Households Housing Stock
1961 31,562 450,000 330,000
1971 78,872 730,000 508,000
1981 191,960 1,150,000 970,000
1986 248,504 1,500,000 1,220,000
Source: Bharathi (1986)
Growth of Units in Unauthorized Colonies, Resettlement Colonies
Squatter Settlements and Slum Rehousing, Delhi, India-1961-1986
Year Unauth. Col. Resettlmt. Col. Squatter Setti. Slum Rehous.
1961 31,562 42,819 4,957
1971 78,872 34,925 81,036 9,130
1981 191,960 197,684 70,000 13,511
1986 248,504 214,108 113,186 16,717
Source: Bharathi (1986)
Appendix 1: Tables showing growth of units in Unauthorized colonies,
housing submarkets and the total housing stock.
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Growth of Units in Unauthorized Colonies, Resettlement Colonies,
Squatter Settlements and Slum Rehousing, Delhi, India-1961-1986
1961 1971 1981 1986
U Unauth. Col. E Resettlmt. Col. M Squatter Settl. M Slum Rehous.
Source: Bharathi (1986)
Growth of Units in Unauthorized Colonies, Total Households
and Housing Stock- Delhi, India, 1961-1986
1961 1971 1981
U Units 0 Housing Stock
1986
E Households
Source: Bharathi (1986)
Appendix 2: Charts showing growth of units in Unauthorized colonies,
housing submarkets and the total housing stock.
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